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TOP GRADS APPLY AT MSU
By L. ALEX WILSON
This writer found in an on-the-Spot investigation Sat-
urday evening that the man who is operating the grocery
and watermelon stand at 1560 S. Parkway E., near the
corner of Willett, is not Roy Bryant and couldn't be J. W.
Milam.
Rumor had spread like wildfire
in the community during the past
week that the businessman was
one of the two half brothers, both
ot whom were freed in the in-
famous Emmett Till case in Mis-
sissippi, in 1955.
Saturday several calls had come
to this writer's desk from citizens
in the aommunity renortine that
"either Bryant or Milam had set
up business" at the address.
WOMAN IN CHARGE
A staff man was assigned to in-
vestigate the rumors. He, upon re-
turning to the office, reported
that he found a woman in charge
there, and that she was not the
wife of either Bryant nor Milam.
The reporter had spent some time
FRED I. alENOTTI on the Till case hack in 1955.
Victim of Rumor Saturday evening about 9:00 a
cit.:Len called at this writer's resi-
dence. lie said: "I and a number
of others are quite disturbed about
a report that either Milam or Bry-
ant has had the brass to start
operating a grocery store near a
Negro neighborhood here in Mem-
phis at the corner of Parkway and
Willett.
"You covered the Till trial and
should remember, the two men,
We would like for you to come
to the store and find out whether
the man is Milam or Bryant. Will
you go?''
SHOWS CLIPPING
I agreed to make the investiga-
tion: Before leaving my home I
showed a clipping from the Press-
Scimitar which refuted the rumor
and identified the operator of the
store as Fred Menotti, an Italitin.
There was an admission that the
story had not been read. T h e
spokesman still persisted in mak-
ing the check on the business.
Upon arrival at the store, I went
directly inside accompanied by
one citizen. After introduction. I
told the grocer that I had receiv-
ed several telephone calls report-
ing that he was Milam or Bryant
in the Till case. I explained that
I had covered the trial and had
come to confirm or refute the
rumor.
OBVIOUSLY DISTURBED
"Yes," he said, "I have heard
the rumor. You can see that I
am not either, though I've been
told I strongly resemble Bryant.
I am Fred I. Menotti." (Fred Men-
otti Grocery is printed in large
letters on the front of the store).
lie was obviously disturbed.
J. W. MILAN 
Though Mr. Menotti bears a
— 




Althea's Victory A Reminder
(An Editorial)
The victory of 29-year-old Althea Gibson is becoming
the tennis queen of the world a fortnight ago in Wimbledon,
England points the way for her people in their struggle for
complete emancipation.
Mitts Gibson was quoted as saying her triumph was due
to "constant perseverance and determination." The Harlem
resident and Florida A 8z M university educated athlete
lost and won many times on the tennis courts. Probably
her most disturbing setback was her defeat at Forest Hills
in the finals last year.
BUT. she possessed what it takes for the average Ne-
gro to succeed in any worthy endeavor of life: Skill and
Agestinal fortitude.The American Negro. especially the southern brother,
ss a part of a tension fraught social revolution. His op-
ponents in the struggle for first-class citizenship have
shown we shall have to earn the attainments we seek.
The right to equal job opportunity, to remove our chil-
dren from second and third class segregated schools, to
further ekhance our cultural status, to travel without the
imposition of isarriers, to exercise the right to vote fully—
all will have to be attained by skillful effort and unwaver-
ing intestinal fortitude.
Through mass action with competent leadership more
democracy can be brought to even the most backward part
of our country. The spirit of Jackie Robinson, who smash-
ed the color line in major league baseball; Jesse Owens,
who shattered Hitler's myth of the 'Master Race"; and
the spirit of Miss Gibson who won her title in the pres-
ence of the Queen of England, while congressmen in her
own country maneuvered to deny her people the benefits
of a 'civil rights bill, must he captured and transmitted
more effectively to the masses of our people.
s We are proud of Miss Gibson. We are grateful to
her for the dramatic reminder of how to succeed. Her
victory has lent encouragement in the fight for full tit/-
Sem/4D. We shall not forget the formula:
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ed Ii getting Mt. Moriah Bap.
list church's Sis members
qualified ef. vote. (N ewson
Photo)
IT'S A SUNDAY to Sunday ef.
tort that is needed to get a
church eitingregattou register.
ed to vote, says Rev. R. W.
Norsworthy, who has succeed-
As Memphis ministers added emphasis on the task
of helping their people become '.setter citizens by becoming
voters, they may be interested in knowing how one pastor
has been able to get a 100 per cent registration among his
members.
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy, minis-
ter of Mt. Moriah Baptist church
in Orange Mound, summed up the
formula that led to his remark-
able achievement thusly:
"I did it by constantly calling
upon my people to registor. It's
a relentless thing. You can't let
up. It has to be a Sunday to
Sunday effort.
The Defender asked Rev. Nors-
worthy about his success in get-
ting Mt. Moriah members to in-
crease their citizenship responsi-
bilities after the Citizens and Min-
isters League mapped plans last
week that call for establishment
of a civic action committee in in-
dividual churches. The committee
would spur registration.
NON•PARTISAN
The league, headed by Rev. H.
C. Bunton, minister of Mt. Olive
cathedral, working with simport of
the community leaders, including
Dr. J. E. Walker and Lt. George
W. Lee, emphasizes that the com-
mittees will operate on a non-
partisan basis. .
Rev. Norsworthy said a key con-
sideration in the campaign will
be the feeling of the ministers
themselves,
"First of all, my people realiz-
ed that I was interested in their
political freedom. No pastor can
do this job unless he himself keeps
(abreast of the events of the day
and keeps hammering away at
voting responsibility.''
SOME OP POSITION
Rev. Norsworthy admits that "k
of course ran into some opposi-
tion from a few" but he say his
constant urgings have paid off.
"(her Ita period of Years my
people have responded in a very
fine way."
Today.Mt. Moriah, located at
2634 Carnes ave., has 525 mem-
bers — every one of them quali-
fied to cast his vote.
Rev. Norsworthy estimates that
"at least 400" of the members live
In the Orange Mound area and
vote in Wards 29, 61 or 47.
CALLS ROLL
Each January and February Mt.
Moriah has an annual church
membership registration that more 2 Off
Nearly $500 cash money awaits
six people who have nothing to
do to collect it but prove they are
the owners
The MOO belongs to former ool.
icy holders with North Carolina
Mutual Life insurance cairn ins
here in Memphis who have drop-
ped them and cannot be located
by the company.
A. P. Dumas, manager of the
North Carolina Insurance company
office at 571 Vance, says many
of the people who are due money
probably do not even know about
it.
DEFENDER HELPED
From time to time he has sup-
plied the Tri-State Defender with
names and last known addresses
of persons in whose names prem-
ium were made out and the last
eight names rim in the paper pro-
duced six claimants, one from as
far away as California.
This new list of six is being
carried with the last known ad-
dresses of the policy holders. MY-
one who knows the whereabouts
of any of the persons can contact
either the individual or North Car-
olina mutual.
The six, and the amount of loon-
ey awaiting each:
Brender Elrod, 1904 Sample,
$56.70; Billie J. Lamb, 94 W. In-
gle at.. $146.56: One Sing, 241
Ingle St., $39; Ethelrean Simmons,
of Washington at., in Jackson
Tenn., $27; Firma L Clark, 866
Bellvue, $33.40 and Dorothea Al-
len, 253 N. McLean, $1G8.20.
Two Policemen
Are Suspended
Police Chief J. C. MacDonald
confirmed Tuesday that two Ne-
gro policemen, Sgt. R. J. Turner
and patrolman Wendell Robinson,
were suspended for "an indefinite"
period Monday morning "an ineffi-
ciencies in the performance of
their duties."
Chief MacDonald said "nothing
serious' or dishonest'' was involv-
ed. He said the suspensions were
the result of such things as their
staying in one place too long and
not reporting properly "over a
period of about six months."
Turner and Robinson were two
of the original nine Negro officers
who joined the police force in the
fall of 1948. Another Negro officer,
Nelson New, who like Robinson
and Turner had served as plain
clothesmen, resigned about a
month ago.
one of fairly active members.
This annual roll calling has also,
provided Rev. Norswortny the op.
portunity to determine w h 0 is
registered to vote.
Right after new members are
taken into the church they are
urged to become qualified voters.
"So far," Rev. Norsworthy ex-
plained,-"we have had no organiz-
See VOTE Page 2
Sim Webb, 83-year-old former fireman who stoked the
'Cannonball" the night Casey Jones rode the train to his
death, died here in John Gaston hospital at 6 Saturday
night. He was stricken sometime ago with cancer.
Mr. Webb was saved from death the night of April
30. 1900 when the speeding train
was about to crash into part of
a freight at Vaughn, Miss. when
Casey yelled to him to jump.
Mr. Webb gave up railroading
to 1919 and became a bricklayer.
He made a record in which he
tells about the events of the fate-
ful night of April 30.
A native of McComb. Miss., Mr.
Webb and nis wife, Mrs. Pearl
Webb, had lived for some time
with a daughter. Mrs. Agnes
Thompson, of 1439 Pillow. His sur-
vivors inclucip. two other daugh-
ters, Mrs VElma Wills arid Mts..
Vivian Montgomery of Chicago I
icials Quit
Over Girard Case
OLNEy, Ill. — (INS) — Two
draft board officials, one in Olney,
Ill., and the other in Tuskegee,
Ala., have resigned in protest
against the government's surren-
der of GI William S. Girard for
trial by Japan.
Samuel E. Barnes, 40, chair-
man of the Richland County (ill.)
draft board and Mayor Phil
Ligktfoot of Tuskegee of the Ma.




A special meettriz is being
called by Mayor Edniand Orgill in
interest of the orphanage to he
h e Id at Metropolitan Baptist
church, of 767 Walker ave., on
Monday, July 22 at 11:00 a.m.
All ministers and other persons
interested in project are asked to
Stratton Has D. C. Date
SPRINGFIELD, ill.— (INS) —
William G. Stratton will attend a
White House conference in Wash-
ington Thursday in his capacity
as chairman of the National Gov-
ernors Conference.
Rev. Bunton told the veterans
"it sometimes appears that the
sacrifices we made are not ap-
preciated '
WHAT SIDE?
In all ages there have been fore.
cc for good and others for evil,
Rev. Bunton said. "Sometimes we
have to stop and wonder on what
side VIM of our own people are
when we see, as we have in Mis-
sissippi, Negroes working for pro- mapey. We are fighting for a prh-segregation organizations and spy- epic, for freedom for all."
He said Alabama State senator
Sam Englehardt was right when
utumea• Y he said the Negro will not give upGreene, editor of the Jackson Ad- his fight for equality. "We are go-y ocate, and Rev. Ozelle Mason, of ing to fight until all the oceansJackson, whose names appear as
undercover agents for the Missis-
sippi Sovereignty 'Commission.
Ile said there appear to be
abundant stumbling blocks to the See GROUND Page 2
Ten graduates of Memphis high
schools, nine young women and
one young man, filed applications
Friday to enter Memphis State
university this fall.
Three students, two girls and
one boy, accompanied by two
adults, one white, filed applies-
lions in person at the university.
The applications of the other see-
en persons were turned over to
R. P. Clark, registrar.
The names of the persons seek-
ing entry to the university arid
the adults who accompanied the
Tar pley Promoted
— three are not being divulged by
he Tri-State Defender to protect
their best interest. Identification of
whites seeking admission o MSL/
anot revealed and the Tri-state
To Mail Foreman suid the registrars office accept-
ed 
should be applicable to Negroes.
One of the adults who accom-
panied 
feels that the same noli-
w the trio to the university
the applications when they WWI
presented.By MOSES J. NEWSON
Mars in F. Tarpley, of 1-129 S. Parkway E., veteran
postal emplov e, has been promoted from distribution clerkto foreman of mails at Memphis Terminal (Central), Pos-tal Transportation Service.
Announcement of the promotion, effective Saturday,July 13, by Travis H. Justice, dis-
trict transportation manager,
made Mr. Tarpley the first Negro
PTS terminal foreman Memphis
has ever had.
The 45-year-old career man of
just over 18 years service joins
the increasing list of local Negro
postal employees who have been
attaining the supervisory level in
the last three years.
Cooperation of Lt. George W.
Lee, staunch Republica leader,
has been credited with overcom-
ing opposition which has kept Ne-
groes out of supervisory posts over
the years. Approximately 500 Ne-
groes, or about 40 percent of the
Memphis personnel, are in postal
service.
Through Lt. Lee's constant prod-
See PROMOTED Page 2
Today's challenge to the Negro Is that he stand up
on his feet but "some of us need to be warned that there
is no neutral ground," Rev. H. C. Bunton, minister of Mt.
Olive Cathedral CME said Sunday.
"The pressing question today is which side will you
support, "Rev. Bunton declared in 
an address before a meeting of Negro's attainment of full citizen.the Veterans Benefit, Inc. at his ship rights without him makingchurch. Sc spoke on "The Veteran
and the Present Day Challenge," 
contributions against his own
— cause. He cited the gerrymandre of
Negroes Lnni Tuskegee in Ala-
bama to keep them from voting
in municipal elections, the freeing
of men in Montgomery charged
with bombing Negro churches,
"and closer home, the stumbling
blocks thi-own up by Memphis
State univerSitY-"
"The Negro," Rev. Bunton said,
"does not wish to replace white
ing on their cwn people for pay.
This referral was to Rev. H. II.
A TRIUMPHANT Althea Gib.
son, 1st Negro to win the Wim•
bledon singles tennis cham-
pionship, waves to thousands
lining Broadway as she was
honored with a ticker tape pa.
of injustices bre dried up."
Rev. Bunton urged Negroes to
support his own institutions and
rail,'. It was New York's of-
Octal tribute to Miss Gibson,
who was greeted a short while
by N. Y. Mayor R. F. Wag•
ner at the City Hall. Althea
played this week in the Nation.
"When we offered to turn over
the enrollment fee of $20 for each
of the applcants, we were di.
reelect to the bursar's office," the
spokesman said.
"The bursar's office refused to
accept the fees, and we were di.
reeted to Mr. Clark's office,
"We found Mr. Clark courteous
and friendly. He explained that he
would have to consult the State
Board of education to determine
whether be could admit the appli-
cants.
AUGUST 1 DEADLINE
"It was pointed out," t It e
spokesman said, "that deadline for
filing application to enter Memphis
I State is August 1. We wanted to
know if M. Clark would give as
answer in reasonable time before
that date, He said he would. Al
first he indicated doubt about the
accuracy of the deadline date,
However, after checking his of&
cial announcement, it was confirm-
ed as August 1."
A SECOND YEAR STUDENT
With their applications as Ills
before deadline, the applicants will
only have to pay their enrollment
fee if the state board approves
their entry. One of the applicanta
will be a second year student.
The 12 applicants, all of whom
were ranked in the upper third
of their graduating classes, a r •
requesting admission to MSU for
two ba3ic reasons:
(1) The low cost of tuition at
MSU — $160 per year, including
enrollment fee.
(2) Desire to study at a to*
supported institution near home.
The parents of the young pen-
ple are supporting their children
in this effort.
AWAIT MANDATE
The mandate from the United
States Supreme Court relative to
the case involving the first five
students who attempted to enter
MSU has not been received is
Memphis.
Recently, the Supreme Court de-
nied a request from the State of
Tennessee to review the decision
of the Fedral Sixth Circuit Court
of Appeals at Cincinnati, which
ruled that the five-year desegre-
gation plan of the state, approved
by Federal Judge Marion Boyd,
was unfair. It forced Negro fresh-
men to wait five years, while ths
institution accepted white students
on th same academic level from
out-of-state.
Action on the local level was
being taken last week to ascer-
tain when or whether the Supreme
Court mandate had been dispatch-
ed.
al flay Courts tournament In
River Forest, III, Manhattan
Borough president Hula. Jack




Nearly $1Z000 Pleiged For
Orphanage In Kickoff Meeting
Negro groups, mostly churches,
pledged nearly $17,000 to the pro-
posed Goodwill Homes orphanage
at Monday's campaign kick - off
bin/Aeon at Pentecostal Temple
Church of God In Christ.
Atty. Bailey Brown, chairman of
the $180,000 Goodwill Homes cam-
paign, was joined by Mayor r.:(1-
mund Orgill, John A. Parsons,
president of Memphis Bank and
Trust co.; M. A.Lightman, Sr. of
Maio° theatres, inc.; Rev. H. C.
Bunton, minister, Mt. Olive Ca-
thedral CME and Rev. S. A. Owen,
minister Metropolitan, in appeals
for support of the drive.
The Negro community had been
given a goal of $30,000 to raise.
Tentative plans call for $100,000
to be used for construction and
for two years when it is expected
to be taken into the Community
Cheat.
Radio Station WDIA pledged the
first $4,000 to the campaign.
I air. Lightman, who will head
"There is nothing more pathetic
than the child growing up without
parents and no where to turn."
First paid contribution came
from little New Bethel Baptist
church which took up a collec-
tion last Sunday at the urging of
its pastor who has been ill and
away from his pulpit for some-
time.
Another meeting will be announ-
ced soon.
OTHER PLEDGES
Pledges made at Moncher's meet-
ing were by:
The Quo Valls club, B. T.
James, jr., president, Fax); Col-
lins Chapel CME, Rev. David S.
Cunningham, $1,000; Mt. Olive Ca-
thedral CME, Rev. H. C. Bunton,
$1,000; Metropolitan Baptist, Rev.
S. A. Owens. $LOW; Mt. Nebo
Baptist, Rev. Doy Love, $1,000;
Mt. Pisgah CME, Rev. D. Warner
Browning, $1,000; the Bluff City
Echicetional Association, P r o V.
an initial gifts division, a a I d, Blair T. Hunt, president, $1,000 and
the Universal Life Insurance co.
workers, $1,000.
H. A. Gilliam, who made the
Universal workers pledge said this
would not affect the company's
unannounced pledge in the initial
gifts division.
Bluff City Council of Civic clubs,
James T. Walker president, $500;
St. Stephens Baptist, Rev. 0. C.
Crivens, $500; Bethel Presbyterian,
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, $500; Great-
er Mt. Zion Baptist church, Rev.
E. V. McGhee, $500; Centenary
Methodist, Rev. D. M. Grisham,
$500; Pilgrim Rest Baptist, Rev.
C. M. Lee, $500; Trinity CME, Rev.
P. G. Hentrel, $500, and Union
Grove Baptist, Rev. J. It. Thomp-
kin, $500.
Oak Grove Baptist, Rev. J. E.
Clark, $250; Lake Grove Baptist,
$250; Clayborn Temple AME, Rev.
,Starks, $200; Rev. W. L. Varnado,
$100 personal, and Prof. J. Ashton
Hayes, $100, personal.
Jury Hears Of Riots,
Bloodshed In Clinton
By BENNO ISAACS
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — (INS) — A federal court
jury trying 15 segregationists for contempt of court Tues-
day heard dramatic accounts of threats, riots and blood-
shed which followed court-odered integration of the
Clinton high school.
As the government neared end name-calling, jeers and then in an
of it; Case in the first mass at-
tempt to enforce the 1954 U. S.
Supreme Court decision, witnesses
painted a picture of New Jersey
segregationist John Kasper in fre-
quent conferences with at least
seen of his 14 co-defendants, and
of hundreds profanely protesting
integration. ,
Highlights of testimony in the
I —st policeman said Kasper and
his friends worked over papers in
a backroom of a Clinton cafe for
long hours at night, during a per-
iod when the government charges
be formulated a plot to keep Ne-
groes from attending classes with
White students.
—A riot, involving some 1,500
persons, was variously described
as motivated by the indiscriminate
Orming of "integrationists" and by
threats from the mob to "kill"
auxiliary policemen marshalled to
preserve order.
—A Baptist minister gave a
blow-by-blow account of how he
was accosted and beaten by a
mob, which included a number of
the defendants, after he escorted
Negro teenagers through what
was described as a "most mane&
big" mob, jeering "filth" ard
tribes against Negroes, and any
who would aid them.
—Several of the defendants, ear-
lier shown to have been in a po-
sition to know of the court's Or-
der against interference with into.
gration, were quoted as proclaim-
ing an intention to -Keep white
schools white" and predicting law
officers would "have troru elb ".
The Rev. Paul Turner told the
tense, crowded courtroom how, aft-
er he once eluded attackers, be
was seized from behind a is d
knocked eight feet by a blow to
the face.
He was describing the incident
of Dec. 4, when other witnesses
said several hundred gathered out-
side the Clinton school when the
second at Clinton reached its
peak. The minister escorted Negro
children through lines of vilifying
townspeople. He estimated 40 per-
sons, including five of the defend-
ants, participated directly in the
attack on him.
Rev. Turner 'misted that de-
spite shouts of "Nigger-1 eying
preacher" co-mingled with profan-
ity and vulgarity, he refused to
get into an argument with any of
the crowd.
He said as be left the Clinton
police station and headed for his
church he noticed Clyde Cook, one
of the defendants, and another
man standing on the sidewalk, lie
said
''He advanced suddenly and tried
to jump me. I was able to pull
away before he got a hold on
He was backing away across the




One of three Negroes who have
been paid as undercover agents for
Mississippi's Sovereignty Commis.
sion, a prosegregation organiza-
tion, is now offering an eight-point
program to end the segregation
controversy.
Percy Greene, editor of the
Jackson Advocate, included the
following proposals:
Abolish segregation on all city
bus lines and in waiting rooms, ad-
mit Negroes to state-supported
universities for graduate and pro.
fessional training, raise standards
of state-supported Negro colleges,
support and maintain equal public
schools, appoint Negroes to all
public school policy making boards
and committees, permit Negro.
white participation and attendance
at cultural, artistic, athletic and
other forms of public programs,
and encourage qualified Negroes
to vote.
Editor Greene't funds from the
commission, which spies on in-
dividual Negroes and groups in.
terested in integration, included
$35 for traveling and $300 in adver-
tising.
Civil Rights Backdrop
Best cartoon of the week on
the opening of the rights fight:
Guy 1 vickett in the Washington
Star tor a picture of Sen. Wil-
liam Knowland in a Union sol-
dier's uniform saluting five •
star General Ike seated at a
desk before some battle maps.
The caption: "The Confederates
are massing across the aisle.
sir.'' Second best cartoon: Ileib•
block of the Washington Post:
Picture of a whale surfacing and
a lonely harpooner In a boat
labeled "civil rights". The cap-
tion: "Thar She Blows".
Scenes: Sen. Lyndon Johnson,
t he majority leader, laylug down
the ground rules for the cam-
paign and calling signals like
the captain of a football team.
At one point, he was hissing
loudly at Sen. Richard Rivisoll
who was arguing a point of or-
der. Finafly aa the pedantic
Russell went sonorously on it.
boring him. Johnson twisted in
his chair slapped • rules book
down in front of Russell and
elellated dictatorially to a pas-
sage he wanted him to quote
(rem.
The balite lines flowed over
no that at certain points, Demo.
crate were sitting on the Repub.
lican side and Republicans were
sitting on the Democratic side!
The Civil Rights Leadership Con-
ference has headquarters for
the duration of the ehll rights
fight in the Congressional hotel
right on Capitol Hill where a
monitor post is kept and a con.
slant cheek is kept on the pulse
of thy pro forces.
Sen. O'Mshoney of Wyoming
couldn't watt until the vote was
taken to consider the bill. He
rushed to the floor with his pro
posal for a new jury trial amend.
meat, then made a flowery
speech extolling the virtues of
the South, and beamed happily
as senator after senator from
down below arose to join in the
love feast so that the Chamber
sounded like so many hull frogs
ill mating time.
Funny part of it was that ear-
lier at a press conference. O'Ma.
honey get so wooed up in tech.
McMillin that he couldn't ex-
plain his own amendment, fin.
ails sot rescued by Will m
White of the new York Times
and thanked him profusely for
his analysis!
ed assailant leaped on him from
behind "took my arms and held
them in back of me so that I
was helpless." '
Cook struck him in the face, he
said, and the impact "separated
us by eight feet." His nos* bled
Profusely, he said. He went on:
"I jerked loose from the man
holding me, grabbed him (Cook)
around the neck, and took him
off his feet."
He held on for "approximately
two minutes, during which time I
was being pounded by his hats on
my back."
Vote
(Continued From Page 1)
ed committee but those who need-
ed transportation to get to the
courthouse have found it avail-
able, either through my efforts or
efforts of some of the other mem-
bers.
"T would certainly like to point
out that I have members in my
church who have given full sup,
port to the effort in every way."
30 TEACHERS
Rev. Norsworthy does not feel
that his congregation Is an unus.
ual one. "We have some 30 public
schoolteachers, not quite so many
professional and business men."
A native of Winona, Miss, who
came to Memphis in 1938, Rev.
Norswortby has been at Mt. Mo-
del since 154I5 and has been plug-
ging away at getting his congre-
gation registered since MIL He
said he estimates the church was
about 35 per cent registered when
he came.
There wasn't any thing special
that occurred to start him on his
campaign, Rev. Norsworthy said.
His philosophy about the matter is
simple:
SHOULD REGISTER, VOTE
"I have long since realized that
a voteless people is a hopeless
people. People who are not will-
ing to register and go to the polls
and vote do not deserve to be
tree."
Rev. Norsworthy feels that the
Negro minister has played a
try "in that his people have look-
ed to him for advice in nearly
every phase of their life. That has
put the minister on the spot and
now he must prove himself uneel.
fish and worthy of the trust his
people have placed in him."
Before coming to Memphis Rev.
Norsworthy had pulpits in Panel&
County in Mississippi and in Ar.
kansas. His wife, the former Miss
Valle Lee Townsend, of Winona,
teaches at 'Lincoln school. They
have no children. Their residence
is 156 Hilton.
Ground
(Continued From Page 1)
warned that 'we do not help our
cause by -smearing our leaders."
I Rev. Amos Terrell was master
'of ceramOnlet of the Veterans
Program. Val president James F.
Estes was Olt of town. Others
appearing on the program includ-
ed Rev. Bennie Taendy, general
chairman: James McCienton and
Harry Strong. eo.ehairmen, and ,
Mrs. Mamie TIppett. president of
the ladles auxiliary of the VBI.
Formed less than two years ago
as a voter iegIstrathi i booster,
the iorganriatIon was later Moor
porated as an agency to assist
former servicemen and their far& Commenting on the situation
Mee. which could hero caused the loss
It has gained a large member. Of his business, Mr. Menotti said:
ship and has a headquarters build- "I can understand the feeling
Mg at ISO Vance ave. about the thing It's not just color-
Studied In Denmark
HOME FROM DENMARK —
Miss Ora Mae Catty, dAugh
ter of Mrs. G. L. Cofey, of
West Memphis, Ark., returned
to the United 6tates-recenilY,
after two years of studying
languages and sociology at the
University of Copenhagen In
Denmark. She is a graduate
of Lane college. Formerly she
lived and worked La Memphis
as a dental assistant to Dr.
R. Q. Venson. She is shown
at right, during her visit last
week with Mrs. R. Q. Venson.




A motion picture dealing with the
theme of a romance across racial
lines was reportedly "very reluct-
antly" passed by the Memphis
Board of Censors last week.
The production is a technicolor
drama of Civil War days entitled
Rumor
(Continued From Page 1)
slight resemblance te ROY Brillits
In forehead and chin _he is , not
the latter. Bryant id taller and
younger. Bryant speaks With some
thing of a drawl. There ja a hint
of the Italian in Mr. Menotti's
speech.
COULDN'T BE M1LAM
Mr. Menotti's wife, petite as
Bryant's wife, is not the woman
who testified in the Till trial.
Mr. Menotti couldn't possibly be
the bald, stocky J. W. Milam.
The former is of medium height,
sturdily built with full head of
hair, greying slightly.
I explained that w& would like
to correct the misunderstanding.
When asked if he had any offi-
cial papers or documents which
he could show us, Mr. Menotti re-
moved his purse. The first item
he presented was his bank deposit
book, on Union Planters Bank. The
book carried the name FRED I.
MENOTTI, written in ink.
He withdrew next a stub from a
check of recent date..
'CONVINCING EVIDENCE
The last item he withdrew re,
moved lingering doubt. It was a
Blue Cross Insurance card. With
Identification typed on in typical
format used by large insurance
firms, it read: •
Menotti J., Fred. . .policy 053322.
5-15-53.
The date of the policy is two
years before the Till trial.
Mr. Menotti explained further
that his wife operates their busi-
ness during the week and that he
is employed as terminal manager
for Rod Lines Transfer & Storage
company. He said that he had
been working for the firm about
10 years.
"My boss, "Dutch" King, lives
in Pine Bluff, Ark. I suggest you
contact him for a check on me ".
he said.
MIGHT HAVE LOSS BUSINESS
The &nen who had accompan.
led me examined each item shown
by Mr. Menotti to establish his
identification.
"I am glad you have cleared
up this matter. You probably would
not have been in business here
after tonight if you 'hadn't," the
citizen said.
Mr. Menotti Is a native of Lake
Village, Ark. He said his family
Moved to Pine Bluff where he was
two years of age. He resided In
that "it y until 1948, when R e d
Line Transfer & Storage company
transferred him to Memphis.
Mrs. Bonita Menotti, whose
maiden name is Brown, Is males
of line Bluff. The couple have
three child-en.
THEY ARE CATHOLICS
The family is- Catholic and at-
tend St. Thomas church, Laud-
erdale and Trigg. Two of their
children are in the church's school.
WHY NOT ADD-A-ROOM NOW
On INA Wynn bre *oleo's. *my pornorrh. No Cote! Up to GO mostly lte
OW Wa IrtRal• all Ines 44 heat "pain oc romodelled Iro a contract bids.If yen mod a imp. Poona workers., des, ON ,,.sa.bedroom, peen ettoday WE 05555 SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY.
HOME BUILDERS SUPPLY CO.
00 SOUTH WILLETT Phone BR S-112*
Of Angels(
k The Sun'
"Band of Angela." The cast In-
cludes Clark Gable, as a planta-
tion owner, who was in love with
Yvonne de Carlo, a mulatto (half
Negro) girl, along with the Negro
film star, Sidney Pottier, as Ga-
ble's faithful servant.
Mrs. B. F. Edwards, chairman of
the Memphis Censor Board, re-
portedly said, "We didn't like the
picture, but we couldn't put our
finger on any legal reason for
banning it. After all, the scene
was laid 100 years ago, and it was
historical. Things like that did go
On."
Asked about the difference be-
tween "Band of Angels" and
"Island In ,The Sun," which the
board recently unanimously ban-
ned, Mrs. Edwards said, "There Is
not as much romancing in this
(Barg of Angels) film, and it is
handled much more discretly."
The picture opens August 1, at
Warner Theater on Main. It, 'por-
trays a theme long known 'Meng
Negroes • . a white man who Is
in love with an apparently white
girl, who learns before the wed-
ding that she is the' daughter of a
Negro woman. The girl's world is
instantly and utterly shattered, and
it takes her a long, lung time to
adjust (get over the sorrow of be-
ing a Negro), . . even after the
kindly Gable buy's her and in-
stall! her as mistress of his house.
It's end is the usual trite one of
"Never the twain shall meet."
ed people, it's colored and white.
What hurt me is that / am inno-
cent. If / had been guilty,' I
wouldn't have been so boe/e, ed.
I Would have been expecting some-
thing and tried to get away from
it."
In the summer of 1955 In Sum-
ner, Milam and Bryant were ac-
quitted of the slaying of Till,
14, a Chicago boy who had been
on vacation in Mississippi•with
relatives. Milani and Bryant ad-
mitted before the trial that they
took the boy from the kin's
home because he allegedly wolf-
whistled at Bryant's wife while at
a store in Money, Miss.
The citizen said after leaving the
Menotti store: "I am glad we got
the facts. An innocent businessman
could have been hurt."
Final Rites For
Ex-Governor Cox
DAYTON, Ohio — (INS) — Fu-
neral arrangements were com-
pleted Tuesday for James M. Cox,
unsuceesaful Democratic nom-
inee for the presidency in 1920
and former Ohio governor'.
Cox, in failing health for some
time but who remained active as
publisher of a chain of newspa-
pers until two weeks ago, died
Monday flight at his Dayton home.
A-200 KILLS
IMMEDIATELY
Yes—A-100 kills Lice, Crabs,
and their eggs In one treat-
ment. A-rod works fast and
cure—but won't irritate your
skin, won't stain your
clothes. A-100 smalls good—
and it washes right out, like
a shampoo.
Go to Our drug store to-
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ding, Memphis now ranks ahead
of "all the south and mott of the
nation" in the placement of Ne-
groes into supervisory positions.
Lt. Lee said last week the ad-
yancemeuts being made locally a'e
unprecedented, without paraill in
the snails of the Post Office. Un-
der no other President has such
strides been made. *e are
proud of our local record."
STAFF OF MIO
.The manforce of the Memphis
PTS terminal on Texas, whore Mr.
Tarpley works, and including the
Butler Steeet annex, is around 2410.
This includes about 120 regular dis-
tribution clerks and about 60 sub-
clerks, of whom about one-fourth
are Negro.
Mr. Tarpley took the supervis-
ory examination back on Jan. 22,
1955 and was one of the top nine
who passed. The nine included an-
other Negro, Cy Washington. Since
that time another Negro has pass-
ed the examination.
BROAD EXPERIENCE
Mr. Justice was credited with
giving full cooperation in Mr. Tar-
pley's promotion.
Mr. Tarpley entered postal serv-
ice May 26, 1939 and spent his
firat 14 months in the Nashville
PTS terminal where he was the
first Negro for more than a dec-
ade to run on the Railroad Post
office line between Nashville and
Memphis. He alio worked on the
Nashville and Montgomery, Chat-
tanooga and Memphis and Bir-
mingham-Memphis lines.
Mr. Tarpley was the first Kee.
dent of the local PTS branch of
the National Alliance of Postal
Employes, serving five terms. He
is alternate delegate-elect t h is
year to the national NAPE con-
vention meeting in Atlanta in Au-
gust.
The new PTS foreman was an
educator before he entered the
postal service. Son of Mrs Jen-
nie N. Tarpley, of the S. Park-
way E. addrss, and the late
Charles H. Tarpley jr., he attend-
ed Booker T. Washington High
here, received his B. S. degree
from Wilberforce university and
his Masters degree in administra-
tion from Ohio State university.
HONOR GRADUATE
Mr. Tarpley graduated magna
cum laude from Wilberforce where
he was inducted into Son Mehr
Rehk, an honor society of Egyp-
tian origin for seniors who main-
tained high scholarstic averages
throughout the four years, and
was tapped for the Sword and
Shield honorary scholastic a is d
achievement fraternity.
He also served as president of
Wilberforce's chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha and later in the same ca.
parity. in the Memphis graduate
chapter.
EX-MATH TEACHER
For six years before entering
postal service he headed the ma-
thematics department at Manas-
sas high school and coached bas-
ketball. He also produced several
school shows.
He was a charter member of
the old Harmony club here and is
e member of the Top Hat and
Tails social club.
He is a member of Collins Chap-
el Oa church.
Mr. Tarpley's wife, the former
Ethel Tulli, of Memphis, is his-
tory teacher and senior class ad-
visor at Douglas High school.
They have two children, Marvin,
jr., who at 17 returns to Fisk uni-
versity as a junior this Septem-
ber, and Chrystal Diane, an honor
student at Melrose High where
she is a sophomore.
OTHER SUPERVISORS
Other Negro postal employees in
Memphis who are wor'-'ng at the
supervisory level include:
Felton Earls, who as regional
routing and distribution officer,
regional officer of transportation,
is the highest ranking Negro in
postal field service; William F.
Owens, superintendent, George W.
Lee station; Theodore Jackson,
Lee station assistant superintend-
ent; Robert Mebane, foreman out.
going mails at DeSoto station; .1.
A. Dewalt, foreman of mails at
the Butler Street annex truck ter.
West Memphian Homei4
From Study Abroad
(See Photo on Front)
She boarded the trans-Atlantic
liner to go to Europe to study with
only five dollars in her pocketbook.
But the opportunity to go abroad
to further her education quieted
any fears the West Memphis, Ark-
ansas, small-town girl may have,
felt.
Last week, Miss Ora Mae Cofey,
22, the West Memphis girl and
graduate of Lane College, stopped
in Memphis for a brief visit, after
having successfully completed two
yoars of advanced study at the
University of Copenhagen and at
another school in Denmark.
In addition she found time to vis-
it other Scandinavian Countries
like, Norway, Sweden, and 'Finland
... and also in Germany, France,
and England. She spent a lot of
her two years time lecturing in
various Danish cities about the
United States and Negroes in the
South.
At the University of Copenhagen
she majored in Sociology and lang-
uages. She soon mastered the Dan-
ish language, and learned to de-
liver her lectures in it.
During her lectures, the attrac-
tive so:one woman, stated she em-
phasized the democratic ideals and
high standard of living of the
United States. She presented the
Negro as a "member of the fami-
ly" in this country, who, like other
Americans, was anxious to enjoy
all the benefits of a free, demo-
cratic country.
Miss Cofey said that American
students, desirous of study abroad,
should prepare themselves in U. S.
history, economics, and govern-
ment, because foreigners were us-
laity most interested to learn about
those areas of life in this
Miss Cofey formerly live in
Memphis. She was a dental assist-
ant in 1952 Mr Dr. R. Q. Venson,
in his offices on Beale ave. She
was a student at Lane College in
Jackson, Tenn. at the time, mud
completed her college course these
in 1955.
Through the interest of a form-
er Lane College woman professor
of English, Miss Cofey was told
about the opportunities for further
study in a foreign country. She
won a scholarship award to the
University of Copenhagen in Den-
mark. She also attended one of that
country's famed Residential Col.
loges, where emphasis is placed
on advanced adult education.
FUNDAMENTALS
Miss Cofey observed that one
ountanding difference between
European and American education
is the fact that Americans plac
more stress on retention (memern-
ing) in learning a subject, .
whereas, the European place more
stress on understanding the sub-
ject's fundamentals.
The young woman returned to
this country in June. She spent
more than 22 months abroad, with-
out once coming home. She has
already been appointed to litgirs
her teaching career in Philadel-
phia, Pa., where she will teach
languages.
Miss Cofey is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Cofey of West
Memphis, Ark, and is the oldest of
their eleven children. While in
Memphis over the past weirkeind
she was the guest of Dr. and Sirs.
Venson, at their home ten South
Parkway,
God Not In Constitution,
But He's On Our Money°
By EDGAR T. STEWART
A constitution is the organic and
fundamental law of a nation. It
?fay be written or unwritten. In
the United tSates it is written and
is the instrument agreed upon by
the people of the Union. The United




If there were "any possible way"
to revert to the pupil assignment
standards set up by the 1057 Leg-
islature the Nashville Board of Ed-
ucation would be willing to do it.
This was acting board chairman
Elmer Petit's answer last week to
segregationists who have called
upon the board to try the assign-
ment method to get around inte-
grating the first grades in Septem-
ber.
The board is under a court or-
der to integrate the first grades
in September.
The Parents School Preference
committee and the Tennessee Fed-
eration of Constitutional Govern-
ment want the assignment method
attempted.
Meanwhile, the job of adjusting
the school zones so that Negro
first graders may attend whitc
schools in their districts was an-
nounced near coMpletion.
minal.
James Cowan, is a rural route
carrier. Another is Leonard James,
foreman at Memphis airmail field.
Others not in the mail handling
bracket include Walter Hubbard,
dispatcher at the Post' Office ga-
rage'; Harry Hayes, distributor at
the Post Office Garage, a is d
James Rhodes, foreman of la-
borers, custodian service, Main
Post Office.
lions, but the word God does not
appear in its Constitution. Why,
and how did it get on our money?
The story goes that back in 1874
an attempt was made to insert it.
but the attempt failed. It win then
brought out that it had been in.
tentioually left out by the framers,
because the United States was to
be the home a the oppressed of
all nations, whether Christian or
Pagan. They wanted to be' litfee
that there would be no tin* qf
Church and state.
It is said, "In God We Trine'
first appeared on a two-cent cop-
per piece in 1864. It was introtruond
by a Director of the Mint mod
Pollock and approved by Somme!
P. Chase, then Secretary orMo
Treasury. It has since fouearits
way on other money.
POPLAR TUN
RECORD SHOP
, R1CORD5 POR IVIlle0141







There Is • nano why peeala
eke es de hushing with as. It
is our prompt, friendly sorts*
courteous trestle's* end steltre
re help yeti.
Open Thursday and Friday Maks.
Until 8 P. M.





Home Owned Hont• OP•rettOC.
The gin favorite of all the world
It tastes great mixed
"chased:' or straight
Poris...Ist ?runes.





the ore gin distilled in
11 countries and served
'round the world!
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011.11IV'S DISTIII.E9 LONDON DRY OIN, 90 PROOF 100% BRAIN NEUTRAI SPIRITS. W.I A..
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He Works In Mysterious Ways
0 Last week a 15-year-old leaflet
M 88 sent to my desk. The signi-
ficance of this item lies in a re-
cent development to which t h e
leaflet is related.
It is one of the hundreds which
were circulated prior to June 14,
1842 announcing the opening of
Shelby Bluffs State Park, which
was later named in honor of the
late Rev. T. 0. Fuller.
The leaflet, 17x8t5 inches, print- ,
ed in red type, reads in part: ,
"Attention Colored - People? —1
Shelby Bluffs State Park — More
than one thousand acres — to
Ile dedicated Sun. June 14, 1942
at 3 o'clock — State di County
Officials wlil be present and speak.
THE STATO IS PRESENTING
THIS BEAUTIFUL PARK TO OUR
PEOPLE FOR THEIR HEALTH
AND RECREATION."
The park si.e was approved for
Negroes because at the time due
to its isolation from the city, ap-
peared to be an ideal location in
keeping with the mores and tra-
ditions of the city. In fact, just
recently work started on a golf




The body of a man was found
gloes, anday floating in the lake about
a mile off the shore near the
Navy pier,
Ile was identified from papers
in his pocket as Samuel Harris,
about 40, of 122 E. 49th st. He
also was carrying a carpenter's
union card.
Harris was pronounced dead at
Passavant hospital. His body then
was taken to the morgue.
Police said Harris may havc
been in the lake for two weeks.
When spotted by Patrol Boat 957,
Harris was wearing a brown suit
coat and grey pants.
, There was a cut on his head,
police said.
signed to keep our people off ths
tax supported links in the city.
Fifteen years ago, it appears
quite safe to say, that no one knew
of the existence of a Chucalissa
Indian village buried in T. 0. Full-
er Park for Negroes, if so, the
value of same was woefully under-
estimated.
Later, some areheaologists start-
ed poking around in the area, aft-
er getting some historical leads,
and came up with the discovery.
This discovery from commercial
and cultural points can become
an attraction with tremendous pull-
ing power. In fact, it apne-ars to
be already gaining that status.
We can say with conviction, God
works in mysterious ways.
What was designed to serve
"our people (Negroes) tor their
health and recreation" as a gift
from the state, begins to change
its complexion of service — as
a cultural spot for ALL of the
people.
Up until --„Ligyr weeks ago the
location had been identified in
flees releases as T. 0. Fuller
Park for Negroes. Now, with the
discovery of the Indian vglage,
it simply becomes T. 0. Fuller
Park. That's progress of a sort.
How long it will last is anybody's
guess.
If there should be further im-
position of segregation at Fuller
Park. especially an extension to
the Indian village, such as certain
days or a day for Negroes, the
action can light the torch which
will set off legal a attack on local
and state parks.
If the powers that be elect to
Permit Christian democracy assert
itself, then Memphis will show
growth in the extension of good-
will to all, regardless of race or
color.
Currently, the Chucalissa Indian
village in T. 0. 'Fuller park is
open to all Mondays through Fri-
days from 8 a.m., to 3 pm. On
Saturdays it's open from 8 to 10
, a.m. You may visit the area on
Sunday afternoons.
It is believed the village was In
bloom from 100 A.D. to 1600 A.D.
You'll find the time you and your
family spend visiting the attrac-
tion well worth it.
JEROME R. OSLL'ND, (left)
director of the Disaster Serv-
ice, Houston Chapter, Ameri-
can Red Cross, receives a
check for 9396 from Texas
Southern University president,
Dr. S. M. Nabrit. The check
represents donations from Nei-
dents, faculty and staff of the
University to aid the R e d
Cross in their assistance to
persons in the Hurricane stric-
kened area of Louisiana and
Texas. Photo by Evans.
Direct Calls To Hawaii
Will Soon Be Possible
Long distance telephone opera-
tors serving Memphis will be able
I) dial calls direct to Honolulu
When an underseascable to Hawaii
W. G. OWENS, son of Mrs. C.
Thomas, of 770 Williams, Apt. H.,
has gone to Chicago where he will
study. A Booker T. Washington
graduate, Mr. Owens Is active in
the New Jerusalem Chueh of God
It
Christ and has studied for the
iistry for two years at his
well.
is Adrs, the brain brought
about by their.
Danny 
Bailey %ntiaictitic fehver fromha
suffered since the age of 11.
SHOWED LEADERSHIP
Rudy was born in Memphis 17
years ago and started school at
Klondyke at the age of five. Dur-
ing his eight years at Klondyke
he participated in the Mid South
spelling bee, winning first prize.
After graduatng from Klondyke
he began his freshman year at
Manassas High school. From there
he started his career as school
reporter for the Memphis World.
lie was a member of Boys State
in which he attended a Nashville
is put in service late this year.
The cable ship H. M. T. S. Mon-
arch is scheduled to leave San
Pedro, Calif., on Friday, July 12,
to begin laying a 2,400-mile un-
derwater link between telephones
in the U. S. and Hawaii.
FASTER SERVICE
"The cable will mean faster and
better service on transpacific
calls," Roy Freeman, Memphis Di-
vision Commercial Superintendent
of Southern Bell Telephone Com-
pany in Memphis, said "Tel-
ephone operators will be able to
ring telephones in Hawaii in the
same fashion they now dial most
long distance calls direct across
the U. S."
At the present, calls from Mem-
phis to Hawaii are routed to the
West Coast where they are relay-
ed to the islands over radio-tele-
phone circuits. About 1.560 calls
were made to Hawaii from Ten-
nessee during the past year.
The new system will carry 36
conversations simultaneously. It
will supplement 14 radio-telephone
circuits .no* in use.
The $37,000,000 project is being
undertaken jointly by the Long
Lines Department of the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph co .
the Pacific Telephone and Tele-
graph Co. and the Hawaiian Tele-
phone co.
day-long picnic at Lincoln Park
on Labor Day.
C. D. Goodloe, president, said
funds taken in at the annual pic-




Free prizes ranging in value
from $5 to $15 will be awarded
during a fish fry to be held Friday
night, August 2, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Hill, of
749 Dallas st.
The New Light Civic club is
sponsoring the fish fry. The public
is invited.
Anderson Mitchell is club presi-
dent.
Other officials include Mrs. Mc-
Cargo, program committee; Rev.
Preston Deberry, vice president;
Mrs. Marie Simms, chairman
membership committee; Mrs. Ber-
nice HibIer, chairman City Beauti-
tiful committee; Ralph Lofton,





conference during his sophomore
and junior years. On his first visit
he presided as Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court.
SPORTS LOVER
Robert was also a great lover
of sports, but due to his heart ail.
ment, could not participate in
any. He was the sports editor of
the Newsette staff of his school.
There is at his home a scrapbook,
kept by him, filled with newspa-
per clippings of various sport ac-
tivities. Swimming and dancing
were among the many. things he
conquered.
SCHOLARLY LAD
During his senior year he made
an "A" averarge. He was accept-
ed into the A. Mace° Walker chap-
ter of The National Honor Socie-
ty. As his beet friend Robert
Bowles wrote: "Mr. Allen is in
his own way, deep and sincere and
has embedded somewhere in his
personality a spark of ingenuity
that seems to be contagious. He
spreads joy and sunshine to all
who come in contact with him and
lifts the dark and gloomy shadows
that sometime settle over u r
moods."
Rudy was outstanding in social
life. He was a member of t h e
Sheiks Social club, and Vikings.
He was the sweetheart of the De
Lisa Social club and was in the
Old Timers club at his school.
While in the Sheiks and Vikings
he held the office of reporter.
ADMIRED AND RESPECTED
Rudy was admired and respect-
ed by all 11:3 friends, This has
been proven by open conversa-
tion and articles written of him.
Robert R. (Rudy) Allen, Popular
Manassas Honor Grad, Is Buried
By DARMY BAILEY
"The wise shall inherit glory.
but shame be the promotion of
fools."
That was the slogan of the late
Robert R. Allen. Robert, better
known to his friends as "Rudy",
died at 410 Monday morning, July
8, at John Gas-
' ton hospital.
He had been
While prying through his annual
I came upon many articles writ-
ten to him that coild only prove
the composers' love and admira-
tion for him. Two of these arti-
cles say:
Dear Rudy:
For the past years it indeed
has been a pleasure having you
as a friend. Of all my class friends
You have been one of the dearest
unconscious from to nae. The only way to have a
the time he en- friend is to be one yourself. The
A. tered the hospital foursome that we have shared to-
t,: last Wednesday gether has been most enjoyable.
a at 10:15 a.m. tin- A wise boy can adjust himself
• til death. Cause , to his eurroundings, whether they
nt44 -11'ir en ass stroke of 
2 of death was giv- I are good or bad. So Rudy dear,
be wise and remember the fun
that we have shared together, for
will always rememlatr you. For-
ever wishing you the best of luck.
A friend always Signed) .1 0 Y
Rhodes, 56-57
Dear Robert:
Thanks for the prirvilege of hav-
ing been associated with you in
the math dept. during your senior
year. Here's hoping that you con-
tinue to hold high those many ad-
mirable traits in you. Congratu-
lations and best wishes to a fey-
orite pupil in my favorite class
— (Signed) Juanita Turner
These were just a few of the
many, many articles written in
his book to him.
CHURCH WORKER
Robert was active in church if.
fairs. He was a member of the
Eastern Star Baptist church whore
he had attended all his life. He
sang in the Junior choir and was
an ardent member of the Sunday
School.
He wrote poetry for the Nation-
al High School Poetry Associa-
tion. Robert was employed at Lo-
wenstein; Department store during
summer vacation. In September
he had planned to attend Central
State college at Wilberforce, Ohio
where he had received a $1,100'
scholarship, lie was
be a doctor.
The funeral was at the
studying to 
R Eastern
Star Baptist church and t h
wake at Sam, Qualls. Both dress
large crowds.
Survivors are his parents, Mr
and Mrs. Robert R. Al/er, of 1197
S. Parkway E., sister, Miss Jac-
Allen, of Hamilton Hi ii
school, a paternal grandmother Rock Temple To Mark
and several aunts and uncles.
CROWNING AQUEE
Among the many school activ•
hies participated in by Robert
(Rudy) Allen, who died last
week, was the crowning of
Miss Helen Echols last No-
vember as queen of the Old
Timers club at Manassas
High. Rudy, a 1957 grailuale,
had planned to attend Central
State colleee this September





Funeral services for William Sul-
livan, 78-year-old retired farmer at
Woodstock, were to be held Sun-
day it 11 a.m. in Campbell Chap-
el ChM church with the minister,
Rev. M. L. Miller, officiating.
Burial was in Gilmore, Ark., ar-
rangements by Hayes and Lang-
ston Funeral home of Memphis.
111 for the past two years, Mr.
Sullivan died early last Thursday
morning at his home. Ile had come
to the Woodstock community years
ago from up around Ripley, Tenn.
He owned 40 acres of land in the
community on which there were
two homes.
He was a member of the Camp-
bell Chapel and once served there
as a steward. He belonged to a
Masonic lodge in Memphis and the
Pallbearers organiution in Benjes-
town.
His wife, the late Mrs. Tishie
Sullivan, died several years ago.
He leaves a son, W. A. Sulli-
van, of Woodstock; daughter, hfra.
two adult granddaughters. M r s.
Lucille N1cNary, of Memphis;
Barbara Jean McCain, of Wood-
stock, and Mrs. Josephine McNary
of Memphis; three sisters, Mrs.
Henrietta Batts, of Deckerville,
Ark.; Mrs. Rebecca Rice of near
Ripley, and Sirs. Minola Hilliard,
of St. Louis, and a brother, Rob-
ert Sullivan, of Hennings.
Rally Fizzles As Kasper
Blames Jews For Troubles
By BENNO LSSACS
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — (INS) —,
Northern segregationist J o h n
Kasper utilized his day out of
court last Sunday to frame a bit',
terly anti-Semitic attack for the
benefit of a handful of his
"friends."
Kasper, an outspoken artf-
Semite as well as foe of integra-
tion keynoted his "rally of
friends" with a charge that the
"Jews . . . are responsible for the
South's troubles."
The New Jerseyan is on trial In
Knoxville Federal court along
with 15 residents of Anderson
county co contempt charges for
ellegedly interfering with racial
mixing at ;he Clinton, Tenn., high
school.
SMALL CROWD
Nearly as many newsmen as
"friends" showed up for Kasper's
planned rally- at a farm eight
miles outside Knoxville on his day
off from the trial. Even two of
the scheduled speakers failed to
show.
Kasper Mimed the weather for
I WhY 1 even used to associate withthem up Noith to help them de-
velop their own culture.
BLAMES JLWS
"It was never meant for them
to imitate the white man. Their
real enemies are Communists
and particularly Jews who have
been using their influence to
actually retard the 'niggers.' "
Kasper has alternately blamed
present-day law, Communists and
Jewish persons for the "South's
Integratioa problems."
He said he entered into the
Clinton dispute over Integrating
the high school only -to uphold
law arid order"
Last year Kasper was found
guilty of contempt for allegedly
Interfering with the Clinton in-
tegration and given a one-year
prison sentence. He is appealing
that sentence.
Kasper was accompanied to the
"rally" by Bill Hendrix of Gaff-
ney, S. C., who was identified as
Name First
cutting the attendance to less
than 50 persens, claiming that "if i NegroAideTo
it was na for the rain there would
of my friends" an hand. Billy Graham
have been between 500 and 1,000
The fiery segregationist told the
small collection of farmers and
newsmen that he has no argu-
ments witii Negroes, "just as
long as they know their place."
But he charged:
"It is the ?ewe who are re-
sponsible for the South's troubles.
The 'niggers' are my friends.
Labor Day Picnic Set
By Orange Mound Club
The Orange Mound Civic and Mounj Day nursery. Tickets to
Welfare chub is sponsoring a big the picnic are $1.
On Friends' Night, recently held
by the club, 28 friends joined the
members in a meeting at the Al-
pha church on Boston at., Rev.
Victor Williams, pastor.
Members of the club were ex-
pressedly happy to see Robert
Wright, sr., vice president who
has been seriously ill.




Aubrey Excel! Turner, of Mem-
phis, was among 33 science teach-
ers enrolled in workshops at Tus-
kegee Institute in Alabama this
summer who made the 340 mile
journey over the July 6 weekend
to tour the Oak Ridge Institute
of Nuclear Studies.
Headed by Dr. W. Edward Bel-
ton and accompanied by co-direc-
tor, Dr. Alfred S. Springgs, of
chemistry at Clark college, the
group was composed of attendants
at the Summer Institute for high
school teachers of chemistry anon-
cored jointly by 'the National Sci-
ence Foundation and Tuskegee In-
stitute, and the high school science
teachers attending the Interna-
tional Paper Company sponsored
woikshop assembled at Tuskegee
for the second cOnsecutitte year.
•
NEW YORK — (ANP)—Evan-
gelist Billy Graham last week
named the first Negro minister
to his crusade team, and indicated
he might use him in his religious
crusade in both the North and the
South.
Chosen was the Rev. Howard
Jones, a 28-year-old clergyman,
whom Dr. Graham praised for
having done a 'magnificent job
conducting revivals in Nigeria,
Liberia and other African areas."
Rev. Jones is on leave of absence
from the Smoot Memorial Chris-
tian and Missionary Alliance
church in Cleveland.
On the 35-member team he will
serve as an associate to Dr.
Graham.
Thomas Edison Preferred a spe-
cial 31/2 inch pencil that he could
keep more conveniently in his vest
pocket. He had these pencils ea-
pecially manufactured for h i
use.
a leader of the "Southern North.
ern Ku Klux Klan."
The two said they had attracted
"about 2,000" persons to a rally




DEEP IN MY HEART
Jos• Ferrer - Merle Oberon
THE VIRGINIAN




Fats Dentine - Lisa Gaye
RUNAWAY DAUGHTER
Lance Fuller - Merle English
Sunday - Monthly - Tuesday
JUBAL
Gain f erg( - Valerie French
IT CONQUERED
THE WORLD
Peter Graves - Beverly Garland
Cartoon Every Night
50th Year August 25L.
A glance at the church records
by Elder J. E. Poindexter, pas-
tor of the 'Rock Temple Church
of God in Christ in Jackson, Tenn.,
revealed that 51 years ago in 1906
the property on which the church
now stands was purchased.
There originally stood an o 1 d
wooden frame building which was
burned to ashes soon after it was,
erected. The cause was said to
have been because the doctrine by
which the church was governed
was !tot appreciated in the com-
munity.
After that incident, the present
structure was erected on the soul,
spot of land by the late Dr. Hort
Since his pastorage the church
has changed greatly for the it
terment of the community in which
it is located.
Through efforts of its ministers,
notably those of Elder Poindex-
ter, the church has grown a n d
gained wide acceptance and re-
spect throughout the city,,
Elder Poindexter expects a
grand homecoming service. Among
those to be honored wit lbe El-
See 45 Hour
Global Flights
der Gus Hicks, commonly bowel.
around Jackson as Dad Hicks. He
is the only living trustee Who wit-
nessed the purchase of the church
property.
Bishop A. B. MeEwen, former
state bishop and overseer will be
guest speaker. Bishop J. 0. Pat-
terson, -tate bishop, along with his
famed Pentecostal choir will also
be present.
All members and friends of the
church are being urged to partici-
pate in the grand Occasion Sun-
day.. Aug. 25.
ROME — (INS) — Within two
years jet passenger planes will be.
circling the globe in 4i) to 45 hours
of flying time.
Ten years ago, when J U a n1
Trippe, pioneering president of
Pan Ainerican World Airways, in•
augurated the wcrld's first regu-
lar 'round-the-world service, the
elapsed flying time was more than
100 hours.
This time is now reduced to an
average 80 hours on Pan Ameri-
can's 'round-the-world service.
Thus jet planes will cut in half
the present flying time.
Words of th• Wise
Rxecutive ability is deciding
quickly and getting somebody






Age. 18 to 25 - tot Dons. Instructors.Moo oma .1*e-trance No ex-perience necessary




FOR A 5 DAY RUN'
Sidney Fortier ploys a prominentrole with Rock Hudson and Dana kWynter in"Something of Niue,"M-G-Mfilmizotion of the erplo-aloe best-seller floret dealing!with the Mau Mau uprisings ink





For A S Dos Showing!
•
What's for dinner tonight?
NATIONAL
will have it!
Iliewletbing different ... soino-
thing TAW ... *meshing taste-tempting .
something to estisty those healthy, hungry
appetites ... something foe that finicky
bookend who says when he comes in the
door, "Honey, what's for dinner to-
night?' When you make up your
grocery slapping list for today, aB
you really have to put on it is en*
word, " N AT I 0 N AL" . Because
when you go to your neighborhood
NATIONAL Food Store, you will
end • wail cif the most modern in
prepared foods, marvelous groceries
that will be the makings of a deli-
rious, delightful, different dinner.
Your imeginition will be stinseileted
es you *elk down the wide aisles
at N'ATIONAL You will find
fresh age of meet, choice, com-
pletely cleaned, reedy-to-cook
poultry, garden fresh vegetabie•
... and oh yes, something
new in d te from
NATIONAL'a baker,
department. Try M.•











Condensed Statement of Condition
TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 Beale Street
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS JUNE 6, 100
RESOURCES
Cash and due from banks $ 322.246.34
C. S. Government securities  557.386.94
Other securities   823191.89
!sums and discounts  1,538,340.31
:anking house and fixtures 31,962.79
iither assets 47,913.98
TOTAL
Two dynamic and memorable
messages marked the Alpha and
Omega of the recently held Union
Progressive Baptist Educational
Association. Rev. P. F. H a m-
mond's The Way of Self Denial"
commeinced the seventh annual
meeting of the association and the
very forceful "Influence of Chris.
tianity In A Twisted Society" by
Rev. A. R. William culminated
it. Both sermons were enthusias-
tically received by a capacity fill-
ed sanctuary of Summerfield Bap-
tist church. Special emphasis was I
placed on the dire need for Bap-
tist educational centers for youths 1
of the faith.
With the theme "Strength of the
Church", the Association realized
the greatest and most successful
sermon in its history. More than
$1,500 was raised to benefit the
S. A. Owen Junior college. Rev.
A. R. William, moderator of the
Association, announced that t h e
presentation of a check to the pres-
dent of the College will be made
at a very early date.
The new officers to preside at
the 19.53 session of the Union Pro•
gressive Baptist Educational As.
sociation are Rev. A. R. Williams,
moderator, Rev. L. M. Morgan-,
field, first vice-moderator; Rev.1
J. H. Walker, second vice-moder-1
ator, Rev. L. L. Laws, third vice.
moderator, Miss J. Randolph, sec-
retary, Rev. R. R. Callahan, as-
sistant secretary, Mrs. Gertrude
Turner, corresponding secretary,'
Aev. E. L. Slay, treasurer, Rev.'
--C. M. Lee, dean. Rev. .1 W. Wil-1
.liam, assistant dean, Mrs. Leon'
Brookins, pianist, Mrs. Fannie
Cole, assistant pianist, Mrs. Viz- ,
41.4461... Jones, music director and
,11134' Alice Bailey, president of
—11111-31%11en's auxiliaries.
411imirch affiliations of the Assn
Minns are Greater White Stone, •
!Iisq.chapel. Hopewell, King Solo-
s vresnuLake Grove, Lane Avenue,'
7`tterEra. New Life, New Salem.
Pleasant View, Pilgrim Rest on
Kennedy, Pilgrim Rest on Ken-
tucky, Promise Land. Shiloh on
Utah, St. John in Douglas, St.
Mark and Summerfield.
Among the many who attended
the.four-day session of the Asso-
ciation were Mrs. Lucy Campbell
well known civic and religious
leader, Rev. C. R. William, Rev.




Sunday will be Young People's
Day at the Salem Baptist church
of Jackson, Tenn. Theme of the
celebration will be "Youth For
Christ Crusade". The Rev, S. H.
Herring of Memphis, Tenn. will
deliver the Crusade message. Rev.
Robert Lee Drain is pastor of Sa-
lem Baptist.
The youths of Salem invite ev-
eryone to attend this much an-
Dcipated observation.
ROCK TEMPLE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST, JACKSON,
-TENNE8SEE
4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., July 20, 19S7
has for two weeks been delivering
soul-stirring messages to the peo-
ple in and around Jackson. Every
one is invited to attend these
meetings.
On Friday, July 26, there will
be a great musical program at
the Temple. Miss Hazel McBride,
the church musician, is sponsoring
it. Featured on the program will
be famous gospel singers from
Memphis Jackson and other cit-
ies of the Mid-South.
On Sunday, July 28, a charter-
ed Greyhound bus will leave the
Temple at 8 a.m. for the Stat.
Convocation of the Churches of
God in Christ convening in Nash-
ville, Tenn. Persons in Jackson
who desire to go may contact Rock
Temple.
The radio broadcast "Revival
Hour" coming from the Temple
each Sunday evening from 3 to 4
stands open always to visitors and
the public in general. Benjamin
Poindexter is the narrator. Heart-
feld messages are delivered each
Sunday by the pastor.
NEW PHILADELPHIA BAPTIST,
WHITE STATION
Annual Men's Day will be ob-
served at the New Philadelphia
Baptist church of 533 Mendenhall
rd., Sunday. The theme will be
"Obtaining Our Goal Through
Faith". A special Men's Day ser-
mon will be delivered by the pas-
tor, Rev. B. T. Dumas. Prof. Wil-




wish on Carnes, Mt. Sinai,! For Aug•1
AUBURN, N. Y. — The fourth
annual pilgrimage to the Harriet
Tolman Home in Auburn, N. Y.,
is scheduled for August 1st dur-
ing the Connectional Council meet-
ing of the AME Zion church and
the national administrative body
for the Harriet Tubmar. Home
foundation,
This will be the first time in
the NI year history of the de-
nomination that such a church-
wide business session will be held
In Auburn.
Attending this annual meeting
and Tubman pilgrimage will be
the 12 bishops of the AME Zion
church, the 24 general officers,
who will make semi-annual reports
on their departmental work, and
the heads of various church sup-
ported schools, including Livings. the worshippers. The building is designed for The appellate court upheld Ma-
lone college, Salisbury N C Coombs said. "Hundreds of warrn-air heating, but ducts can
Several meetings on the Council smaller congregations today are be installed at the time of build-
agenda will be held in the Auburn worshipping in overly large build- ing for possible conversion to other
AME Zion church, which Harriet ings which are expensive to keep types a n d for air conditioning
Tubman attended as a member, up and on which there are notes,
Host pastor will be Rev. Mrs. mortgages and interest rates to
-- The annual tent meeting of Rack 
S. IV. Green. Host Bishop will he saddle the congregation for much
VTemple Church of God In Christ, 
the senior bishop of the denom longer than the life of the build,
nation, the Rt. Rev. William J.' ing."convening on the Merry High
school campus, is now in its final 
Wells of the first episcopal din- These were just some of the
trict, I reasons which set Coombs andweek of services. The pastor and 
evangelist Elder J. E. Poindexter 
! Robert R. Boles, chief architect
'for t h e Coombs organization to
THE LOW COST "d r e a
church" above, a product of
M. R. Coombs & Associates,
is the firms' answer to the de-
mands of store front and small
and medium-sized church cow
gregatimm far a beautiful sad
sew church within their meawi.
Built of face brick and ems
crete blocks, it is a perman-
ent structare—eubieet.to
ItieatIons by the particular
church — kavhig all the con-
veniences and advantages 01 a
$IN to $200400 church. I t s
cost: approximately $35.00.
M. R. Coombs Designs A
Church For The Masses
By ADOLPH J. SLAUGHTER
'The church described above as
a "stream church" might more
adequately be said to be "a
churcn for the masses.-
For approximately $35,000, M. R.
Coombs & Associates have devel-
oped a uniquely beautiful, utili-
tarian church which can serve
the needs and fit the price range
of almost any small or medium-
sized congregation.
"The church," said Coomhs. "is church socials, with a built . in I then our church Is a prayerful an-
the result of many months of plan. kitchen. swer to their dilemma,
ning and study for it had to be But if a group will pay $35,000
designed and planned to retain for a building, it ought to know
the functional use of a church, to a little about architectural "stress-
es and strains".
The entire building, exteriorally,
is constructed with face brick and
concrete blocks.
Coombs said the desire to de- /flaunt structure which is being! n Sdiool
These materials
are used to insure that it is a per,
sign and build such a church has built and not a pre-fab or simi-
always been a challenge to him
for he has long. been aware of
its need. He said the pressure
which has been placed on the
' smaller congregations by larger
churches buying huge and expen-
sive buildings has been terrific
and has forced many smaller
churches to emulate them at ter-
rific financial loss both to church
and congregation,
STORE FRONTS
He said thousands of religious
services are being held in small
store fronts, residential homes and
outmoded theaters all of which
are inadequate and cannot prop-
erly serve the religious needs of
would not be interested in archi- Of their new church, Coombs
tectural "stresses and strain", it has said, There is no reason
is to Coombs and Boles' credit why every small or medium-sited
HIM they have come up with a congregation cannot have a de.
building which "looks I ik ea cent and beautiful church of their
church." own in which to worship.
The sanctuary is-designed to seat "If ministers and members
approximately 300 persons and an come together and decide rot to
outstanding feature is the almost saddle themselves with huge, ex -
full-length basement which doublet' pensive, out-of-date buildings, hut
as a Sundvy school room, recre- i Want to construct a new church
ational center and auditorium for which can grow as they grow.'
a. Loses
By BARMY BAILEY
provide the maximum amount of
inspirational beauty and decor
and, of course, to be priced so
the smaller congregation could
easily afford it."
Tennessee Grad , work.
'Wins Fellowship
, For the average church goer who 
,
TALLAHASSEE — Harold Rose Weaver Principal
of the department of history and
geography of Florida A&M univer- Attends Workshop
sity, received a John Hay Whitney T. J. Toney. principal of Vi'eav- cated at 1411 S. Michigan ave.fellowship to do work toward the er Elementary school, is one of They are among the leading churchdoctorate degree in geography at the participants of the 1957 Re- designers, planners, interior dec-Ohio State university this fall. gional Principals' Workshop being orators and renovators in the city.
The recipient is a graduate of . held at Tuskegee Institute under , SKETCHES, PLANS
Tennnessee State A. and I. univer.! sponsorship of the Southern Edu- Part of their services include
sity and holds the master of arts :cation Foundation, assisting church organizations to
lar temporary structure which
would probably not outlast the
years required to pay for it.
The interior will be constructed
with back-up wood laminated arch-
es and wood root decking which
will add immeasurably to t h •
church's beauty and interior de-
cor.
The church is designed for a lot
or lots 40 x 70 feet and — it must
be noted — will be built in such a
way as to make expansion, the
adding of additional wings a n d
rooms for educational and relig-
ious uses, a most common and
practical thing to do.
TELLS DESIGN
trict Judge Walter E. Hoffman in
his rulings which grew out of cases
involving Norfolk and Newport
News where Negroes have asked
whenever the congregation de, for admittance to white schools.
sires. The court ruled that the state
Boles, the architect. points out stature "furnishes no adequate
that this church nor its design is remedy to plaintiffs because of the
a static thing. '- It can be altered fixed and definite policy of the
and constructed to fit the particu- school authorities. . .to maintain
tar needs of the various organize- segregation."
tions desiring it," he said. Defense attorneys have asked'
Coombs said the one thing which the Circuit court to stay its man-
interested church organizations date to the lower court until an
must have is their lot free and appeal is perfected.
clear or at least the money to 
buy it, isince the lot is not includ-
ed in the price of the church.
M. R. Coombs & Associates are 
‘Solidi Southchurch development counselors lo
Ree, C. Thomas Paige, Pres'. necessities that two million dol.
ilret, Resist Industrial College. tars should have moved forever
Illenseade, MI.s, from his life.
At many points life can be most 
I
But what happened to Min was
tragic. have in mind the graphic not a matter of his own choosing.
account of the prodigal son as giv-
Here we find a young man who 
He had the misfortune of being
en in the 15th chapter of Luke. 
I
dwepouir di v ehda %oef gaonneedaulocantgiown itth fisl attet
was able to muster enough coos- ability and enabled him to proper'
age to go to his tither and ask ly invest a part of his money that
for that which fell his lot that he he would have been able to live a
might be able to go out into the life befitting to a man who had
world and live life according to his made the money he had earned
dimensions. The tragic aspect of during his day. But unfortunately
the whole story was that his di- while he was busy earning money In my thinking "Beau" Jack will
mensions did not fit into a world there were those about him who always go down into history as a
of realism. It took only a little 1 exploited his lack of knowledge
while for him to spend all and and inowhow and used him for
end up int) a world which he personal gain. Now while lie is
had never anticipated. This life back shining shoes many of those
was tragic because this young who went along with hini in his





 then the 
mess
togoou ht left anehim to make it the best way , PEOPLE ARE NOT DEAD YET:'
Into the I There are still people in this world
who are waiting for you to slum
hie that they might be able to
take advantage of you. Somebody
is waiting for you to bat your eye
one time too many and when you
do, you will lose sight of the
world. "Beau" Jack has my heart-
felt sympathy as he tries once
again to climb the ladder of
success. I only hope that on this
ascension he will do what I ad-
monish all people to do. WATCH
AND PRAY'cumstance
• • 4
As I travel about this world to-
day I see many people who are
In his very shoes — people who
know how to do something and
can do it well but have not learn-
ed as yet that something else goes
along with knowing how to do,
again he is begging for the mere a job well. Someone said some
classic example of man's litho.
manity to man Ile fell in the
hands of people who lacked the
moral and spiritual integrity
do what is right. And let me h
ten to tell you, "ALL OF TH011
Words of the Wise
The sorrow of knowing that
there is evil in the best Is far
out-balanced by the joy of dis-
covering that there is good in
the worst.
—(Dr. Austen Pox Riggs)
he made was more than tragic. To me this is more than tragic.
. • • We live in a nation supposedly
This story became most mean- Christian, yet there are thousands
bleu' to me this week as I watch- and thousands c,f people w h
ed ''Strike It Rich" on our local will he waiting to waylay you be.
television station. Here I saw Beau 'cause at certain points you don't
Jack, one of the greatest fight- !know your way around. It could
era of all times, trying to win never go down in history that what
enough money to build two rooms happened to "Beau Jack"- was a
onto an already over crowded matter of his own choosing, Out
three tom husog that is accom, something that happened to him
modating himself, a wife, and 10 because he was a victim of cir-
children. The tragic thing of the
whole story was that during his
life "Beau" Jack has earned bet-
ter than two million dollars. He
I had seen himself rise from a shoe-
shine boy in Georgia to the light-
weight championship of the world
and now back to a shoeshine boy.
Back to the place where once
Bias Fight
Virginia's 1956 Pupil Placement
Act, designed to maintain racially j
segregated schools, was ruled un-
constitutional last week by the
U. S. Fourth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals.
It was a significant ruling, even
though state attorneys plan an
appeal to the United States Su-
preme Court, because of the no
merous other similar pupil &WO-
melt laws passed by southern
states since the desegregation ed-
ict.
NEW ORLEANS — (INS) — A
southern GOP official declared
Monday that "there is no longer
a solid South controlled exclusive-'
ly by the Democrat party."
I. Lee Potter. special assistant to
the chairman for the Republican,
degree in geography from Ohio The workshop, representing 13 finance their building and c a n- party of the South, told the Lou- 1
State university. He has also been southern states, is under the di- !struction programs, besides of- isiana Federation of Women's Re-
granted a graduate assistantship ,rection of Dr. A. Odell Thurman, ' tering counseling, submitting of publican clubs that the GOP "is
in geography from Ohio State uni-lprincipal of the Phillis Wheatley drafts, sketches and plans for pro- on the march in the South today
varsity. High school, _Kansas City. Mo. posed renovations, and it is here to stay."
The young people around the
Abe Scharff YMCA still seem to
possess the character and morale
of a Happy Go-Lucky teenager.
.This was proven at the Platter
Palsy last Thursday night when
:the young studs turned out in great
numbers. The Platter Party is still
tops in most of the young people's
books.
I recall seeing Dan Partee, Ear-
Wright, Robert Daily, Paul
liturrosys, Dorothy Burnette, T h e
Todd sisters. Kenny Cade, be
Brown, Charlie Cobbert an quite
a few others.
'Dick "Cane" Cole acts as your
host on those Thursday nights.
Dick as we all know him is one
of the popular disc jockeys around
the! city. He has been in the radio
business for quite sometime lie'
was with the old radio station W.
L. 0. K. now known as WCBR
Dick also sings with the Al Jack-
son orchestra and was the King
of the Cotton Carnival for the 56-57
year. Recently the Cane has flees
involved in the heated baltleto.bc
argument with another Disc Jock
ey Hunks Dory. Did I mention
battle. Oh Yes, and that's what',
happening. This argumer.t w iI 1
turn into a knock-down, drag-out
fight at the Club Ebony on the 26th
of this nionth. I don't knew about
you but be right there on IN!









Undivided profits  64,247.75
TOTAL $3.121,322.24
EACH DEPOSITOR IS INSURED UP TO 110,11440








































T. H. HAYES, Jr
Insurance Executive
B P MARTIN Dentist
1
Khaki-Gray-Stripes arid
Solids. Limit 2 Pair
Army Field Shoes
Sixes 10 to 12
Left Foot, Right Foot
dm ale. "If Is BM be m Much
)ou make but the amount tila
you save that really counts." 
.
is true throughout life. ,
Yes. "Beau" Jack made isetter
than two million dollars gut he
allowed himself to drift into a
group that apparently meant him
well when in reality they meant
him no good whatsoever. What
different story hia would be if fate
would have had it that he would
have fallen among people w h o
would have actually meant him
well. His lot would have been
th 
I.
toge er different today.
My Bible admonishes me to pray
and watch and inculdntally, the
word watch appears first. I dis-
like to think that we in a
World that watching has become
fie important but unfortunately
Watching is an important factor
In our daily living that if you don't
watch you will awake to find your-
self back at your meagre begin-
ning if you don't watch out.
DOLLAR
GENERAL STORES




6 cups AND SAUCERS $ 1
6 DINNER PLATES $ 1
6 BOWLS $ 1





Blue Enamel. Holds 
$1 008 Lb. Fowl or 11 Lb. Roast •
LAMPS
Large Selection of Small





Cotton Crinkle Crepe. Ideal For
Summer Garments. Solids and Prints;







•Sizes 24 x 32 $1 00
TENNIS SHOES
GIRLS AND WOMENS 
























Women's (sizes 10 to 42.)
Children's (Sizes 7 to 12). 
$1.00Girls (Sizes 3 to 6)
 •
SKIRTS & BLOUSES
Matching Sets in Good Quality Cotton
1BLOUSES $1.00 - SKIRTS • 00
Prints or Solids $
PANTIES
RAYON. GIRLS
•and WOMEN $1 00
GARDEN HOSE
PLASTIC. Will not rot or















Hundreds of Other $1 Values. — Come in and Look Around.You Will be Surprised and Pleased and Get More For Your Dollar
NO Sale To Merchants — NO Phone or Mail Orders. 
DOLLAR
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• SCENIC RED GATE Woods in the Forest Preserves
is an ideal spot for picnicing ... it's not too far out, yet
it gives the illusion of "getting away from it all." That's
just what the Green Donkeys, 'one of Chicago's most
popular male aggregations did recently. Their legion
of friends frolicked with the Donkeys — and the Don-
keyettes (photo above) wives and sweethearts of the
host group journeyed by the carloads to frolic, fratern-
ize and relax at the club's last big social event before
its adjournment for the summer.
• UM-M-M, FOOD tastes so good out in the open these
picnickers agree. Mayor of Rronzeville John Earl Lewis,
a member of the Green Donkeys, stops by to exchange
gay repartee with group of guests.
• CASUAL WAS THE word for it and this group donned its most com-
fortable attire for outdoor frolicking. Group watches with interest va-
rious games being enjoyed by the "oldsters" and their youngsters.
S
m.
• THESE ARE THE GREEN Donkeys who played hosts to a merry
throng of revellers at club's annual picnic. The president, Dr. Charles
Payne And club's queen, Mrs. Louise Ihurman are center rear in photo.
• CAMERA ENTUSIAST Dr. Charles Payne. president of the Green
Donkeys, is center of attention as he scans crowd for some interesting
candids — (Defender Photos by Tony Rhoden.)
A
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%MP. E.NIEWIIME NIS WIFE asys'im -r'po





Dear Mme. Chante: I am desir- Chicago, Ill.
ous of having a pen pal in the • • •
USA. I am a lady, 4..1 years of age Dear Mme. Chante: I am desir-
with dark complexion and am five ous of meeting a young nice
feet four inches tall. 1 would like Christian mah who is interested
my pen pal to be between the in a clean life. I am a non-drink-
ages of forty six and fifty. Miss er and am enjoying Christian life
Darline Baily, 60 Oliver rd., Wind- especially of church-going, bible
ward rd., P.O., Kingston,. Jamai-, readings and helping people to ac-
Ca, B.W.I. cept in Lord's faith. I am a deaf
• • • mute, 33, dark olive complexion,
160 lbs., height 5 feet, 5 inches tallDear Mme. Chante: I am a sin-
with'brawn hair and a nice figure.
gle man, 31 years of age, 5 feet,
I am a member of Gospel Assem-
11 inches tall, weigh 165 lbs. at-
bly church. I'm a special dress-
maker 5nd hairdresser. Would like
to meet a nice young nian, 30 to
40, steady job, good income with
no bad habits and would prefer
one who lives around the West
Coast who is of Indian or Spanish
descent. Please send photo in first
letter. If you are not interested —
please don't asnwer. I have a small
child. Miss Sip Smith, 2737 Ray-
ser ave., Baltimore 16, Aid.
• • •
Der Mme. Chante: I am 2 very
lonely woman, age 49, have two
small children and am a nurse
who works every day. I am seek-
ing a husband. One who doesn't
drink or fight and wants the bet-
ter things of life, and will make
a good father for my children and
a good husband to me. He must
be able to join my faith and live
a clean Christian life. I don't drink,
smoke or run around. Please don't
write if not sincere. Mrs Ruth
Marshall, 10415 Colonial ave.,
Apartment 10, Cleveland 8, Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
lonely and would like to corres-
pond with men between 27 and 36.
I am 26 years old, single and have
one child. I promise to answer all
mail. No prisoners please. Miss
Annie 5fae Lankford, 313 Watkins
at., Augusta, Ga.
• • •
a nice figure, w h o
Dear Mme: Chants: I wish to
He'd much rather g° to How- correspond with ladies of all corn-
ard university and major in busi- plexion with
ness administration and econom- w




a young man of understand-




right now is looking for a job to complexion, with black hair. Will
take up his idle time. His mother exchange pictures and answer all
works at the Pentagon. letters. New Orleans girls welcome.
C. D. Edwards, 4940 Blackstone
1-1. Rentingtt
g., Apt. 210, Chicago, 111,
Dear Mum Chanter appren-
• • •
Bias Policy 
ate it very much if you'll publish
this item In your corner. I haven't
found a pen pal yet. I am 29,
•
In Portland 
height 5 feet, 6 inches tall, weigh
160 lbs. with sandy hair, brown
eyes, light complexion and I'm a
Christian. I am of the Methodist
The Urban League of Portland faith and I have a good job and
has called upon organizations and any own home with about eight
individuals who believed in equal acres of land. I'd like for her to
opportunity" to take action against be a Christian lady between 18
the policy of the management of and 31. If she isn't sincere, please
Portland's Medical Arts building don't write. Complexion doesn't:
which has refused office space to matter. Please send photo in first
a Negro dentist. letter. Ranzie Vaughns, jr.. Gen-
The dentist who w a a turned eral Delivery, Waverly, Tenn.
down for an office is Dr. Clarence 
0. Pruitt, who graduated from the
in 1954, and served two years as Florida CityUniversity of Oregon dental school
a dental officer in the Air Force.
Upon his discharge, a year ago, C
ells Coursehe was appointed an instruaor in j
the dental school's crown a n d
In April of this year, Pruitt and To Void Edictbridge department.
a white fellow instructor in the
dental school, proposing to set up' FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. —
a joint practice, located a vacancy (ANP) — Rather than abide by
in the Medical Arts building suited a federal court's ruling that Na-
to their needs. The office was al- groes must be permitted use of
ready equipped, having been oc- the municipally owned golf course
cupied by a dentist who had died of Fort Lauderdale, the city last
suddenly earlier in the year. week sold the course to a pri-
When Pruitt and his partner vide organization for $562,400, a
talked to the building manager, little more than half its appraised
Gerard MacNamara, he flatly re- value.
jected them, declaring tenants The action was voted by the
would move out of the building city commission against the ad-
d a Negro were to move in.









obtained space in the Selling build- ward H. Johns, a Republican. The
tog, in downtown Portland. mayor called the sale of the park
Pruitt's proposed partner. under "a step backward in solving our
pressure to get a practice started, racial problems." It had the d-
ins entered a business arrange- feet, he said, of allowing a
ment with another dentist, handful of Negro citizens to force
the sale of a million dollars faci-
tend church regular and am of the
Baptist faith. I am of medium
brown complexion. Through your
column I would like to meet a
nice lady between 27 and 37 over
5 feet, 2 inches tall. One who de-
sires a good companion and is
willing to settle down. Hoping
can be successful. James Alfred,
273 Cady st., Pittsburgh, Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lone-
ly woman in my early 40's. A
widow who is interested in finding
a nice companion about the same
age who is interested in an aver-
age woman who has a very lone-
ly heart full of love and hopes to
find some man who feels the same.
Helen Beauchamp, 6415 Ellis ave..
. . . this is Washington
Greens For The Senators, And
A Headwaiter Who Knows All
Sy ETIIEL L. PAYNE
The piece de resistance on the
Senate dining room menu is
"Braised Turnip Greens," just
plain old down home cooked greens
t%ith fat meat and pot likker to
eu and they aell like hot cakes.
Incidentally, the man who prob-
ably knows more of the inside of
official Washington is Paul John-
sen, the headwaiter. He's worked
at his trade for 50 years, is on
thee and thou terms with every
Senator. Despite a serious opera-
tion last year. Johnson is as erect
and aristocratic as ever, looks like
a "gentleman of distinction."
• • •
After many years in Washing-
ton, Lloyd Von Blaine, his wife
and five year old daughter are
moving to New Jersey. The form-
er owner of the Bengasi night club
and several other businesses has
not been able to snap back after
the sudden death of his son, the
twin of the little girl, three months
ago.
site president who is on trial on
charges of attempting to bribe a
witness and plant a spy on a Sen-
ate Investigating Committee.
• •
More Negroes voted in Alexan-
dra, Va., than ever before last
week, making it a record vote,
but even so, arch pro-segregation-
ist James Thomson won handily
over his more moderate opponent
James Smoot.
Thomson favors massive resist-
ance to the Supreme Court decis-
ion, and the schools issue is a hot
one in Alexandria. Several Negro
parents have petitioned to have
their children enrolled in mixed
schools in the Fall.
• • •
Keith Waterhouse of the Lon-
don Daily Mirror thinks Washing-
ton is for the birds. Waterhouse
made his trip to the states and the
East Coast on $200 and got back
with 90 cents in his Docket.
Among his beefs: Bus service
Is "infuriating, uopunctual, and
uncomfortable."
The New York subway is like
an annex of hell. Cafes are slow,
inefficient, unappetizing and often
dirty.
Housing projects are drab and a
drag.
The women are nowhere as well
dressed as British women and
their manners are atrocious.
Washington with 200,000 lonely
girls in government service is the
saddest city he saw.
However, Waterhouse had a
kind comparative concluding note.
"I am relieved to find an Ameri-




He's the boy who gained nation.
al fame as the appellant in the
schools case brought by the Con-
solidated Parents Group of Wash.
ington.
Spottswood's name was on the
brief and the lawyers who argued
in his behalf included some of the
most brilliant legal minds in the
country.
Ironically, Spottswood who saw
his case go down in history as
probably the most historic of all
times, never really experienced
the integration fought in his be-
half. This year he finished all-Ne-
gro Spingarn high school.
At 18, he's uncertain about his
future since he's subject to mili-
tary draft. He says he'd like to
go in the Air Force if he has to
go, but isn't enthusiastic.
• • •
The D. C. Board of Commission-
ers has ruled that all the evidence
in the NAACP vs. Police Chief
Robert Murray be brought before
them for a public hearing.
Murray has been accused by Eu-
gene, Davidson, president of the
local NAACP branch of ignoring
police brutality and of by-passing
Negroes for promotion.
Darvidson is protesting the com-
mission ruling because he says
they are the supervisors of the
police department and cannot be
expected to be impartial in their
views.
D. C. lawyers Say that any Ne-
gro can tell you about police bru-
tality, but it is hare to document
cases because of the methods of
intimidation used and the refus-
al of police officers to testify
against each other.
Most of the white officers come
from nearby Virginia, Maryland
and West ,Virginia and are of the
hillbilly type.
• •
Cab Calloway and his Cotton
Club Revue were a smashing suc-
cess it the Summer series at Car.
ter Barron amphitheatre. The re-
port is that the White House will
ask Tennis Star Althea Gibson to
come and meet President Eisen-
hower after her return from West
Coast matches.
• •
Judge, Burnita Matthews took
the usual procedure of locking up
the Rolla jury last week after it
was suggested they were being
influenced by a full page ad in a
Washington paper paid for by, a
Detroit Citizens Committee for
Hoff a.
I Previously the jurors had been
allowed to go home each evening.
Usually only in murder trials is a
jury locked up.
Eight of the lofts jurors are
Negroes. NS( before this happen-
ed. Judge Matthews had denied
a defense motion for a mistrial
on the grounds that the racial H-
su, had been injected.
I Jimmy Hoffa is the teamster's
J. H. JACKSON DAY in Wash-
ington was crammed full of
activities for the president of
the National Baptist Conven-
tion, USA, when be paid an
official visit to the Capital. In
first photo, be receives the
key to the City from Com-
missioner Robert McLaughlin
when he visited the District
Building. At the right is Rev.
W. C. Cole, pastor of the St.
Phillips Baptist church and the
chairman of the committee.
Rev. Jackson is pastor of OH.
vet Baptist church in Chicago,
Insurance Leader Retires
PHILADELPHIA — (ANP)—J.
B. Deans who has been district
manager for the North Carolina
Mutual Life Insurance Co., ever
since that organization entered the
Pennsylvania field, has retired.
lily for $560,000.
Purchasing the course was the
Fort Lauderdale Men's Golf As-
sociation.
Federal Judge Joseph P. Lieb
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July 23.. August 23
Leo, is the royal sign of the
zodiac, symbolized by the Lion,
born to rove in freedom. As a
rule people born under this sign
have little liking for detail work
and a subordinate position. The
Sun, is the ruler of this sign,
and gives a gay, ardent, warm•
hearted and self-reliant disposi-
tion to those bore under this
sign.
A Leo, always dominates the
household by reason of being the
most ardent and warm hearted
of all the signs. This Intense
love also makes you the most
jealous of the Zodiac circle. Voe
will get along best with some.
one who will let you make the
Important decision for the home.
All Leonlins aro most genet.-
crag and open-handed with
friends, therefore it would be
better to be more conservative
regarding these fine assets with
which you are endowed, and
above all, the cautious ia in-
vestments.
• • •
Dear Prof. Herman: It certain.
ly does my heart good to read
your column and see what good
work you are doing—FREE. So
many people need help and ad-
vice, but they are unable to pay
for it. The fact that you grant
folks the privilege to write to your
column and get a reply thru the
paper—proves your interest and
concern for mankind. My sincere
thanks and appreciation go out to
you. Sincerely, J. L.
• • •
E. A. Can we find happiness to-
gether?
ANS. If you are determined
to make a go of your marriage,
you can do so. It took some
courage to get married since
you are of different races. . .
and that same courage will help
you to remain so. Conditions are
becoming much better every
day, and you can do your part
by proving we can love one ano-




NEW YORK — (ANP) — A pro-
minent Catholic layman has brand.
ed as false charges that the
NAACP is an extremist group.
George K. Hunton, executive
secretary of the Catholic Inter-
racial Council of New York and
editor of Interracial Review, de-
clared here last week that the
Association has used, and will
continue to use, only legal and




NEW YORK — The 1957 March
of Dimes raised a total of $44,-
034,000 last January for a con-
tinuing assault on polio and the
lingering paralysis of thousands
of its victims, Basil O'Connor.
president of the National Founda-
tion for Infantile Paralysis, an-
nounced.
O'Connor said that an important
part of the funds will be used to
bring maximum rehabilitation to
those scarred by paralytic polio
in past years. The needs of this
far-reaching program will also be
emphasized in the March of
Dimes nett January 2-31.
M. M. Will she remain with us?
ANS. Your mother-in-law, in-
tends to make a change very
soon. In this case it hasn't
worked out so well, altho' it
could have—as you needed some.
one to help with the care of your
children and she could have
fitted in. Perhaps later on, things
can be worked out so that you
can be happy together.
B. M. Will we make the trip?
' AN& Al this time It seems
that your trip may have to be .
postponed because you waited
too late to make arrangements. ;
Start now to set the date and'
make the necessary plans en
' that you can go the nett time




When Frederick John Kasper
was a young school boy in his
home town of Camden, N, J., his
teachers recall he was a quiet lad
who occasionally tried to gain at-
tention by taking a strong position
"against" the popular point of
view on various subjects.
Now 27, the tall, angular Ku-
per is getting national attention as
the most controversial of 16 de-
fendants in the Tennessee segre-
gation trial.
Kasper first arrived in Clinton,
Tenn., the last week of August,
1956, the week 12 Negro students
were admitted to the previously
all-white high school.
He admitted he came to the -
Own to stop the integration. The
weekend after he arrived, state
police and the national guard had
to be summoned to put down the
anti-Negro demonstrations,
The young Columbia university
graduate for a time had consider..
ble southern support in his segre-
gationist activities. Some of It
melted away this spring when he
admitted having dated a Negro
girl while living in New York's
Greenwich village.
During his Greenwich Village
days, Kasper operated a small
bookstore called "The Make-It-
New Bookshop." The name was
taken from a line in a poem by
Ezra Pound, the insane poet.
Pound's racist theories reported.
ly have influenced Kasper since
the latter first visited the poet
at St. Elizabeth's hospital, the gov-
ernment's mental asylum in
Washington, in 1951.
They have corresponded since,
and Kasper has visited Pound reg-
ularly.
While living In the village, Ks..
per included Negroes of both sex-
es among h i a acquaintances.
They were shocked to learn of hie
turnabout, but do remember he
became increasingly anti-Seining
in his talk and actions during the
years they knew him.
Kasper left New York in early
1956 and moved to Washington,
where he opened another book-
store, and founded the Seaboard
White Citizeti's council.
He is presently free on 510,000
bail after being sentenced to A
year in jail last September on a
charge of contempt of the federal
district court. He is being tried.
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Our Opinions
Clinton Trial May H elp Rights Bill
Frankly, we are pleased that through
circumstances the Clinton trial of John
Kasper and 16 other defendants has come
into the limelight at the very same time
battle lines are being drawn in Congress
over the Civil Rights Bill.
The pro-segregation South is deeply dis-
turbed over the injunctive process of the
bill which would by-pass jury trials in
cases. Every citizen with even a modicum
of knowledge knows that Negroes have suf-
fered under the abuse of jury trials in some
parts of the South. .
If the Clinten case goes to the jury and
Kasper and his cohorts are freed by the
jury even more pressure will be brought to
bear on the Eisenhower administration to
wage an unrelenting fight against the at-
tachment of a jury amendment to the Civil
Rights Bill.
If Kasper and the other defendants are
convicted, the impetus for a compromise
may gain more headway.
Not a few Negroes are thinking that
the defendants will go free. That thinking
is based on long experience and observation
of justice before the bar in the South.
Yet, in this case, we may say: "It's
an ill wind that doesn't blow someone some
good." And that someone? THE NEGRO!
Political Danger Sign als
The civil rights issue endangers not only
the Democratic party's return to national
ower, but its very existence as an effective
political entity. If a coalition of Southern
forces succeeds in defeating the Adminis-
tration's proposal, there will be a wholesale
desertion of the party by Negroes and white
liberals.
-Can the Democratic party survive an
exodus of this magnitude? The cracks in
the wall have been widening since 1952.
What was then barely noticeable as a trend,
loomed up as a major obstacle athwart the
path of the party's leadership in 1966. And
today the very structure of the organiza-
tion is threatened by disunity on the one
hand and sectional disaffection on the oth-
er.
Since 1952, Negro voters have been mov-
1ng from the Democrats in increas-
ingly: impressive numbers. Any further
defections of the big city votes would all
but dim the Democratic prospects of victory
In 1960.
• 
di The party's leadership can scarcely be in-
Wensitive to the danger signals that are visi-
ble almost everywhere. Some may shut
their eyes to the forebodings of these sig-
nals; but others more sagacious and intro-
spective are brooding over the circumstan-
ces that defeated their political ambitions.
Senator Earle Clements of Kentucky is
among those who have begun an examina-
tion of their conscience. Clements attri-
butes.his defeat for re-election to the fact
that he presented Senator Eastland's name
for cifairman of the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee. Clements' explanation that as as-
sistant Democratic floor leader, the task
of nresenting Eastland was automatic. In
other.words, he had no choice in the matter.
Apparently that explanation did not satisfy
his Negro constituents in Louisville.
Conmetent political analysts are attribul-
• 
Arg Adlai Stevenson's failure. last Novem-
wrr, to his moderate civil rights stand. Mr.
Stevenson was a virtual prisoner of a palace
guard that made him straddle the fence on
•
so momenteous an issue. But he went to
far away South Africa to denounce racial
segregation as incompatible with the social
concept of modern free society. He has
yet to lift his voice in inescapable ton.
against Dixie's indefensible treatment of
the Negro.
Surveys of key cities show that President
Eisenhower won a larger percentage of the
Negro vote in '56 than he did in '52. This
indicates plainly that Negroes are getting
tired not only of the Dixiecrats, but also
of the Democratic party's obvious disincli-
nation to negate the noxious influence of
Its Southern wing. These segregationists
are a liability to the party.
Unless northern Democrats align them-
selves with liberal Republicans and defeat
the opposition to the civil rights proposal,
Negroes will return to the Republican party
in droves.
The plaintive chant will no longer be "a
vote for the Democratic standard-bearer,
is a vote for Eastland of Mississippi," rath-
er s vote for any Democrat is a vote against
civil rights and all the other constitutional
guarantees which are essential to a first
class American citizenship.
Northern Democrats will not be able to
offer the obstructive strategy of their
Southern brothers in the Senate as a per-
petual excuse for their failure to pass a
civil rights measure. Because they hold
some trump cards they have never cared
to play. But for their support Southerners
could not obtain choice committee chair-
manahips and other prestige posts in the
senate. The Republicans would beat them
with odds to spare. These northern Demo-
crats, therefore, could insist upon passage
of the/eivil rights legislation as a condition
for their votes in any future contest for
control of committees in the upper cham-
bers.
Some strategy must be divised to force
the bill through in this session of Congrese
or else the Democrats might as well fold
up their tents and abandon hope of return-
ing to national power in this generation.
Althea Gibson's Triu mph
Althea Gibson, the newly crowned Queen
of tennisdom, achieved more than a per-
sonal ,triumph in winning the Wimbledon
tennis singles title. Her victory is a victory
for Uncle Sam, for democracy and is a
moral. justification of the broad policy of
the British tennis association.
Mish Gibson's sensational triumph at the
historic Wimbledon, will do much to en-
hance, the cause of the free world in areas
where America's racial bias formed t h e
basis of hostility toward Uncle Sam. With
a mighty stroke of her tennis racket, Miss
Gibson dealt a staggering blow to Corn-
* fin ism propaganda which has been fed
‘F.le meat of racial segregation. This is coun-
ter-propaganda of a sort that is far more
effective than any argument contrived to
disprove the Communist allegations about
America's anti-Negro attitude.
It was a day of glory when a black girl's
skill brought forth the Queen of England,
who is a horse racing rather than tennis
fan, to Wimbledon for the first time in her
life to see the match. Queen Elizabeth,
beaming .with joy for the success of the
The People Speak
Dislikes "Cheating" Butcher
Dear Editor: Past publications
of your weekly have expressed
concern with matters of publie_in-
terest. I wish to relate my ex-
perience with a food dealer, who
I believe has vary little respect
for the intelligence of the public.
This food dealer and his store
‘!"' located in my community on
E. 79th st., operated by a father
and son. The father acts as the
butcher and on three out of four
representative of a maligned race, presen-
ted the trophy, a large golden plate, to Miss
Gibson. 17,000 spectators saw history in
the making. In all its 80 years Wimbledon
had never before had a Negro singles cham-
pion.
With the dignity of a true champion, and
holding back the tears that were welling
In her eyes, Miss Gibson bowed to Her
Majesty, the Queen of England in accept-
ing tennis' biggest prize.
Upon her return to New York, Althea
Gibson was given Manhattan's greatest ac-
colade — a ticker tape parade up Broadway
to the City Hall where she received the
official greeting of Mayor Robert Wagner.
Then she proceeded to a reception at the
famous hotel Waldorf-Astoria where sire
was awarded the medallion of the city of
New York.
Miss Gibson's spectacular success in
achieving her goal is an impressive demon-
stration of what faith, determination and
courage can do for those who believe with
Virgil, the Roman poet, that they conquer
who believe they can. •
recent shopping trips, the father
hat attempted to overcharge me
for meats.
I reminded him of.the price per
Pound Posted on hit counter and
throe times he claimed he forgot
the price, which was right be.
fors his eyes.
He his another practice of post
IN; signs saying "U. S. CHOICE.'
at certain prices. But when I went
I,, buy he would offer "uUlity"
or •"commercial" or some other
cheaper grade at that price post-
ed for choice.
It's easy enough for me to shop
elsewhere, but it's mews desirable
to have a merchant of high in-
tegrity in the neighborhood.
I wish to congratulate you on
your reporting and excellent coy-
erase of news that does not lip-
peer in other newspapers. I look
forward to your daily — Beat
wishes for continued success —
E. FOAM 11018 Wabash, Chicago.
after it and go for it, you will
finally get it. A combination of
brains and work will win in any
crisis. A crisis is a condition which
is caused by the turning points
in the experiences of men. The
changing from what was to what
is to be.
During the process of any kind
of turning — there is always stress
and strain. There is also, much
unsettlement. Why should there be
such amazement over the events
which are taking place as we en-
ter today's turning point in the
history of human affairs? The his-
tory of the progress of man down
through the ages Ja a history of
turning points crisis. There can
be no progress without crisis.
OLD AGAINST NEW
The fight of the old against the
new is as old as sin. The only
way for the new to win is to out-
think end outwork the old. While
thinking is creative, work is an
earnest to comforting end. Think-
ing alone will not get it. Thinking
without working is panhandling. A
panhandler's road is harder in a
crisis, therefore they cannot win.
Panhandling is one of the most
One of the privileges of an em-
ployer seems to be to advise
those working under him on
economic matters, This is fre.
fluently resented, no matter how
well intentioned, because it
smacks of paternalism.
Every man likes to feel that
he is capable of handling the
money he works for. "If I got
sense enough to ear' it, I got
sense enough to know how to
to handle it," workers often say.
Of course, this Is not tree.
It's not true of either the boss
Or the worker. Either can have a
genius for making money and on
the other hand be as Improvid-
ent in its spending as a baby
would be with a handful of dia-
monds.
So John the janitor was a
little piqued when his boss en-
' gaged him is conversahon over
' the purchase of sense cigars.
It NW Friday, payday, and
' John walked into the cigar store
' and asked for six three-for-a-
' dollar cigars. His boss, who had
Just purchased some rater
blades, was standing nearby.
"John." he said pompously,
"do you always pay so much
tor your cigars, or are you just
treating yourself because it's
payday.?"
"Nis, nothing like that, sir,"
John said tossing a five dollar
bill as the counter. "I enjoy
cigars so I always buys toed
01101."
"How many do you buy a
day?"
NAT D. WILLIAMS 
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
LET US PLAY
That old saw about 'all work
and no play makes Jack a dull
boy" isn't just a rhyme from an
idle mind. The importance of ploy
is getting around all over .. .even
among colored folk.
Said all that to pinpoint the im-
portance of the playground and
recreational program that's being
applied here in Memphis. Lot of
folk . . .particularly colored folk
. .don't know stint's happening
in the realm of organized play in
this town. And they ought to know
about it. . .because the Memphis
Recreational Department has an
organization, technique, and pro-
gram which is attracting more
and more favorable and admiring
attention from riore and more
places and persons.
The least point of informed in-
terest seems to dirt right here
at home among those who ought
to be first concerned. Lets illus-
trate that point with a question:
Have you ever taken occasion to
accompany your own or your
neighbor's kids to one of the local
playgrounds and ask the play-
ground director some questions
about what's going on that, would
fit your particular kid?
Well, if you haven't you ought to
do it some time. You'll be aurprit-
ed, if you are in the same boat
the "Shadow" occupied. You'll be
impressed by the director's Mame.
diate grasp of what you're trying
to find out. You'U have a precise
and impressive program of act'.
ities outlined and explained to
You. You'll discover that Memphis
has a basic and progressive public
playground program which is in
Use with the best to be found any.
where.
Too many of us don't know that
there are scores of trained men
and women in charge of these
playgrounds. They know about the
best and most beneficial types of
play activitiel,. They know how to
interest. and lead children, young
folk, and older folk.
A unique feature of the Mem-
phis playground set up is the Kee.
ence and position of Negroes in
the program. A Negro general su-
pervisor, W. T. McDsiviel works
with the directors of the numer-
ous playgrounds. Each playground
has a minimum of two trained per-
sons in constant supervision at all
times. Playground activities are
organized for outdoors and in.
doors. Children don't walk in and
Just go to playing haphazardly. ..
there is a graded program of ac-
tivities to fit the varying age, in-
terest and sex levels.
Not only dd the playgrounds pro.
vide a safe haven from ths city's
busy and often dangerous streets.
They also give weary mothers and
other adults around the home
something of a few hours of wel-
come relief from the noise and
turmoil of growing children. As a
matter of fact, the playgrounds
are in a sense somewhat better
places for certain ages of children
to be. . .than slipping and sliding
around their homes. Willi some
parents away from home most of
the day, there is no better place
than a supervised playground for
the kids to be . . . not that the
playground directors are uniform-
ed baby-sitters temporarly in loco
parent's (somebody says that "in
loco parentis,'' means in "place
of the parents'
Any say you take it. the local
playground and recreational pro-
gram is worth a flock of interested
end admiring glances. Ugh-huh!.
The 01' Ark's A Rockin
LANGSTON HUGHES
,Week By Week
A NATIVE ENEMY SAYS
SIMPLE IS NO GOOD EITHER
"Let them go ahead on and kill would give me a Bomb to drop on of them good-time hangouts is
Their fool selves," said Simple. Idississippl." colored neighborhoods belonged to
"Who?" I asked. white folks, too, making money off"You are a private citizen, not
"White folks," said Simple, a world organization," I said. cf Negroes, selling bootleg ticker.If you use your head and your distressing factors in the present "with Atom Bombs." "Anyway, it is very confusing the But just let a Negro try to openhands together, you are compel!- crisis, Political panhandling, leg- ..Ths trouble with your reason- way you confuse the international up such a joint and the law woulded to win. islative panhandling, social pan- log is that in white foiks killing situation with the domestic one, run him in for bootlegging, or
beatable combination. If you know ical panhandling are on all sides. 
Russia is considered a foreign en- some other illegal legality.
For brains and work is an un- handling, educational and econom• themselves they are likely to kill
what you want, know how to go us, too," I'countered. "The Atom 
emz
There are several facts that Bomb is no respecter of races. It mul"."
by the North Atlantic Treaty "Violence, my dear fellow, new .
er solved anything."
must be faced in turning. The first
het is to realize that there is
a turn; secondly — know that you
cannot make the curve with the
same speed you travel on a
straight stretch and thirdly —
alize that you are safest when you
make the curve according to the
road sign.
USE HEAD AND HANDS
Thinking right and acting ac-
cordingly is the only sale way to
make a curve. There are two fore.
es that must be taken into con-
sideration while making a curve.
One — momentum and two —cen-
trifugal force. The going forward
force and the turning force. The
turning around force takes charge
of the going ahead force by put-
ting on brakes. The result is a
wreck. Whenever there is any at-
tempt to impede progress, those
who apply the brakes are always
wreckage.
In the use of your head and
your hands together, you may not
travel too fast on the road to suc-
cess, but you will always pass the
wreckage of those who tried to
stop you, lying in the ditches be-
side the road in the curves.
"Oh, six, sometimes eight or
nine." John replied.
"Seems you have a mighty ex.
pensive habit, John," the boss
observed, "and It's so seamless,
too," he added.
John didn't like this. "Well
everybody's got a habit of one
kind or tougher. Mine's cigars.
"Look at It this way," the
boss said. "You spend we er
three dollars a day for cigars.
Suppose you didn't smoke like
me. You'd save two or three
dollars a day. Why in a matter
of IS years you've spent enough
to own a ill flat building."
"John was impressed. Slowly,
as he picked up his change and
chomped on his third of a dol.
tar cigar, he did a bit of men.
tat calculating. Three dollars a
day. WM a year; le years:
$9,000. He shook his bead.
"You know you're right," John
told his boss. "I never thought
of it that way. That is a let of
money when you come to think
of IL"
"lbssir," said the boss en-
wrapping a stick of gum.
"You don't smoke, huh?" ask.
ed John.
"?fe Indeed," said the hoes.
self righteously. "Never."
"Do you own a six-flat ball&
Me.," John asked slyly.
The boss glared at John, tun-
ed and stomped indignantly out
of the store.
John strolled out behind him,
smoking his third of a dollar
age r.
falleth upon black and white
alike."
"And the fallout ia almost as
bad as the Bomb," said Simple.
"You liable not to have spy more
children, even unto the third and
fourteenth generation."
• "How could the generations go
that far, if the Bomb in our time
began to affect procreation inten-
sively?" I asked.
"Atoms or no atoms, Bombs or
no Bombs I bet some girl would
come up with a baby. That is hard
to stop, even in high society. But
I am not talking about such
things as that.
"I am talking about how danger-
ous them Bombs is, and how free
these white folks is in scattering
them around.
"Why, just the other day I read
In the papers where we ars think-
ing of giving Bombs to West Ger-
many so they can drop them on
East Germany, which is on the
other side of the German Mason-
Dixon Line. Also NATO is going
to make a pile of Atomic Weapons
in Germany, so they can drop
them on Russia. I wish somebody
A white-haired, handsome friend
of mine in Detroit, who used to
fish in the salt waters around my
home in Savannah, has been help-
ing me out with headline neves
for two decades now. He makes
the news and I publish it. Today
I learned that he and 15 other
Detroiter, have launched a new
bank, "The Public Bank."
A few brothers have been elect.
ed to the board of directors of
major banks in other cities, but
I know of no brothers who have
joined with white corporation
heads and business men to or-
ganize a general bank. None that
is except Charles H. Mahoney,
president of Great Lakes Mutual
Life Insurance Company.
The president of this new bank
is Joseph F. Verhelle and the di-
rectors include several manufac-
turers, well known businessmen,
the City Treasurer of Detroit and
other city and coun9 officials. Mr.
Mahoney is the only 'brother
among them, but he is-no outsider
in the city's financial community.
I remember writing about him
when he was an active and suc-
cessful lawyer, when he began to
pilot the Great Lakes Mutual In-
surance Company, when he won
several important political appoint-
ments in Michigan and also when
he was named by President His.
enhower as alternate U. S. dale.
gate. This quiet, self-effacing, na-
tive Michigander is now moving
into the mainstream of his city's
business. He has been good copy,
as we newsmen put it, for a gen.
eration.
Mr. Mahoney's activity in the
And Mississippi is considered
a native enemy by me," said
Simple. "And a native enemy is
no good either. You know, in Mit-
sissippi a hunter don't need a
hunting license to hunt a Negro,
and the hunting season is on the
year around. They have to have
a license to hunt a duck, a pleas-
ant, a squirrel—but not a Negro."
"If I were from down there, ./
would be like a man I knowed
once from Jackson. Somebody in
Harlem asked him if he wasn't
homesick. He said, 'Homesick,
nothing! I am sick of home! Like
my Cousin Minnie, he found the
Free North."
"Where," I asked, "is Minnie?
I have not heard you speak of
her lately." "Minnie is still gal.
lavanting up and down Lenox,
Seventh, and St. Nicholas, and hob
lering as loud as she used to in
them juke joints down South
where you could do anything you
uanted to—as long as you didn't
bring in a Jenny-mule sopping
wet.
"To tell the truth, you might
even do that, if you didn't let the
mule kick down the walls. Lots
business arena and his profession-
al work have brought him wealth
and prestige. Nevertheless, he
makes far less noise than most
of his breast-beating contempor-
aries, who point to far fever
achievements. He is so big that
he can afford to be friendly with
the least among us.
I thought of Mr. Mahoney re-
cently when I read Dr. E. Frank-
lin Frazier's blast at "Negro Bus-
iness" in his new book "Black
Bourgeoisie." Quite correctly, I
think, Dr. Frazier points out that
it is nonsense to believe that so-
called "Negro business' can solve
our basic economic and social
problems. In some respects he
echoes Dr. Abram L. Harris. now
at the University of Chicago, who
wrote long ago:
"When conducted on a wide
scale, the Negro business is forced
to take chances in the general
competitive market where small
and inexperienced economic en-
deavor is diaadvantaged. Capitilize
some racial enterprise at a bil-
lion dollars. If it would live it
must ultimately compete with
white business. This, for the rea-
sons already alluded to, would be
its undoing "
Now Dr. Fratier in attacking
the "Myth of Negro Business"
goes on to declare categorically,
"Yet no Negro businessmen are
taken into the white business
groups which own and control the
life of the American community."
Most of the Negroes I know
who are in business do not seem
to have any illusions about "lay.
ing the race" nor about the nee-
"No, but it has wiped a love
things out," declared Simple. "Ts
my mind, Mississippi is a Woe
on the nation, causes me frustra-
tion, I would condemn it to dams.
anon! I sure would."
• "It fa U good thing for the kik*
try that you are not in pewee. I
gather that if you were, there
would be one less state in
the Union. But why pick on bffe-
siasippl? Aren't there other statei
Just as backward, racially what.
ing—Georgia, !or example, South
Carolina, Alabama? Even your
own state, Virginia, Is no lily."
"Mississippi is the state L read
about most," said Simple. "Some-
times I wonder if it is a Christian
state. If it is, the Serpent of Evil
must be banding out a mighty big
mouthful of the Apples of Sin,
and them Dixiecrata Adams and
Evas must be munching like
mad."
"Shame on you comparing a
place like Mississippi with •tho-
Garden of Eden, and Dixiserats.
with Adam and Eve."
"Atom and Evil would be i-bide
ter name for all them. whtte
folks," said Simple.
essity for trying to be con:methane-a
with the whites who are le the'
same business. There was a tinte—..'
when some preachers and "edue
cators" who were not in businese
we t around the country
Mg the new world that "Negroa.
business" might build.
The concept of some soli ad
separate economy or separate bus'
tress life has been dead for dec-
ades. Even our race-conscious ilk
surance companies, some of theta
at least,- have been trying to get
into the general market. One such '
company has been interviewing I
white general agents who are will-
Mg to sell its policies a m on
whites.
Another development, which "
arises out of consumer pressure,
is the search by some corpora-
tions for Negro executives whose
presence would affect the tiles
among nun-whites. Incidentally,
two Chicago banks are looking for
Negro directors.
Of course, it goes without fa„0",',.
ing, that the capital concentrae
tions which control the ecoaansp.
are in white hands. The MU110014115..,,,.
minded brother who wanta to Win"•
a million retorts, "so whales...,
Perhaps he can find some eraoki
in the dollar curtain. Perhaps his
presence in some corporate et/J-
udies will be welcomed one di,-
Anyway, nothing is static in ear
society and the truths of yeater.
day need not be the truths of to.
n-.orrow. That goes for the myths
too. Maybe there should be some
distinction also between "Negro
Business" and a Negro in business
The next Urns I see him, I will
put the question to Ur. Miaow.
DEFENDER




' PROOF THAT traffic courts are son, 5352 Prairie; Spencer 
ohn
puttieg teeth into law against driv- son, 7240 Champlain; SAMMY
ing while intoxicated and other KIMBROUGH, 6335 Rhodes; Swan
major violations STAND 0 U T Knox, 4449 Calumet; JOSEPH AB
THIS WEEK. — HERE ARE few Borr, 3336 Michigan; Claude
of the several persons affected.— Lindsey, 4220 Wells; Ben Taylor
,
JAMES S. MOTT, 6520 Eberhardt; 5964 Michigan; STEVE BOLTON,
James E. Thomas, 832 E. 39th it.; 5141 Wells; Arthur J. Lynch, 552.8
CALVIN SANDERS, 4544 Evans; Hyde Park blvd.; James Murchi-
Fred Owens, 618 Bowen ave.; Jim- son, 540 E. 61st at.; Robert Wil-
mis Reynolds, 4941 St. Lawrence; hams, 5037 South Parkway; FRE
D
X. W. QUINN, 6221 Greenwood; L. CEPHAS, 3932 
Indiana; Frank
J. Reacco, 5310 Michoigan; DEN- Cowan, 3633 Ellis ave.; Basket
NIS MARTIN, 4009 Lake Park; Desmuke, 3147 LaSalle; JEW1
T
Claude Lester, 83 E. 35th at.; Ed- EMORY, 740 E. 36th at.; James
ward Lewis, NM E. 41st at.; G. Ellis, 532 Bowen; Ulysses Engram,
71. GREEN, 1433 W. 13th; MAR- 2250 State at.; Lawrence Brantle
y,
ZELLA HALL, 5536 Indiana ave.; 5732 Wabash; Bill Blackburn, 6632
William IL Hatcher, 64.56 Dorches- Stewart; ALLEN J. BEASLEY,
Mr; Willie Harris, 4906 Michigan; 6916 Prairie; LAWRENCE E.
LEVI JETT, 4828 SOUTH PARK- BROWN, 4320 Forrestville; 
James
WAY. — JULIUS W. JOHNSON, Garner, 536 E. 33rd at. and many
64$6 Woedlawn; Theodore John- more.
• • •
LUTHER TOWNSLEY, newspa- HAVING GRAND time despite in-
per man and sportsman Is seeing tense heat Wednesday night wer
e
the sights is Cleveland where he Lincoln Cowan, Georgia Stubbs
,
Is vacationing. — SPEAKING OF HENRY DELONEY, Harold Wi
l.
the "press" it was and news to hams and Larry Smith. — SCENE
tears of death of Nettye George WAS Press Lounge, 3427 Indiana
Speedy, formerly women's editor ave. — BEWARE, ems, of the
of Chicago Defender whe was flood of phoney $1 and $5 bills
buried in Cleveland, Ohio early on Southside. — EXAMINE ALL
this week. — MRS. SPEEDY had bills you receive carefully a n d
been ailing for several years. — make no change far strangers.
• • •
NOSEY OVERHEARD Josephine THE corner (the 5060 Liquors)
Baker, 3336 Michigan telling about has a smiling barmaid, Marion,
Stork's visit to home of her cis- who rates a few orchids, for her
ter, Lillie Pearl Burch and leaving friendly service to all customers.
a baby girl. — JOSEPHINE WAS — THE DANIEL MONROES, op-
in Rorie Brodsky's 35th at. gm- crators of dining room in Evans
eery for baby food for her little hotel will stage grand opening of
niece. — SPEAKING OF FOOD their new Turquoise Room this
orchids to B AND W located at week end starting F r id a y.-
5050 Michigan for high class meat AMONG THE gifts for ladies will
especially steaks and ham made be champagne cocktails. —NICE
available to customers. — OR LEreER from "Rose Marie", the
MAYBE THE orchids should go to exotic dancer who is appearing in
LeRoy, Henry and Theolia Banks Canada with plans for early invas-
who operate the store. —AND ON ion of New York.
••
• HENRI'S CHARM studio a a d headed by Judge H. Parker, head
modeling school now in new of. of Parker 
House Sausage.—"Dear
/ices at 46.54 South Parkway. THE 
NOSE'", ASKS MAIL bag, "Why
haven't you mentioned Jse near
Smoot, is already planning for
annual fall fashion show and grad-
wiles exercises. — THE LOCAL
branch of NAACP will present es-
baseball star, Jackie Robinson as
guest speaker at "Freedom Fund
Dinner" set for Morrison hotel
Sunday, July 14, 6:30 p.m. —DIN-
NER SET AT $25 a plate is no
scaled to aid reaching the $25,000
goal for the organization. 1' H E
COMMITTEE on arrangemeets is
light that upset the caliR of the
"T" hotel on far Southside when
BIG MAMA ARRIVED with her
tor their) four kids and wanted
entrance into the room of hubbs
who is living with another wom-
an?" — ANOTHER LETTER asks
"Nosey did you know reason Joe
'A' has quieted down so much of
late is fear that Wiley may take
him back to the doctor for his
alcoholic troubles?"
• • • ; • *** L •
REAR TELL EDNA TUBBS of citizen was excused because he
cosmetics fame is planning a fash-
ion show to raise funds for char-
ity and to buy sheets for Provi-
dent hospital. — ORCHIDS TO
EDNA if the TIMM' is correct.—
''DEAR NOSEY," asks mail bag
"did you know socialite Vivian
George, now Mrs. Coleman, will
receive a wedding gift of a new
ranch house from hubby as soon
as work on it is completed?"—
WHEN JURORS were being select-
ed for the segregation case in
Clinton, Tenn., where sever at
whites are involved TWO, NE-
GROES WERE called and dis-
missed, naturally. THEN A white
• •
HILDA THOMAS, 5943 Ada at,
now offering courses in — making
the gals glamorous she says —
MANTA BE GLAMOROUS? Call
her at WA. 5-9799. —AM'. AND
MRS. Mark Jones feted friends
— and themselves — with barbe•
eue July I. — SPEAKING OF
BARBEQUE did you know, by Sc.
worked for Walter Jacobs of Hertz
rent-a-car company. Why? 'Twas
brought out that Jacobs is Jewish.
— MAXWELL GRANVILLE, one
of the members of cast of "Cat
On Hot Tin Roof", a loop play
and the former Margaret Hardin
of Rochester, N. Y. were married
her Sunday. — CEREMONIES
WERE performed at home of Mr
and Mrs. Lloyd Knowles, 6358 S.
Parkway. — THAT'S COVERING
the city department: HORACE
LOMAX' Metropolitan Motors lat-
est report shows more than 50,000
cars were insured by the compa-
ny during year ending July.
•
Wells was sentenced to six months
in Bridewell by Judge Eugene
Wachowski on charge of carrying
a concealed weapon. — JUDGE
DISCOVERED Campbell has a po-
lice record, according to testimo.
fly. — "DEAR NOSEY" asks mail
bag, "Will you please advise all
calypso fans that a new combo
playing this type of music is now
Mal survey — that more than las 'liable for hire, — THEY MAY
3.000 Chicagoans prepared their REACH the combo at KEnwood
one over July 4 holiday, most of 84265." — ANOTHER LETTER
'em in back yards. — POPULAR to mail bag says: "Dear Nosey"
RUTH Mitchell of Wedgewood ho 'twould he nice if you'd call at-
tel, is vacationing in Los Angeles tention of that member of a pop.
sad Hollywood. — MISS mricw , ular club whose initials are E. W.
ELL was one of the prominent , G. that all his friends know he
candidates in last M a y or of left a good wife for one that
may love him but also loves whis-
key to point that makes her a
drag to her friends.'
• • •
"DEAR NOSEY," says Tr a i I era what about that little girl call
bag, ''You should have been on ing lo ask Nosey, of all people,
corner of 47th and Michican Sen. if Larry Doby is married? —AND
day morning and observed the hair SPEAKING of marriages an im-
portant one is in the process of
being dissolved. _youll GET
DIM on this later when Nosey
finishes checking. — I, OUISE
BROWLEY and Fred Madison,
both of New link were united in
marriage here Sunday past. —
FRED GOES into the U. S. Navy
at Great Lakes and wifey will live
here to be close by during his
"boot training." — CARFFUL,
BOYS and gals, how you throw
paper in the street along Drexel
and South Parkway. — IF' SEEN15
contest. — DESPITE
THE plea of a well known Baptist
minister Frank Campbell, 3825 S.
pulling between two barmaids
from nearby spot — AND NOS-
EY. you'd hardly believe it but
the girls were fighting over man
who has a wife and tal• kids
WHAT HAPPENED, it seems, is
one of the girls accused the other
of telling the guy's wife aboet his
playing around — with — of all
things a third person who was
not even present." — THE AN-
NUAL BUD Billiken picnic and
parade will be star studded with
guests topped off of course by ex-
Newhall star Jackie Robinson.— BY a policeman you stand a
AND SPEAKING of baseball play- chance of being arrested.
• • •
MAIL BAG SAYS: "Dear Now tail matinee is staged, so says
ey. Is it true as rumor has it McKie Fitzhugh, spot's owner. —
that Joe Harris is both owner and THE CURRENT HEAT wave ischef of Brass Rail on 47th st.?
— ANOTHER ASKS: "Is it true nothing compared to the "heat''
tlaat Willie Webb will attempt to on policy that keeps "wheel"
;op Hare° Wood's record with his jumping from one location to an-
Spiritual Calsacade at Jackson other. — INCIDENTALLY WHEN
Park Tower theatre Aug. 26 with 17-56-61 came out Thursday 'twas
same talent?" — BERNARD BOX- third time (on one wheel) within
TON will have charge of music a month. — HEAR TELL the oper.
chores at Disc Jockey Lounge Sun- eters paid off without a whimper
day afternoon when weekly cock- each time
•• *
AND SPEAKING of street vio
lotions motorists should ander-1
used THOSE SIGNS THAT tor
big parking where cleaning is M I
be &Ile on certain streets and at
certain times mean just what they
IN JULIUS t'AESAR — When
"Julius Caesar," the Shakes.
Pearian play, was produced
by the Richard B. Harrison
players of A&T college,
' Greensboro, N. C., these Play.
ers had top roles. From left:
Fred Thomas, Lancaster, S.
c., as "Brutus;" John Mason,
1 Selma, Ala., as "Cassius;" C.
' Dwight Hargroves, Baltimore,
' Md., as "Anthony;" Bette H.
Harris, Jamaica, N.Y., as
"Calpurnia" and Vista Stuart,
' Brunswick, Ga., as "Caesar."
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD — Southern edi-
tors are pressuring Warner Broth-
ers to cut the scenes from "Band
of Angels," in which Sidney Poi.
tier slaps Yvonne De Carlo and
Pat Knowles. They're crazy if
they do — it is only a picture
story, and it would make just as
mull sense for them to cut from
the picture, anything that might
be unfavorable where the Negro
La concerned. But, of course Mr.
George, is not concerned with
what is unfavorable to us.
Liberace, with all of his props—
Brother George, a canlelabra, sil-
ver jacket, glass piano and a red
sash for his calypso number, is
wowing the crowds, at Hollywood's
Moulin Rouge. Liberace followed
Louis Armstrong into the theatre-
restaurant — he grins. talks
through his nose and flirts with
the older women. His act is good,
but too long. Louis' was too long
to, so they are cutting the act
The Lux Theatre on TV folded,
when the competition from "Cli-
max" and Playhouse 90 cause a
big fall in the ratings. They are
going over the pieces and will try
to come up with something that
will move back into the high rat-
ing bracket.
From what I have heard about
AS.CAP (song writers, composers,
arrangers, etc.,) it is ,hard to be-
come a member — Ted Lewis,
after all of these years in show
and music business, has just been
elected a member. To beccme a
member, one must write or com-
pose a certain number of hit tunes
and after he qualifies, he receiv-
ed royalties from time to time as
his tunes are played, and then aft-
er a period of hits and time, he
becomes eligible for regular re-
turns, such as Duke Ellington, Irv-
ing Berlin and others who could
live very well off, their ASCAP
returns. '
A wonderful future is in store
for young Johnny Nash, f ro 01
Houston, 'fexas, who made such
a hit on Arthur Godfrey's TV show,
his singing brought tears of appre-
ciation to Godfrey's eyes. We go
along with Arthur, that here is tru-
ly one of the finest voices that we
have ever heard. Watch him go
places.
They say: that Frank Sinatra;
Ave Gardner (finally his ex) and
Lana Turner had a real shock-




JOE LOUIS, former world's
heavyweight boxing champion, has
joined Mercury Record Corpora-
tion's Public Relations Staff.
Joe, for years, has been a great
patron of popular music and has
many of his favorite artists on the
Mercury label.
During his various travels thru
out the United States, he will have
the opportunity to exploit their re-
cordings among the disc jockeys,
dealers and jukebox operators
whom he will visit for the Mer.
cury Record Corporation.
Some time in the near future,
Mercury contemplates releasing
an album by Joe Louis called
"Keeping Physically Fit." Includ-
ed in the album will he a booklet
on the fundamentals of boxing.
U. S. Annual consumption of lead
pencils is 1— billion. In 1953 this
constituted a gross solume of 28




ongs At Ravinia Festival
By THEODORE C. STONE
The Ravinia festival was graced
with the debut of Robert MeFer-
rin, leading baritone of the Met-
ropolitan Opera association, Fri-
aay, July 5, at which time one
of America's foremost composers,
Virgil Thomson. conducted first lo-
cal hearings of much of his mu-
sic expertly performed by the
Chicago Symphony orchestra.
Thomson is outstanding in three
fields in the musical arena, hav-
ing made invaluable contributions
o them all. His fame had pre.
ceded him and the audience was
willing to meet him on his own
terms.
As composer, music critic and
conductor, Thomson has a great
deal to offer combining the three
with vivid imagination and
aplomb.
The all-Thomson program began
with Five Portraits, based on per-
sonalities that have impressed the
composer to the point of creating
musical images.
Of these five fragments for or-
chestra, Cantabile for Strings (Ni.
colds de Cnatelain), Percussion
Piece (Mrs. Chester W. Lasell),
and Fugue (Alexander Smelters)
were the most effective in their
exposition.
It would seem that Thomson is
essentially a composer of theater
music carrying through from
start to finish a design that has!
been suggested by the Poem or
the picture. This is done with verve
and keen perception.
His music is strong with mod-
ernism and tapers off into the
area of dissonance to return a
base of sanity at oine logical
point.
A symphony on a hymn tune
afforded the audience an °ppm,
tunity to hear Thomson's creative
genius and the hymns, "How Firm
A Foundation" and "Yes Jesus
Loves Me" were easily discern-
able.
It made for good listening and
as far as the symphonic form is
concerned Thomson shows his su-
perior understanding and compli-
ance with the principles set forth
by all conventional standards.
Sharing honors with the compos-
er-conductor was the baritone so-
loist, McFerrin, who sang ft v
songs from William Blake's hu-
mane philosophy.
These songs were composed in
1951 for another baritone of great
reputation, Mack Harrell, a n d
were first performed with the com-
poser conducting in 1052.
When the Ravinia festival pro-
gram was considered, Thomson
immediately selected McFerrin to
sing , the work.
His selection ef McFerrin was
not a bad choice for the inspired
I young artist sang them with ap-
pealing charm a n d grandeur
lending a voice of velvety warmth
and artistry to a score filled with
musical exactions.
In at least three of the songs
aleFerrin completely captured the
spirit and delivered them with
great satisfaction and fervour.
The Land Of Dreams, The Lit-
tle Black Boy and Did Those Feet
were beautifully sung by the bari-
tone and his rich and eloquent
voice was expanded with all of
its rewarding color.
It's a, beautiful voice and if he
failed to clearly express the pot,
tic content of his songs it would
seem that the cumbersomeness of
the orchestration and the heavi-
ness of the surroundings some.
what obscured the same.
What he lacked in spirit was
made up with dignity of bearing
and pure human compassion.
He made a strong impression on
the gala audience and it should
not surprise me if he is invited
to sing again in the near future.
He made friends and they will
be waiting for his return.
McFerrin has sung with the
Metropolitan Opera assn., for the
past two seasons, and was t h e
first male singer of his race to
be signed, by contract to sing lead-
ing roles at the historic Opera
House down at 41st in New York
City.
TOMMY RIGSBY, currently
appearing at the beautiful 411
Club, 411 E. 63rd st. The
management of theClab
gone to extra expense to se-
cure this versatile artist who
just finished a long run on
Chiicago's Gold Coast. Rigs-
by's ultra-Modern versions of
songs of today and yesterday
and his piano playing have
thrilled audiences from coast
to coast. While appearine at
the Sutherland Lounge la st
spring he set a new attendance
record at the club.
LITTLE MISS cORNSHUCKS, fa.
med comic-singer, is the main at-
traction at Clefs Haim where a
star studded saow is an tap Red
Saunders' great band supplies the
music.
ci
HERB LANCE heads the allstar
show at Crown Pmpeller, 868 Fa
63rd at. The supporting cast in.
eludes Paula Greet, vocalist; *
Jump Jackson band and use oth-
er "name" acts.
ONE OF THE most outstanding
performances of the year is Sidney
Poitier's portrayal of the dock
worker in the stirring drama
"Edge of the City" to be shown
at the Clark theatre Sunday, July
14. The co-feature is "Guys and




The Chicago Urban League's
Guidance Advisory service h a a
compiled and released an impres-
sive list of civil service job op-
portunities available to interested
and qualified applicants in the
Chicago area. This bulletin sup-
say. — IGNORE THEM and you'll
find your car In s garage where
only Pevnient of a ticket and 410/•
Ism and other charges will release I
it,
THE, FOUR HORSEMEN, op-
erators of a quartet of Chi'
cago's most popular lounges
are all set for their Drat an-
nual picnic at Wildwood Coun-
try Club Labor Day, Sept. 2 .
Here one of the contestants,
Donnie Reeves, and William
Harris, a Defender newsboy
and a member of South Side
Boys Club that will benefit
are shown with director Helen
Boyd and the Four Horsemen.
The Horsemen are, left to
right, James Escort, Mix's
Lounge, 5113 Prairie; Jeff Mc-
Clendon, Jeff's 1125 Club on
59th st.; Harrison Simmons. 01
Simmons' 57th and Mate liq
wars and Jack Wright, Club




Louis Jordan goee into his sec-
ond big week as star ef Roberts
Lounge, 6622 South Parkway to
spearhead the nightery parade.
Matter of fact with Muddy Wat-
ers starred at Silvio's 2254 W.
Lake st., and Dorothy Donegan at
Southerland things are jumping
entertainment. wise.
Louis Jordan is on a retprn en-
gagement kick having appeared
here earlier this year before rec-
ord breaking jams. And this date
figures to be just as terrific. "Mr.
Pereonality" is one guy who can
always be counted on to make
the boxoffiee.
Muddy Waters is the attraction
at Silvio's Westside hot spot this
weekend, after a night in Club 708
July 4. There is no artist in and
around Chicago boasting 'more
popularity than Muddy. He is a
big' favorite with the nightery
Jima. Over at Trocadero, 4719 In-
dials, Lefty Bates is the attrac-
tion. Lefty is also a favorite on
the stem. Dorothy Donegan cur-
rent attraction at Sutherland
Lounge is drawing raves and cue
Metiers al well on this limited
Betty Morel* 4041 Ulm it"
stay at the 47th and Drexel hot
spot. The Club DeLisa is also
on the music kick. Red Saunders
f
anckork carry on musically behind
the great show: "Guys and Gals"
SaMmY Dyer has produced at the
hot spot. The Clubhouse lounge,
6312 Cottage carries on with Mam-
bo nights and cha cha parties fea-
tured Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Frank and Priscilla are featured
at the Club.
JOE REGAL. who is responsible
for those exciting Modern Jest
Concerts at the Casino Moderne,
913 F.. 63rd st., is presenting the
worlds most famous sal star, Eon.
ter "Errs" Young this Words/
night, July 13. From the wily the
advance sale is ening and Mere
Ibis - wilt be his first Chicago Ap-
pearance for a long time there
will be a capacity house to make
hut welcome,
plements a Civil Service Newslet-
ter released .earlier by (3AS to
1,00 churches, settlement houses
and placement counselors.
Samplings of job opportunities
from federal and local Civil Serv-
ice systems are listed, covering
positions that range from unskill-
ed to "white collar", professional
and technical skills.
Edwin C. Berry, the League's
executive director, commented:
"In releasing this bulletin to the
press the Chicago Urban League
is again attempting to demonstrate
forcibly the number and variety
,of job opportunities in the Chica-
ro-Calumet Area to which minor-
ity group youth may aspire with-
out fear of limitation because of
race, color or religion."
Interested applicants are urged
Urban League or this newspaper.
to contact the civil service agency
direct rather than cell the Chicago
VA HOSPITAL
The Veterans Administration
West Side Lospital, has announc-
ed openings for Practical Nursing
Assistant. (women only) at
starting eatery of 93.175 a year.
Applicants must be 18 years or
older.
For physical, educational train-
ing requirements interested woof-
en should contact the Board of
U. S. Civil Service r aminers,
Anna D. Hooper. 121$ N Vine ftt
Veterans Administration West Side
hospital. 820 N. Dames ave., Chi-
cago 12. III. There is no closing
date on the examination.
The City of Chicago Offers ex-
aminatioris for Film Distributor
($270 per Month — exam closing
date — July 12): Junior Stenog-
rapher 33192 to $4,122 a year—
exam closing data -- July la): Ci-
vil Engineer, Clif* D. Grade 3
($5.200 a year — exam doable
date — July 201; Assistant Audi-
tor Board of Education ($476 to
8630 per month — exam closing
date — Aug. 17): Moselle' Nurse
(salary rangers from 83,657 to $4-
140 a year — exam closing dite
— Aug. 171 and Public Health
Nurse ($4.140 to $4.3.90 a year —
exam tithing date — 'Aug. 17).
Applicants for these examine.
lions must be 21 years of age or
older and residents of Chicago for
at least one year preceding date
of examination. Other pertinent
information can be obtained by
contacting the Civil Service Corn'
mission, City of Chicago.
The U. S. Civil Service Corn.
niission has announced examina-
tions for filling Women Correction.
al Officer positions paying $3,670
positions in agriculture, industri-
al arts or general fields paying
$4,525 a year, for duty at various
penal and correctional institutions
throughout the country.
Applications will be accepted by
the Board of U. S. Civil Service
Examiners, U. S. Penitentiary,
Leavenworth, Kans., until further
notice. There is no closing date
for the two exams.
The U. S. Air Force 56th Fight-
er Group, based at O'Hare Inter
national Airport, Park Ridge, Ill.,
has announced the following job
openings:
a year, and Education Assistant
Stationary Boiler Fireman ($2.14
per hour); Junior Aircraft Serv-
ice Mechanic ($2.19 per hour):
Aircraft Service Mechanic ($2.42
per hour); Plumber —:Steamfitter
(82.38 per hour); Truck Driver
for light, medium and heavy equip-
ment (salary ranges from $ITIO
per hour to $2.14 per hour,: Junior
Aircraft Radio Repairman and
Installer ($2.19 per hour); Aircraft
Radio Repairer and Installer (92.-
42 per hour).
Cratar ($2.14 per hour); Fork
Lift Operaters $2.00 per hour;
Trades Helper 31.95 per hour);
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Serviette ($2.42 per hour); Junior
Carpenter ($2.09 Per hour); Car-
penter ($2.42 per hour) and Paint-
er ($1.23 per hour).
Closing date -for receipt of ap-
plications for these examination
Is July 18. For inflater ireeema-
lion contact the Board ,of U S.
Civil Service Examiners for the
56th Fighter Group (Air De-

































































































































































Nine players of the Memphis
Bed Sox will perform with the
West squad when it battles the
East in the 25th annual Negro All-
Star Classic on Sunday afternoon,
July 28, at Comiskey Park.
Six more Red Sox were added
to the roster S a turda y.
.luly 13, according to Dr. J. B.
Martin, of Chicago, president of
the six-team Negro American
league which sponsors the Classic.
COACH CHOSEN TO
' In addition to the half dozen
Red Sox, their coach. Rufus Ligon.
was added to the West squad in
that capacity.
The newest Red Sox are short-
stop Albert Strozier; left fielder
Eugene Roberts; second baseman
Rufus Gipson; pitchers Eugene
Williams and Frank McCullum
22Ci third baseman James Vann-
tine.
This sextet joins three other
Sox named earlier this week by
the Memphis owner, Dr. W. S.
Martin, of Memphis, Tenn, Those
Red Sox named earlier are catch-
er Issac Barnes; center fielder
Lonnie Harris and first baseman*James Banks. The trio leads the
league in hitting, with Banks I
pacing the field with an average of
.434, according to the latest sta-
tistics released Thursday by the
Howe News Bureau, of Chicago.
MANAGED BY DISMCKES
The West squad will be man.
-aged by Bill Dismukes, of t h
Kansas City Monarchs. The New
Orleans Giants also will contribute
players to the West squad.
Thus far, the East has had only
three players nominated for the
fray. Ted Rasberry, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., owner of the De-
troit Stars, has had three of his
performers approved by t h e
league's Chicago office. They are
pitcher Celetionio Conatienzo; out-
fielder Dale Miller and shortstop
Monte Bonds.
Deadline for selecting players
for the fray is next Satutday.
July 20.
Tickets for the game are $2.00
for box seats and $1.50 for general
admission. They can he purchased
in advance at the league's office
here at 825 R. Drexel sq.
hander who *darted for the Amer-
ican League All-Stars in the 24th
annual mid-summer diamond clas-
sic in St. Louis last week, did not
yield a hit or run in the three
innings he toiled on the mound.
And, since the National leaguers
were behind when Bunning left,
and were never able to catch up,
he was declared the winner/of the
ga roe.
But there was a player who
rendered yeoman service in help-
ing Bunning capture the verdict.
His name is Orestes Minos°,
known to baseball fans as Min-
nie.
Minnie did not start In leftileld
for the American All-Stars, but the
White SoX outfielder made a great
contribtition, both at the plate and
in the outfield. litanagyr Casey
Stengel sent Alinoso to left field
in the eighth inning, or.d this re.
placement proved one of the best
moves made by Stengel curing the
game.
• Coming to bat during the ninth
Inning rally that had alreadf pro-
duced two runs, Minos° doubled
to score Al Kaline with what prov-
ed to be the winning run.
But that was not all for Minnie.
/t was his speed and strong and
accurate throwing arm that put
two nails in the National's ninth
inning bid for the verdict.
Stan Musial had worked Billy
Pierce. White Sox southpaw for a
*walk. Willie Mays. great center
But Minnie was not through with
his sparking performance in the
field. Bob Grim was brought in
by Stengel. The strong Yankee
right-hander pitched to Gil Hodges,
Dodger first sacker who had been
sent in to bat for Clem Labine,
Dodger relief hurler. The big first
baseman slashed a fast-dropping
line drive to left field that Mi-
noso raced over and took for the
third and final out.
Minos° took the ball with him
to the dressing room, and after
taking his shower, had his asso-
ciates autograph it for him.
Minnie may not have been the
big star of the game in Busch
stadium, but he was a mighty
important cog its the American
league wheel.
His double in the ninth scored
the winning run (The American
All-Stars won, 4-5), and his catch
of Hodges' fly in the ninth
squelched an uprising that could
have brought victory to the Na-
tionals.
A plasoin the early innings of
the game could have been the
turning point for the Nationals.
It came in the fifth inning when
Frank Robinson, Cincinnati's great
21-year-old outfielder, opened with
a single to left.
Mathews, who had been sent in
to replace Don Hoak, hit a line
drive that Reline trapped after
making a long run for the ball
that was sinking fast.
fielder from the Giants, collected , In the meantime, Robinson, ex -
his second hit of the game, a re •i peeling Kaline to catch the ball,
sounding triple to right field, scor- I had remained near first, Evident-
ing Musial. Mays later scored on ly he thought Kahn. caught the
a wild pitch by Pierce. ball because he dashed back to
Hank Foiles, Pittsburgh catcher, first, and was an easy force out
batting for Ed Bailey, Cincinnati , at second when the Detroit out-
catcher, came through with a sin- fielder threw to that base.
gle over second. Gus Belt, CM- This action by Kaline turned
cinnati outfielder, drew a base on what was a sure hit by Mathews
balls. Stengel then replaced Pierce into a fielder's choice and a force
with another southpaw, Don Moe- out at second base.
si. Cleveland. If Robinson had been able. to
Ed Mathews, Milwaukee third
sacker, toek a third strike, but
Ernie Banks, Chicago Cubs' short-
stop, smashed a single through
Frank Malzone, Boston Red Sox,
at third base.
Bell attempted to go to third
on the hit, but Minnie came in
fast, scooped up the ball with his
glove and made an accurate throw
to Malzone to nail Bell on a close
play. It took a perfect throw to
get Bell, and had he been safe,
the Nationals woula have had two
runners on the bases and only
advance on Mathews' blow, theie
would have been two Nationals on
base and none out.
Mays looked bad on his first
trip to the plate against Bunning,
taking a big curse that caught
the outside corner of the plate
for a third strike. In the seventh
he nicked Pierce for a single to
left, and in the ninth walloped his
triple that scored Musial.
Mays contributed a sparkling de-
fense effort when he raced to the
wall in leftscentee to Dull down
Ted Williams' long fly,
• Believe Dodgers Are Over The Hill
The feeling among the baseball success. The writers believe that
writers covering the All-Star game the Dodgers are just about over
in that the Brooklyn Dodgers will the hill.
One writer said: "The team just
doesn't have the power of the past
year. In addition, injuries have hit
the club, rendering with pitchers
as Johnny Podres and Sal Mzglie
useless when the club needs them
most. During the early part of the
season it was the hitting of Gil
Hodges and several others that
kept the club in the fight for the
National league pennant. But in
recent weeks, the hitting has drop-
ped off.
The majority of the writers also
feel that Don Newcombe will not
have anotheD year like he had in
1956.
"He'll be lucky if he wins 16
games," said a writer.
There is also an expressed feel-
ing that the Yankees will not have
an easy time capturing the Amer-
ican league pennant, as they did
in 1956. "That pitching staff is
not as strong as it was in 1956,"
a writer said. "The club was ex-
tremely lucky to have Bobb y
Shantz rake over the pitching aft-
er Whitely Ford suffered an injury
to his shoulder last May. \lathing.
Shantz, the Yanks would be in
third or fourtt Place."
Came down on the plane with
Marty Glickman, manager of Chi-
cago's Bobby Boyd. Glickman was
griping about the sentiments ex-
pressed by some of the fans after
Boyd won a split decision over
Rocky Castellani in Chicago re-
cently.
"I'm sick and tired of hearing
fans beef about the decision,"
Glickman said. "They even made
inferences that the officials had
been bought. I've never talked to
any of the officials and certainly
they've always proved themselves
honest and capable: But it is a
disgrace the way some of them
gripe about the decision. I'm nut
considering another match f nr
Boyd in Chicago for along
time."
N. Y. Gives Big Wekome To Althea
MONEY BALL — Minnie MI.
nom White Sox leftfielder.
kisses the ball he caught oft
the bat of Gil Hodges as the
final out in the All-Star game
in St. Louis last week. Not
only did Minoan save the game
Minoso,
Star In B
Three Memphis batters continue
to dominate the individual batting
department in the Negro American
league, according to statistics cons'
piled by the Howe Newe bureau.
Jim Banks held first pla cc
with a mark of .434, while team-
mates Lonnie Ilarris and Isaac
Bernes followed with .378 figures,
respectively. Abdul Johnson of De-
troit is nest in line with .317, rot-
lowed by Bill Wyatt of Birming-
ham with .304.
Johnson and Sam Allen of Kan-
sas City have the most hits, 33
apiece. Frank Marsh of Kansas
City is high in total bases with
54 and in triples with four. Banks
has the most home runs, five, and
RBI's. 29.
Banks, Jim Robinson of Kansas
City, and Marsh are knotted for
the lead in doubles, each with
eight ...Allen has tallied the most
runs, 34, while Lonnie Harris has
stolen the most bases, 1.5.
Bill Jones of Kansas City is tops
lin the pitching department with
eight wins and no losses. He also
has pitched the most innings, 69.
Kansas City's Oscar Cordomas has
the most strikeouts, 65.
Brundage Seeks
U. S. Travel 0. K.
SANTA BARBARA. Calif.—(INS)
—International Olympic Commit-
tee president Avery Brundage said
that American Olympic prestige is
bound to suffer if the State de-
partment denies him permission to
travel to Bulgaria.
Brundage, who has appealed di-
rectly to Secretary of State Dul•
lea for permission to go to Sofia
in September for a meeting of
the International Olympic Commit.
tee, said:
"There are many American cit. '
ins that would like to stage the
1964 games. But what chcance are
they going to have if we are not
represented at the meetings where
plans are formulated?"
The Olympic leader said
"The United States would suf.
fur, not Bulgaria. It can do a great
deal of damage to American pres-
tige in the Olympic movement if
we don't attend meetings "
wimminftwimmumnimmommumumommounimmunmannmnmummommin
IBC Seeks New Trial
In Anti-Trust Action
NEW YORK — (INS)—The
International Boxing club et
New York Madison Square Gar-
den and co-defendents James D.
Norris and Arthur M. Wirtz fil-
ed a motion for a sew trial
Is the anti-trust action In which
the IBC was ordered dissolved.
The motion was filed in the
Federal District Court of Judge
Sylvester Ryan, who returned
the original decree against the
Inc and ordered Norris a n d
Wirtz to dispose of their eon.
trolling interest in the Garden.
The motion was based 02 new
evidence and upon alleged er-
rors in the previous court pro-
ceedings and in interpretations of
points of law by Judge Ryan.
Should the Judge deny the mo-
tion, the next step presumably
would be an appeal to the Su.
preme Court. Judge Ryan has
granted a stay until November
of his decree to enable the IBC
In appeal.
miuMmionimanimmommommimmummomumommunnomommumonl
for the American league with
the catch, but his double in the
ninth produced the winning
run. His throw that nailed Gus
Bell at third in the Nationals'
halt of the ninth killed a rally.
Mays
ig Game
Si'. LOUIS, Mo. — Fleet footed
Ct estes (Minniel Minos° and the
sensational Willie Mays shared the
spotlight in the 24th annual All
Star baseball game at Busch Sta-
dium here last week.
Minoso, White Sox outfielder, ,
starred both at bat and afield,
Sent in to replace Ted Williams
in the eight inning, Minnie slam-
med a double deep into right
ceeter which proved the decisive
blow for the winninng American
league stars, who won, 6-1.0-5, be-
fore a capacity crowd of 30,095.
Afield Minnie turned in two bril-
liant defensive plays. Both came
in the ninth when the Nationals
scored three runs in a late upris-
ing, lie threw out Cincinnati's Gus
Bel/ la third on a perfect throw
to third baseman Frank Malzone,
as Gus tried to go from first to
third on a ground single by the
Cubs Ernie Banks. lhen with a
runner on second and two out, he
raced to his right to pull down a
liner by Brooklyn's Gil Hodges.
The play ended the game.
Mays, the New York Giants say-
hey-kid, whom the experts call
the most exciting player of the
present decade, delivered two tint-
ely base blows — a single in the
seventh and a two-run triple in
the ninth.
In the field he played his usual
brilliant defensive game, racing
back in typical Mays' fashion to
Ilaul down a long hit by Williams.
Also appearing in the game
where Hank Aaron of the Mil-
waukee Braves and Frank Robin-
son of the Redlegs. They collected I
a hit apiece.
GAME BREAKER — Gil Hod-
ges. Dodger first baseman, is
welcomed across hefts' plate
after he swatted homer scor-
ing Gino Cimoli in the last
half of the ninth to give the
Dodgers a 3.2 win nser t h e
NEW YORK — An estimated
100,000 persons Friday shouted an
enthusiastic welcome to Althea
Gibson as she rode up Broadway
in the traditional ticker tape pa
rade.
Miss Gibson, first Negro woman
to win the Wimbledon singles ten-
nis championship, obviously was
touched by the cheers and ap-
plause of spectators who lined
Broadway from Bowling Green to
City Hall park, and who crowded
into the park itself to see her.
"It's amazing, wonderful," she
kept repeating as she waved and
smiled from the open car in which
she stood for most of the way.
Miss Gibson, who returned from
her tennis triumph in London on
Tuesday was greeted in front of
city hall by Mayor Robert F. Wag-
ner, who strode doun the steps to
meet her.
He said that Miss Gibson, a New
Yorker, "learned the game here
and s a great representative of
the city and country, and if there
were more like Miss Gibson, we
would have a better world today."
Miss Gibson's reply: -There is
no honor greater than what I am
receiving here today. The victory
%% as won through all your en-
couragement and well wishes. This
is my finest hour. I can't thank
you enough and with God's help
1 hope to continue to wear the






tennis champion, Miss Alt hea
Gibson, has been top.seeded for
the National Clay Courts tour-
ney which opened in Chicago
Menday and continues through
July 21. at the suburban Riser
Forest Tennis club.
Althea, who tegis the list of 38
women competing for the cham-
pionship, will be seeking her first
major U. S. victory since her
recent Wimbledon success.
Next in line to Miss Gibson D
her losing ri% al in the Wimble-
don, Miss Darlene Hard, of Mon4
ebello, Calif.
Althea Gibson, New York tennis
star the first of her race to win
the coveted Wimbledon women's
tennis crown, received the "Hats
Off Award" from Harry Wismer
during Mutual's General Sports
Time broadcast feature Sunday.
Another Wimbledon champion, Lou
Hoed, wan the special interviewed
guest on the program.
Thoreau once worked in the
ell factory of his father.
Milwaukee Braves at Ehhets
Field. The Braves had !we
ahead in the top half of the
inning with a one-run surge
against Johnny Podres, who.
relieved Sal Maglie in t h e




queens of the woman's tennis
world following her victory
July 6 at Wimbledon, England,
receives a victory kiss frnm
her mother, Mrs. Annie Gib-
By ALVIN WHITE
NEW YORK — (ANP) — When
Floyd Patterson defends his heavy-
weight tide, on Monday. July 29,
against Tommy 'Hurricane' Jack-
son. it will mark the first time I
The Miler day. Enos Slaughter,
veteran outfielder for the N e w
York Yankees, remarked that El.
sten Howard, his teammate, had
hitting in almost singular tougb
luck.
"Howard has been hitting t h e
ball harder than any of us, ex-
cept thaj, he has been in hard
luck, right at the outlielders."
They say in baseball that if you
keep hitting them, some of them
are bound to fall safely .
Howard had thzt kind of after-
nbon against the Washington Sena-
tors last Saturday. He hit a home
run 'and three singles to drive in
four runs and lead the Yankees
to a 10-to-6 victory, enabling the
World champions to maintain their
3-game edge over the Chic.mo
White Sox in the American
League pennant race.
HITS 251ST HOMER
Roy Campanella hit the 241st
home run of his major league ca-
reer off Robin Roberts to provide
three runs and a 6 to-5 victory tor
the Brooklyn Dodgers over the
Philadelphia Phillies lhe blow
marked Campy's 13th round-hit/-
per off the once star righthander.
The hottest home run hitter in
the majors last week was Hank
Aaron, Milwaukee outfielder. Aar-





REIMS, Belgium — (INS) —
Two drivers, one American and
one British, were killed in separate
accidents during the Reims Inter-
national Grand Prix Speed Trophy
race.
Hugh Mackay Fraser, a 30-year-
old Californian now living in Brit-
ain, was fatally injured when his
lotus car left the track and somer-
saulted into a field. Fraser died
enroute to Reims hospital.
Briton Bill Whitehouse suffered
fatal injuries when his car burst
into frames.
The race was won by Italy's
Limo Muss() striving a Ferrari.
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son, following the star's tri-
umphal arrival at New York
International airport last Tues-
day aboard a Pan•American
flipper from London. Miss
Gibson, who was given a tick'
in years that Madison Square Gar-
den or its octupus successors
Twentieth Century Sports Club
and International Boxing Club
have no tinge' in the promotional
pie.
' the Chicago Cubs and his seventh
us eight games. The blast gave
him one none than his entire mil-
1 put for 1956 and equalled his ma-
jor league high in homes achieved
in 1955.
Larry Doby hit two home rons
last wsck, both to the opposite
field. Ilis first was struck o f f
Frank Lary in Detroit. The Sec-
ond came off Bob Lesion. Cleve.
land righthander, that landed in the
left field stands in Comiskey Park
in Chicago.
In that game, won by the White
Sox, 5 to I, Doby aggravated a
groin injury by sliding intoshoine
plate. lie was expected to resume
regular action after the All-Star
I game.
Sam Jones picked up his sixth
victory for the St. Louis Carcii•
nals by hsrline shut o•it reit&
ball as the National League !ced-
ers defeated the Cincinnati Red'
legs, 3 to 2. in II inninngs. The
victim in that game was Brooks
Lawrence, who stropped his filth
decision against nine wins.
AARON RETAINS LEAD
Aaron was sticking right in there
in the race to retain his National
league bathing title. As of last
Sunday morning, he was batting
at a .341 clip, 12 points behind
the leader.
Hank was the leader in hits W2)
home runs (27), rues batted in
(73) and runs (Q).
Other !an NL players in the
first ten in batting were Willie
Mays, New York Giants. sin;
Frank Robinson, Cincinnati, .319.
and George Crowe, Cincinnati.
.307.
In the American Leagee, Bob
Boyd. Baltimore, with a .331 aver-
see, and Minnie l'ilinoso, Chicago,
.315, were among the first 10 hit-
ters. afinoso was fifth in RBI's
with 52.
Brooklyn dropped a doublehead-
er to the Philadelphia Phillies last
Sunday and the inan who dealt
a deadly blow to National Lea.we
champions in the secord game
was Chico Fernandes, former DM-
ger chattel. Chico slasheg a 3-run
double to give his team a 5-eys
victory hir the sweep.
Cr welcome, said she plans 1.
play in all major tournament
in the United States. settin
her sights particularly on thi
I'. S. lawn tennis champini
ship matches at Forest Ril
late nest month.
Besides, there are many in
eating angles to this fight. It .
lows a pattern broken by .
Louis when he was chammon.
Prior to that golden era, it
the kiss of death to match
colored bzttlers—no matter v
their rating happened to be—i
cliampionehip fight. Louis and
Ian opponents proved this
another of the unfounded myth)
sportsdom.
HURRICANE WANTS REVEN,
Another "angle" sees Hun
Hurricane eager to avenge a ;
iuser defeat at the hands of
terson win n both were struggl
light heavies—well on the way
the top, eager for a shot at I.
ehairim of the world.
In that widely discussed fig'
Patterson broke his right har
thereby sidelining him and mm
ing his bout for the world tit
!in the heavyweight division
question. Sonic observers felt th
the Reckaway Hurricane won th
'contest.
Still another "angle' involvi
the managerial staffs of the to
champs, Looking at the Cheis.
first, astute, diplomatic Cos' P
Amato is top man and Cus new
Uses 2 Firrpit threelettCr WOr
when an involved ihree-syllahl
word will do the same work.
Homburg-hatted Cus is alws3-
eager to talk about his man whoir
he has handled since his amateui
ay s and Whirn he ss as a h
worker for his daily bread. -Cu
steered Floyd as carefully as oil'.
Al Weil guided his meal ticket
Rocky Martian°.
And for this Cus has been wide-
ly criti:•iserf But the net result
of his campaigning proved that Its
• had the right, absolute correct
formule. He took an amateur right
out of the Olympics at Stockholm
and. made hint a champ in he',
time that it takes to tell-, soit
seems.
FOUGHT THEM ALL
On the other side of the fewee.
Hungry Hurricane is handled (and
if etri think Cus D'Ainato did: a
job—give pause to what this man
had to slot by Lippy Breidhardt,
who ordinarily is in the clothing
industry. [Amy also took an ama-
teur and guided him through the
mills—but his job wasn't as-sim-
ple as it sounds—for Iiiirrieete
fought them all—some of the' 'top
names in the 
division
While D'Amato has been eriti•
cised for protect ng Floyd, tippy
has been accused of a different
crime—he's got a fighter who is so
unorthodox ard so obtuse to every
rule and form of boxing, critics
ask themselves is he human nod
why does Lippv go along with
him.
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., July 20, 195
Reigning heat and humidity has
brought about the annual lethargic
lull socialwise. 'Ti, the time that
our Southern heritage is most pro-
bounced. . . in our pace out-of-
doors (if one dares to venture be-
yond air-conditioned oconfines of
the home) ... and even in speech,
and perhaps what's left of the fast-
disappearing Southern drawl. So,
very little organized activity dots
the social horizon... as seen from
'our 'Merry-go-round' perch.
As in the desert, an oasis may
suddenly loom up. and no mi-
rage was the activities of last
week, when several affairs of note
broke the monotony of usual pa-
tio, porch and home-lounging.
YWCA ANNUAL LAWN PARTY
Monday evening found scores of
Bluff City maids and matrons
wending their way to the annual
lawn party which marks the mem-
bership drive of Vance Avenue
YWCA ... Old members brought
new members. . , to enjoy festivi-
ties which resulted in prizes to
the ten members who secure the
largest number of new ones. Car-
rying away the loot were Mes.
dames Lilt, Hall, Geneva Williams,
RiIda Helm, Carrie Scott, Lcora
Gunter, Ruth Whitney, Lutisha
Brown, Geneva Hicks, Julia Boyd,
Susie Caruthers and Gertrude Bos-
tic.
Staff members present included
Mesdames Addie Owen, executive
director; Maude Srigh, secretary;
and Ruth Reeves, residence direc-
young bachelors have claimed
brides in distant cities at beautiful
ceremonies witnessed by many
Memphians. James 0. Patterson,
jr., son of Bishop and Mrs. J. 0.
Patterson, was married to Miss
Merle Anderson, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Leon V. Anderson of Wil-
mington, Delaware, recently. Be'
sides the groom's parents, other
Memphians attending the outstand-
ing nuptials were groomsmen Mau-
rice Bullitt, Frederic E. Letcher,
Walter W. Gibson, jr., little Janet
Patterson, Mrs. Mettle Wigley,
Mrs. Leland Atkins and Mrs. Vi-
vian White.
Down Birmingham way, UtiIlls
Phillips, jr., claimed Miss David
Etta Bradley's hand in marriage.
Mr. and Mrs. Utillis Phillips, Sr.,
were present and his aunt and
uncle, Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Mar-
tin.
Congratulations and best wishes
to both of these young couples,
who will soon join the ranks of the
smart young married set here.
THE SOUTHLAND TRACK
Besides the attraction of sleek
specimens of the greyhound clan
. the Southland track at West
Memphis, Ark., is a favorite spot
to run into friends and acquain-
tances from surrounding Mid-South
cities and towns. Last Saturday
night more than 1200 of our folk
mingled on the cool patio-pavil-
lion and enjoyed conviviality with
folk from Little Rock, Helena,
Clarksdale, Forest City, Jonesboro
tor. and Blythesville . . . and lots of
Mrs. Mary Murphy was the par- folk go there just to see and be
ty chairman, and Mrs. Mary Col-
lier and Mrs. Russell Sugarmon,
sr , gave reperts. Among those
esent were Mesdames Bessie Ed- WHERE THEY WENT
wards, Eleanor Seine, Marie Ad- To the recent baseball game at
ams, Gertrude Carter, Pearl
Maples, Katie Sexton, Daisy Stev-
ens Zetta Miller, Mary Lou Tay-
seen... and are not throwing their
loot away, as many may be in-
clined to believe.
St. Louis, Mo.. went Charles and
Evelyn Iles, and their Kathy—and
they spent the week with sister
lor, Elizabeth Harris, T. J. John- Deverne Lee Calloway; also pres.
son, C. M. Roulbac, Belle Petti- ent were Claiborne Davis and son.
grew, Bertha Stigall, Minnie Ride- , Donny, and Edgar Davis, Sr., Doc-
out, Lee Boswell, Eliza Mims, tors BB and A. T. Martin, John
Rosa W. Sneed, Emma Davis, and Walterine Outlaw and Floyd
Nancy Harroway, Maggie Ball, L. and Lillian Campbell.
E. Brown, Leslie Taylor, Annie To Chicago—Edna Swingler is
Higgins, Gertrude Armstrong, Bes- enjoying a stay in the Windy City
lie Claybrooks, E. J. Campbell, with her sister., Mrs. Florence
Gen.,* Hicksiidartha DeLang and House Wheeler. . and in the en-
many others. virons of Chi., pert Janet Arnold
• • • Seymour has a wonderful summer
LA MAR CHERI'S SUMMER job as Area Counselor at Camp
FESTIVAL Algonquin, an interracial camp run
Those vivacious matrons about- by the City of Chicago. Her little
town, LaMar Cheri, scored again brother, Twiffv is in Los Angeles,
with their annual Summer festival,
held in the beautiful back garden
of the Abe Winfrees at 1391 Blair
Hunt Drive. . . There. a St. Louis
'Fun-o-rama' vi as staged with
such aplomb, one was literally





Release Report On Youth
Meet At Jackson College
JACKSON, Miss. 2-- Final re-
ports of the various study groups
at the State-wide Negro Youth
Safety Conference held at Jack-
son State College recently have
been sent to contributors of the
Conference.
The report which was prepared
by Dr. Lamar Fortenberry and
Miss F. 0. Alexander of the Mis-
sissippi State Departmerit of Edu-
cation states that:
"Since the Conference was for
youth, it was planned and con-
ducted by youth. Under the di-
rection of an adult planning group,
a youth planning group met sev-
eral weeks prior to the date of
the Conference, made plans • for
the program and eleqed a gen-
eral over all chairman."
In the opening session Miss
Yvonne Herring, the general
chairman, introduced three adult
speakers: President Jacob L. Red-
dix of the host college, Mr. J. M
Tubb, State Superintendent of
Education, and Mr. A. P. Smith,
In a quiet ceremony at t h e nology. The bride graduated from , Elias Hutcherson and son, Mrs.
home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.I Manassas High school of Memphis I Cora Phillips Mrs. Louise San-
John S. Wesley, 1083 became the and Tennessee State university,
Miss Irma C. Wesley became the Nashville. The couple will live in
bride of Henry L. Brookins, of Jot- Joliet.
with his godfather, Louis Johnson, 
relatives who came for the event.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Taylor 
Rev. Van. J. Malone, pastor of
the bride, officiated. She was giv-entertained their family and fri-
The yard was beautiful, taking
swept away on a magic carpet to on the aspects of a huge garden.
the famous Mid-west city on the Barbecued ribs, chicken with all
mighty Mississippi—famed for its, the trimmings, cold drinks and
brewery trade, the World Fair at I home-made ice cream were served
the turn of the Century . . . and: In generous portions to guests,
its romance and color bought out Making the affair more delight_ of iridescent sequins and seed
in the cinema's, "Meet Me In St. i ful was the presence of-Mr. and Peals. Her bouquet of white car-
Louis." ! Mrs. Taylor's son,,. who arrived on nations and baby breathe encom-
They didn't miss a trick in cap- ! the holiday, discharged from his Passed a white bible.
tering thebeady flavor of the met- Army post in Iowa.
ropolis in their choice of decora• Among the guests present were:
tions, for their vivid imaginations Mrs. Maggie Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
created the Union Station train en-. Jefferson Taylor, jr. and family,
trance... complete with the Trav-1 Rev. and Mrs. Patterson, Mrs. E.
eters Aid booth . . the ticket of- F. SaM and Miss Travisteen Bar-
fice, held down by Earline Hamp-1 ton.
ton... two Red Caps, in the per-
son of Louise Chandler and Naomi
Gochett—stunning in black slim T k
let, Ill. WEDDING̀ RECEPTIO%
The ceremony was performed in The bride's parents entertained
the presence of members of both with a reception followit cere-
families and a few close friends, mony. The bride's table :overlaid
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs- with lace was centered with a three
S. Brookins, of Meridian, Miss; tiered wedding cake topped with
Lamar Brookins, of Joliet, broth- three wedding bells, which w a s
er; Mrs. Helen DeBerry, sister of surrounded with green matins and
the bride, and her youngsters, A. white gardenies. The decoration
B., III, Patricia and Herbert, of was 'completed with batters of pink
Jackson, Tenn., and brother, Rob- and white gardenia's underlaid
ert L. Wesley who returned from with green. A tall sterling candela-
summer school, were out-of-town bra, holding glowing tapers stood
at each end.
The hostesses were Mrs. Adri-
enne Seay, Mrs. Luella Cooper.
kfiss Lois Ann Weddington. Mrs.in marriaee by her father.ends July 4 with a backyard pie- -- ' . __ Mr. and Mrs. Leon Foster, LeonBRIDE's DRESS Evelyn means Mrs. Verastinenie. ' Foster, jr., Mrs. J. E. Hernson,Goodrich and Miss Aurelia Bonds.The bride wore an original by
Miss Susie Anderson, Mrs. Cor-Melia, of white imported embroid- RECEPTION GUESTS inn Whitaker, F. P. Watley, Mrs.ered swiss organdie, fashioned Among those present to congrat-' LeEleanor Reed Benson, Mrs. A.with a tiered skirt, close fitting ulate the couple were: Mr. and ' Sidney Oates, Mrs. Joseph Nelson,bodice and sabrina neckline. Her
waist-length veil fell from a tiara
Director of School Buildings and
Transportation.
Each of the adults spoke brief-
ly following which the delegates
who represented 40 counties di
Mississippi were divided into
four group: Home Safety, Pede-
strian Safety, Bicycle Safety, and
Motor Vehicle Safety. Each group
selected its own chairman before
opening a problem listing session.
The Bicycle Safety chairman
was Mackie Camper; co-chair-
man, Sam Shell, Doris Peters,
secretary; and Mr. Ernest Key-
es of Grenada, advasor. The chair-
man of the Pedestrain Safety
group was Wattine Mitchell and
the advisor was Mr. C. 0. Tanner
of Brookhaven. The Motor Safety
group selected Thomas Jones as
chairman; Marshall Bell, co-
chairman; Jeannie Walker, sec.
retary; and Inez Adams, assis-
tant secretary.
Yvonne Herring served as chair.
man of the Home and School
Mrs. Emma Pearl Hollowell was
the bride's only attendant; Lamar
Brookins was his brother's best
man.
The groom received his high
school education in Meridian and
has had three years of radio tech-
pants, white middies and pert red
caps, who took up tickets, and dis-pensed sothers good for the various outheasternClubWomenprizes, raffles and what-have-you
which marked the exciting night JACKSON, Miss. — The lath ventnion.
. . . and then finally depos,ting I biennial convention of the South-
guests at the various destinations-. eastern Association of Colored Wo-
of their choice. . . all familiar
St, Louis sports. The beautiful ex- 
men's Clubs will be held at Tus-
kegee Insiitute, Tuskegee, Ala.,
pence of the garden was sectioned 1
off into such nostalgic places as: 
August 4 • 6
the Revere Club. . . The Glass This announcement was made
by Mrs. M. J. Lyells, Jackson,
Miss., president of the Southeast-
ern Region of the National As,
Bar—headed by genial Elmer Hen-
derson and chic Mary Beal. The
Jefferson Cafe was there too, with
us egee Host "'o 19th
Mrs. Charlie Henry, Mrs. James
V. Lyles, Miss Gladys Roberts,
Miss Susie Sanford. Mr. and Mrs.
ford, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hollo-
well, Mrs. Lucy Hicks, Mr. and
Mrs. John Bends, Mrs. Rosa Bell,
Mrs. Henry Gault. Miss Mary
Johnson and Miss Vivian Carpen-
ter.
Mt. and Mrs. Herman Coleman,
Roxie R. Crawford, Mrs. J. L.
Mitchell, Miss Elsie Dallas, Mrs.
Viola Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Le-
roy Cooper, Rev. and Mrs. Van J.
Malone, Mr. and Mrs. Leproa
Bradberry, Mr. and Mrs. Ha m•
mond Seay, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Horton, Miss Mayola Oliver, Mrs.
Ernestine Cunningham, Miss Hor-
tense Spillers, Mrs. Barbara Par-
ker, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Robin-
son. or.
OTHER GUESTS
Mrs. Vera Lee Hogan, Mrs. Car-
rie Webber, Robert Polk, Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Blair. Arnold Blair,
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has,
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
The Theme of the Convention. And, while gently relieving, pain,
"The Southeastern and the New actual reduction or retraction
era, discussions, displays, and 0th- unArond,
(shrinking) took place.
mosenttawmasing ofutailnVih:s
South," will be developed by seak-
er program features. The Con- cal' where docto"rsrroalrrationns
vention opens with a Mass Meet- were continued over a period of
ing at Greenwood Baptist Church many months!
Sunday afternoon Aug , 4. , In fact, results were so thor-
' euh that sufferers
toi w:rtiatt=nra
The Parade of States, a tradi— inakesuehas n
Laura Roberson as chief steward., somatiar. of Colored Women's Clubs 
tional money - raising activity, I ia ,,piies have ceased to 
be a
along with Louise Levy and Franc- Inc., with headquarters in Wash- 
will he held Monday evening, Aug.
es Starks. Even the Revere's patio ington, D.C. 
5th. The Bertha L. Johnson Tro-
eas there. . .end a secluded spot
. . 
The Alabama State Association PhY. honoring the Co-founder and
. for "lovers only." under the leadership of Mrs. Ma- 
President of Prentiss Institute
At the various eateries, hot dogs. bell L. Neely of Birmingham will 
(Mississippi) who is a past pre-
barbecued ribs, shoulders and he hostess to the Regional Con-
chicken. . . hot fish. . , hush-pap-
pies and the like were purchased
by the sports-clad guests. l'hey1 Clevelanders
didn't forget East St. Louis, and a
miniature bridge leading to that Return Homesector of the festival—with b flood-
lights under the bridge to remind
one of the actual scene at night. YAZOO CITY, Miss. — Mrs.
as one crosses from St. Louis to Marian Harvey Redd and son, Ken.
East St. L01:.S. There Dedrick, neth, have returned to Cleveland, School teacher and Mrs Willie G.
Britenum, spouse of pert Ruby
Nell Brittenum, club prexy, ulid
Sadie Cabbage, ran the roulette
tables, and the vendors. . . and
other novelties fast river town.
Over 200 guests were present. . • cuperating after undergoing an
and the financial returns this year operation at the Afro-American
will go to the Vance Avenue easpaga
YWCA's building program, come
the end of their fiscal year. Be-
sides this charity project, the
group corlributes to varied civic
projects.
Holders of lucky tickets won a
sident of the Southeastern Asso-
ciation and an outstanding alu-
mnus of Tuskegee will be award-
ed the winner in the Parade cere- '
mony.
An exhibit of Arts and Crafts
at which prizes will be awarded
for outstanding works will be un-
der the direction of Mrs. Ruby
Bell, a Hattiesburg Mississippi
Ohio after spending several days Floyd of Tus egee Institute.
here as guest of Mrs. Redd's pa- Mrs Katie Mack Carter and Mrs.
Sara Lockliur, bcth of Tuskegeerents, Mr. and Mrs. McKinley
Harvey. Institute, are the General chairman
Her father, Mr. Harvey is re. and Housing chairman, respective-
ly, for the Convention.
Presidents of the other seven
States in the Southeastern Region
are Mrs. Myrtle H. Davis, Miami,
Most businesses prefer the hese- Fla.: Mrs. Eddie Rays Stinson,
gone] pencil. Round pencils are  Griffin. Ga.; Mrs. A. M. Love-
mostly sold to school childreii, lace. Jackson, Miss.
newspapers and other consumers Mrs. Rose D. Aggrey. Salisbury,
N. C..; Mrs Fauline McLeod,who use them constantly a n d 
trip to St. Louis and many wen- Georgetown, S. C.; Mrs. Cora Bhence find the round pencil more
derful prizes. Robinson, Chattanooga, Tenn. and
NEW BRIDES AND tiROOMe comfortable to bold for long per- Airs. Juanita Peyton, Newport
Two of our Memphis' well-known iods of time. News, Va.
problem!" And among those .of-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the was of
narcotics, anesthetics or utria-
gents of any kind. The secret ie
a new healing substance (Rio-
Dyne * ) —the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on ail
parts of the body.
This new healing substance II
offered in suppository or Mittman(
form called Preparation H.* Ask
for individually sealed convenien4
Preparation li suppositories se
Preparation H ointment with vs.
eial applicator. Preparation H io
sold at all drug stores.Satisfaetime
guaranteed or money refunded.
nue vs. sat
Morris Brown Grad Gets
$3,600 Syracuse U. Grant
ATLANTA, Ga. — Miss Mamie
Walker, Morris Brown college
graduate, has been warded a $3,-
600 graduate assistantship in the
Syracuse university graduate pro-
gram in student personnel work
for women.
The award will cover a period
of two years study in higher edu-
cation. In addition to working to-
wards the master's degree, Miss
Walker will act as head resident
in one of the University residence
halls.
Miss Walker came to Morris
Brown in 1954 and served as secre-
tary to the dean of students for
three years, while completing her
college work.
Prior to 1954, Miss Walker studi-
ed business at Western Reserve
Cleveland, Ohio, where she serv-
ed also as secretary to the dean
of the Cleveland college branch
personnel office.
Miss Walker was an exceptional
student, During her college ca-
reer she was the recipient of the
W. A. Fountain, Sr. award for ex-
cellence in public speech; the
award from the Hispanic Insti-
tute, Madrid, Spain, for excellence
in social studies.
In 1956, she was elected to
"Who's Who Among Students in
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jr., Miss Mary Hassell and Mrs
Ellis Lipoue.
Elbert Payne, Mrs. Petrillo
%under', Mrs. Debra Thompson,
Miss Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. Mil-
dred Crawford, Mrs. aelizabeth
Fondren, Mrs. Elise Howell, Mrs.
ftennie M. Matthews, Mr. a n d
Mrs. John A. Scott, Mrs. 0. M.
Garner, Mrs. Virginia Grinner,
Mrs. Mattie Gaines, Mrs. Susie
Stickle, Mr. and Mn, H. Spill-
ers, Mr, and Mrs. J. E. Wesley,
11, Mr. J. E. Wesley and Henry
Ford.
0 Fi oR,Se5tTAFTER SCHOOL. F
)4iI I
Milk
Safety group, William King was
secretary and Messrs. T. B. Ellis
and B. A. Blackburn of the Jack-
son State College Physical Edu-
cation Department served as advi-
sor.
Captain L. V. Warren, of the
Jackson Police Department, was
the safety specialist consultant
for the Conference.
pREsToFACE CREAM
!leaches, beautifies, "Makes Skin
Like Velvet." Excellent for skis
blemishes from external causes.
Try it. One Jar will convince you.
Cease* Skis %%tit\ Prem., Skis Seep
leges" and was awarded a schol-
arship for summer study (1955) in
Human Relations at Pendle Hill,
Wallingford, Pa.
She was the first student presi-
dent of the Atlanta Intercollegiate
Personnel Council and held office
in many other campus organiza-
tions. She was graduated cum
laude. She is a member of Gam-
ma Gamma chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority.
At present, Miss Walker is in
Central America participating in
a work-study project under the
direction of the American Friends
Service Committee. She will re-
turn to the states in September

























554 SCOTT PH. CL, 2-9463
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
RICELAND RICE
















































































Here are two recipes that I
think might turn out to be favor-
ites with your family. There isn't
too much work inwAved either.
That is always a point of interest
with homemakers arid especially
lip during the summer months.
This hearty sandwich is called—
' MEL'S SALAMI TREAT
S slices rye bread (with caraway
seeds)
16 slices Kosher salami (about 1
pound
6 thin slices onion
4 slices cream cheese (1 ounce
each)
4: cup hamburger or pickle relish
(about)
Spread both sides of bread with
butter. Place two salami slices on
buttered rye bread. Cover with on-
ion slices and thin slices of cream :
cheese. Top with two more slices!
of salami. Then top with remain-I
MORRISTOWN, Tenn. — Dr
Leonard L. Haynes, jr., of Austin.
Texas, has been elected president
of- Morristown college, here. lie
succeeds Dr. H. L. Dickason who
died in April of this year
' Dr. Haynes earned the A.B. de-
gree at Huston-Tilloston college,
Austin, Texas, the B.D. degree at
Gammon Theological seminary
and the Th.D. at Boston univer-
lily.
He comes to the presidency of
Morristown with experience as a
ilollege teacher, dean and ministerf the Methodist church.
Academic positions held by Dr.
Haynes include professor of hum-
anities at Arkansas State college:
Miss Leanther Gallion was host-
ess to the SuAmigo Bridge Club
for the month of June at the Gay
hawk Drive In. The members
and guests enjoyed several rounds
of bridge.
Bridges, Mrs Willie MacAlexand-
and Mrs. Hattie Jackson, mem-
bers.
Guests present were Mrs. Vera
e
tevenson, Mrs. Sarah Marie Neal
nd Mrs. Bertha Dillard. Mem-
bers present were Mrs. Marie
Smith, Ms. Lorraine Phillips, Mrs.
Mattie Jac-kson, Mrs. Lawrence
Bridges, Mrs. Mamie Dillard, Miss
ling bread slices. Place sandwich-
es On griddle or grille aid brown
Lightly on both sides. You may use
Ijust two slices of salami with each
i sandwich.
I Makes four sandwiches.
, Serve this sandwich with potato
salad, dill pickles and stuffed ol-
ives. Then follow with this glam-
orous peach and cream dessert.
This is really a sauce served over
ice cream.
WHIPPED CREAM SAUCE
1 (No. 3031 can cling peach slices
1.4 cup sifted powdered sugar
1 cup whipping cream
1 teaspoon vanilla
—
ST. LOUIS FUN.0-RAMADrain peaches. Finely e ru sh' 
This was one of the realisticenough peaches to make 1 cup.
decoration scenes at last Sat-Whip cream until stiff. Blend sugar
urday night's La Mar Cheri'sand vanilla into peaches; fold in
cream. Serve over ice cream.
Makes abuout two cups sauce.
.dean of students and professor of
philosophy at Philander Smith col-
' lege and dean of instruction and
director of the Summer school at
Claflin college, Orangeburg, S.C.
Dr. Haynes is the son of a Meth-
odist minister and served as chair-
man of ministerial training of the
Southwest Conference; member of
the Georgia Conference board of
education; pastor of St. 111 a r k
Methodist church. Pine Bluff, Ark
and St. James Methodist church.
Lonoke, Ark.
He is the author of a book en-
titled "The Negro Community
Within Protestanism, 1619-1884"
:and numerous articles which have
been published in leading church
magazines and periodicals.
Dr. Haynes, his wife, Mrs. Lelia ,
Davenport Haynes and children,'
Leonard III, Walter L. and Ange-
line Thelms plan 16 take up their




NEW YORK — (INS) — The
Prizes were won by Mrs. Bertha Fund For The Republic prepared
Dillard, guest; Mrs. Lawrence yesterday to sift government de- Until World War 2 only U. S.
tense policies and to study their pencils were eraser tipped. G. I.'s
impact on individual freedom and introduced the eraser tipped pen-
traditional concepts of civil liber- eils to all parts of the world for
the first time.ty. 
In announcing the project. Rob-
ert M. Hutchins, president of the
Fund, said that Walter Mills, his-
torian, has been assigned adminis.
trative responsibility. He will be
assisted by Dr. Isidor I. Rain.,
Betsie Jones, Mrs. Willie Mae Al- professor of physics at Columbia!
exander and Miss Juanita Allen. university.
Miss Minnie Sanders was absent
because she was vacationing in
the Windy Ctiy and she was miss-
ed by the members.
' Mrs. Hattie Jackson will be the
July hostess.
Summer Festival, held at 1891
Blair Hunt Driver, when
scenes of the famous river city
enthralled more than 200
guests at their festive Sum-
mer festival.
Agency Hits Bias
In N. Y. Apt.
NEW YORK—(ANP) — As was
expected, the State Commission
Against Discrimination (SCAD)
has ruled unanimously that Pol-
ham Hall Apartments, Inc. of New
Rochelle, N. Y. had violated the
state anti-bias law by refusing to
rent an apartment to Norris G.
Shervington, office manager for
Associated Publishers, Inc., ad-
vertising representative.
Prior to the public hearing, the
Polham Hall Apartments, Inc.,
operators of the Rochelle Arms,
the apartment house in question,
had stated publicly that they would
take the case before the U.S. Su-
preme Court, if necessary, rather
than admit a Negro.
The decision of SCAT) was ren-
dered by Commissioners Ward B.
Arbury, Nicholas H. Pinto, and J.
Edward Conway.
The commissioners found that
the landlord had failed to "deny"
the charge of flagrant discrimina-
tion brought against it and had
rebuffed efforts by Commissioner
Charles Abrams, chairman of
Lincoln wrote parts of the Getts-
burg Address with a lead pencil.
Other authors who preferred writ-
ing with pencils include Walt Whit-
man, Theodore Dreiser, Thomas
Wolfe, Eugene O'Neill and Hem-
ingway.
MRS. LILLIAN H. NEWMAN
departs on a vacation trip that
will carry her to Detroit, Can-
ada, Pittsburgh, and Chicago
where sbe will visit with her
The policy study will include the
military manpower system, espec-
ially the draft and reserve pro-
grams. It will also go into the,
measures developed for control of '
sedition and subversion.
mother, Mrs. Beulah D. Hill,
Miss Lucille Foster. Mr. and
Mrs. Shelton, jr., and Mr. and
Mrs. Flask Lemmons, all af
Detroit.
!SCAD, to "conciliate" the case
!without a public hearing.
APARTMENT COMPANY
Joseph R. Pisani, attorney for
the apartment company, Contend-
ed that the state had no right to
prohibit racial and religious dis-
crimination in private housing
backed by the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) or the Ve-
terans Administration (VA).
WILLIAM MORRIS, III, a 1957
honor graduate of Florida A&M
university who was graduated
from Meharry Medical college
with the M.D. degree in June of
this year, has begun his year of
Internship at St. Margaret hospit-
al in Hammond, Ind. Ile is the
son of Mrs. A. N. Morris of Tal-
lahassee and William Morris of
Thomasville, and the brother of
Mrs. Sylvia M. Johnson of Talla-
hassee.
625 Calhoun Street - Humboldt, Tennessee
Presents a 'One Day Clinic" for licensed beauticians,
embracing Hair Cutting, Hair Tinting, Cream Press-
ing, Cold Curling and Scalp Treatments. Practical
work done on live model under the supervision and
guidance of Mrs. Lillian Robinson, nationally known
hair Stylist and Lecturer of Chattanooga, Tenn. The
cost of the complete Clinic $5.50 per day. Send $3.00
(three dollars) deposit with application, balance pay-
able upon admission. Mail to Lucy's Beauty School,
625 Calhoun Street, Humboldt, Tenn. Clinic date
August 5th, 1957.
For further information call or write —
625 Calhoun St., Humboldt, Tenn.
Phones: SUnset 4-2691 or 4-138i
 (CLIP THIS APPLICATION FORM) 
Application
I certify that I am a Licensed Beautician. En-
closed is my deposit of $3.00 and my application for
the one day Clinic, August 5th, 1957.
I understand that my deposit is not returnable,
but may be credited for advance work in Lucy's





Friday, July 12, marked the 70th
anniversary of the founding of
Mound Bayou, Miss., the oldest
Iand largest all Negro town in the!
United States by Isaiah T. Mont
gomery and his cousin, Benjamin
T. Green, both former slaves of
Joseph Davis and his brother,
President Jefferson Davis of the '
Southern Confederacy.
To the people of Mound Bayou
this date is something of a Holi-
day, because it represents the Ne-
gro's first attempt at self govern.
ment in the United States and in
Mississippi.
A town official stated: "We ob-
serve this day annually to keep
ourselves reminded of the chal-
lenge that comes to its carry-on
and to rededicate ourselves to a
task so nobly he by our
founding Fathers.
"A formal program was held In
the high school auditorium with
Rev. Thomas Phillips of the local
First Baptist church delivering
the anniversary message.
Here's Kennedy's TRI STATE DEFENDER 11Sot,, July 20. lI1 
Record On Rights
wASFIINCTON — Elected first Jan. 7, 1953 •
to the 80th Congress as a repre-1 2. No vote 'on liawail-Alaaka
sentative, November, 1946, Sen. statehood bill — April 1, 1054
Kennedy served three terms and 9. Voted against a cut in Ptak
then was elected a Senator in 1952. Housing — June 7, 1955
IHe comes up for re-election in 4. No vote on D. C. Home Rule
! 1058. —June 29. 1955
IN THE HOUSE r 3. No vote on poll tax in serv-
' I. Opposed Jim Crow Register- icemen overseas absentee ballot—
ed Colleits Plan — May 1, 1948 Aug. 1, 1935
2. Voted against segregation in 6. Voted against Daniel-Mundt
the Spars — April 4, 1949 amendment to change the elector- I
3. Voted to abolish the poll tax al college in such a way that the
—July 26, 1949 !South would have gained more
.
4. Supported the Powell FEPC ProPortionate representation a nd
Bill — Feb 22, 1950 
i
— 23, 1956
led the fluor fight en this—March
5. Supported Point IV Aid 
l
March 31. 1950 7. Voted against a cut in Public ,
6. No vote on Rankin bill for Housing — May 24, 19%
Jim crew Veteran's hospitals — 8 Voted for the manination of
June 6, 1951 Simon E. Sobeloff as Federal Dis-
7. Voted to sustain the Truman trict Judge — July 15, 1P5i;
veto of the 111cCarran-Walter ins- 9. ‘oted for lowering the age
migration Act—June 26, 1952. limit for women for social secur-
IN THI.VE SENATEote,Ito,h ity benefitsand disablement —
10. Voted against Douglas motion
to adjourn in order to brine up
! the civil rights bill — July 24, 1956
! 11. Voted to take up Rule 71—
! January, 1957,
12 Voteill o sustain the Rumen
I point of order to send fl. R. 6127to committee — June 20, 1957
13. Voted against motion to place
to committee — June 20, 1957
13. Voted against fiction ,a place
civil rights bill on the calendar—
June 20, 1957
Seeks Council Post
TOLEDO, Ohio — (AN?) —
Councilman James B. Simmons„
Jr., will seek re-election to City
Council here in the fall election.
This was announced this etielt
after petitions to qualify him for
nomination in the October prima-
ries were taken out by Frances
Belecher, a newspaper editor.
TV has increased the use of pen.
cils in the home because more
people a atoh sports and other
events that require score keeping.




Edwin Clapp • Walk•Over • Standish
Palizzio • Walk-Over • Miramar - And Many Others
8 So. Main St.
Charge Accounts Invited or Use Our Convenient Layaway.
For 12 happy years I was •Mrs. Adam Osetes
Powell, Jr. When our marriage ended, I become a
barber." Them are the bare lam













A year ago Lamar Weaver was happily married, had a
pretty, blue-eyed daughter,tand a good job. Today be's
in hiding. He's afraid that he will be shot or attacked.. His
wife has divorced him sod taken custody of his daughter
He has lost his job. What happened to him? Read the fan-,
tastic account, :,-The White Man Who Can't Go Homer,
...Lamar Weaver's own story in his own words of what'
happens to a white Southerner ,who speaks his.mireil
...4 -,,,,,.----r•-itezzreati5..,-==p






Now coo Al Wobbleq
wok into e room full
of beautiful WOOMO aid
pick inat Mit most beau-
tiful emelt Now con this
night chub anger -tee"
persoa's i•atvil•sl
Read, "Now triad Al





lots of other exciting picture-stories
in the big, August EBONY...onywarwedosidl
* Prayer PlIminnago T.
Washington
* Now Charlie WorliwoN
Became The Seam
Monagair For 'resway*
* Now T. NU At nt•
Races
* EBONY% Hew $t,000,0110
Frieling Plass
* SokiArs Aoowyottoto
Yes, *on aged.. no and5 Mg tanna
ef EBONY inseatime fag sir BA 11146
sews me 7Se ea ilos plipulor armsolowl




' BATON ROUGE, La. — Negro
County Agents from 17 states will
hold their Sixth Annual National
Agriculture Agenta Conference at
Southern university, July 28-31, it
has been announced by the or-
ganization's President, B. D. Har-
rison, Shreviport, La.
' Harrison, in his announcement,
stated that among the speakers,
who will take part in the sessions
will be:
' The Honorable Earl K. Long,
governor of Louisiana; True D.
Morse, Undersecretary of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D. C.; and Dr.
F. G. Clark, president, Southern
universlly at Baton Rouge, La,
' Other than the academic activ-
ities schedule for the three-day
Conference, the Louisiana agents
have planned an Old Fashion Bar.
becue, receptions and tours for the
Incoming group.
' While in the fastest growing
Chemical Center in the world, The
Greater Baton Rouge, the agents
will get a quick look at the
giant Esso Standard Oil opera-
tions, which adjoin the Southern
university campus.
' President Harrison stated that
of particular significance will be
a symposium, which has be en
scheduled for the Tuesday morn-
ing session.
Participant. in the discussion
of "What is the Role of the Coun-
ty Extension Agent in a Changing
Agriculture Economy," will be:
P. H. Stone, assistant to the As-
sistant Administrator Federal Ex-
tension Service, Washington, D. C.
Dr. Ivan E. Miles, agronomist,
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corpora-
tion, Jackson, Miss.; and C. A.
Sheffield, field agent, Southern
States Federal Extension Service,
Washington, D. C.
Dr, Hezekiah Jackson, director,
Division of Agriculture, Southern
university, will serve as modera-
Over-all consultants were nam-
ed as: Antoine H. Fuhr, informa-
tion specialist, Farm Credit Ad-
ministration, Washington, D. C.;
L. J. Jones, field representative,
United States Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D. C.; and
L. J. Washington, agriculturist,
Farmers Home - Administration.
United States Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D. C.
EMPIRE ria Jean Woods spent a week at
By MISS EFFIE PENDLETON Camp Fletcher near Bessemer,
Mr. William Pendleton and Rich- Ala.
ard Craig from Cleveland, Ohio,
spent two weeks here with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Pendleton and Mr. and Mr.. S.
Craig,
Mrs. Mittie Perry has returned
home after visiting friends in De-
trod.
Mr. Robert Carthon has return-
ed to tho veterans hospital in 'Tus-
kegee, Ala.
Mrs. Lovie Brown and Mr. and ed our city recently.
Mrs. Benny Will Motley motored Mrs. Pauline Shaw of North Myr.
to Mobile for a visit, tie at., is ill in the Bradley county
The Union Baptist church just memorial hospital. She is much
closed a very good meeting. The improved at this wnting. She is a
Rev. Robinson from Jasper did member of Bethel AME church.
the preaching. The Ministers' Wives Alliance
Mrs. Pendleton had as her presented an inspiring program at
guest from Brooklyn, N. Y., Mrs. Bethel AME church Sunday night
Annie R. Mine. Also her niece which was enjoyed by all.
from Cleveland. Ohio. , Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burnett of
• • • Denver, Cob., visited Mr. Burn-
TRUSSVILLE ett's sister, Miss Rosa Burnett and
Rev, and Mrs. T. C. Williams family and his brother and wife,
had as their guests. Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Hurley Burnett.
A. L. Hems and daughter of Bir- Rev. S. P. Spottswood of War-
mingham and their holiday guests ren addressed the annual confer.Prof John Smith, principal of ence of the AME Zion churchesMorton high school in Leeds and in Detroit, Mich. on behalf of Wel-Mrs. L. B. Chism, principal of ter's Institute here in Warren. Hislrondale school and Revs. M. L. father, Bishop Spottswood, pastorRobinson and B. T. Townsley of of the St. Paul AME Zion churchBirmingham.
in Detroit was host pastor. If sup-Mose Beans was called to Mont-
gomery because of the death of
his aunt.
Tally Williams Walker and fam-
ily of Detroit spent the weekend
here with his mother and sister,
Mrs. C. M. Walker and Mrs. Hat-
tie Hardy.
Mrs. Tessie Williams of Margret
enjoyed a reunion with her chil-
dren who gathered together at her
home for several days to greet
son and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.
George Wright and her daughter
and her husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Hitt, left Saturday for
their respective homes in New
York and Toledo, Ohio.
Funeral rites for Jimmy Jen-
kins, IL were held from the New
Bethel Baptist church. Rev. J. W. den. Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Watts,Smith officiated. Burial was held hosts, and Miss JacquelineOhatchee, Ala. with Poole Fu-
• • •
WARREN
By MARRIE M. BURNET!'
MEMBERS or TEE AMBAS-
SADOR Social club of Denver,
and their wives are entertain-
ed at a cocktail-dinner party
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Peoples, 2929 Elizabeth,
Sizzling Steaks If ooked over
PERU
Rev. R. W. Jackson conducted
services on scheduled time Sun-
day at Waymore Chapel AME
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Bueas of
New Jersey who have been visit-
ing relatives and friends in PeruMr. and Mrs. Will Mays of and Marion have returned to theirShreveport, La., spent some time ' home.
in the home of Mr. Mays' sister. Ms. Leach of Chicago was a re.
Mrs. Caroline Mays and his broth- cent visitor of Mr. and Mrs. Chas,
Cr and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith of 210 N. Lafayette at.
Mays recently. Mr. and Mrs. Alexander enter.
George Beavers and sister, Miss tained friends on their 32nd wed-
Francine Beavers of Chicago visit- ding anniversary at the Peru Civ-
ic Center.
Rev. James Dupee conducted
services on schedule Sunday at
Mt. Herman Baptist church.
• • •
LOGANSPORT
neral Directors in charge. After
attending the funeral services of
Rev. W. R. Jackson conducted
services on scheduled time Sunday
at the AME church.
Mr. Bernard Dunn received his
masters degree in social sciences
from Indian. universiy at the June
commencement exercises.
Mr. and Mrs: Dunn and family
were recent visitors of Mrs. Hum-
phreys in Kokomo.
Mr. Dunn attended the com-




Mr. Hollis King, president; Mr.
Edward Ray, vice president; Mr.
ported he said, Walter's Institute :Herbert Terry and Mrs. Louise
could strengthen adult education King represented the Kokomo
work among neighborhood groups branch at the national 
conference
Bishop Spottswood also addressed 
of the NAACP. Others from Ks-
the annual conference in Ohio and komo 
who attended the mass
Pittsburgh, Pa., in support of Will- 
meeting Sunday were Mr and
ter's institute. Mrs. Harry Madry.
Misses Miry Dailey, Gloria N.
Washington and Marlon Jean Mc-
Coy are attending summer school
at the AM and N college in Pine
their brother, L. C. Williams who Bluff, Ark.
finished school and left to join the James Grandy and Mr. and Mrs.
Army in Ft. Jackson, S. C. Her DeWitt Hill are spending the sum-
mer in California with relatives, Major Lee Hobson and Lillian
and friends. We hope they enjoy , Thomas of Gary, Ind. are here
their stay, visiting their auntie, Mrs. Mary
The Bible vacation 'Oleo! closed E. Rice.
at the New Zion AME church Mon. Women's Day will be held at
day. The teachers were Mrs. R. G. the Pilgrim Rest MB church No.
McKay, Mrs. Menrietta Morrow,' 2, Bell City, Mo., June 30. Rev
Mrs. Carl Hall, Mrs. Helen Dar. Theme is pastor.
There was singing at the Mount
Aure MB church Sunday, June 30.
Rev. 0. C. Hills is pastor.
EAST PR AIRIE
By MRS. MARY E. RICE
MURPHYSBOROed the music for the school. It By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
their brother, Mrs. Flora Mae proved very successful. ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.' Mrs. Era Jackson and son, Ellis
Manning and husband Jessie and Mr. George Beavers of St. Paul Charlie Boykins, jr have returned home after visiting
her sister Aurolla Leek left to via- Community is happy to announce : Mrs. Carl Hall left Friday to at- in Chicago.
it her husband's people in Florida the marriage of his daughter. Mies' tend the meeting in Little Rock, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ayler has
before returning to their home in Francine Beavers of Chicago to Ark, at the Philander Smith col- returned home after visiting Miss
lege. Anna Ayler in Detroit.
—
New Rochelle. N. Y. Mr. Thomas Clinton Brunson of
Charlie Griffin left recently for Warren, principal of the Bradley
a visit with his sister and relatives county schools here in Warren.
in Brumledge, Ala. The marriage took place at the
Jim Harris and two of his chit- Gorham AME church in Chicago,
dren.are visiting his aunt Lena Sunday, June 30. The couple are
Brittin in Attalla. honeymooning in Chicago We wish
Mrs. Eltonia Killion left Satur- them love, success and the best
of everythinc.
Mr. Jim Beavers has been re-
leased from the Bradley county
hospital following a long illness.
Ile is much improved at this time.
Mr. Beaver's son, Jimmy Lee of
California was called to his bed-
side.
Allen Keys and wife of Youngs-
town, Ohio, spent some time in the
City visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Burns.
Mrs. Essie Young and her niece,
Maxine of Pine Bluff are spend-
ing some time with Mrs. Young's
sister, Mrs. Clara Edwards.
Mrs. Armetta Brown and daugh-
ter have left for California to visit
Mrs. Brown's daughter and other
relatives and friends.
The Mt. Zion Baptist church
worshipped with the Church of God
in Christ Sunday closing out the
day for an indefinite visit with her
son and sister in Farrell, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs, Luther Bedell were




By MRS. FLORA MAE WOODIE
Rev. T. C. Williams brought an
inspiring message on his regular
pastoral day last Sunday. We were
happy to have in our presence,
Mr. Walter Hill of Altoona. Dea-
con Sammie Kelly, jr. was highly
welcomed by the church after six
veeks of being at the Druid City
hospital, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Mr. and Mrs. James Foreman
of Bronx, N. Y. are guest of his
father, Mr. Jim Foreman and
grandmother, Mrs. Madgie Wade
of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Long (Es-
(elle Newsome) of New Orleans
were home for the 4th of July. pastor, the Elder L. C. Cook's an
Miss Sally Hammonds recenly mversary.
moved to Attalla. Mrs. ()sell Minton has left for
Mee Ala Grace Miller and Glo. I Auguste, Ga., to visit her daugh-
charcoal fires highlighted the
menu and guests had a festive
evening In the Peoples' paths
and in the flower garden. In
the photo are Mr. and Mrs.
William Kirk, Mr. and Mrs.
Fertile Randle, Atty. and Mrs.
MACOMB
By MINNIE CLARK
A.2c Melvin Brooks arrived
home July 3 to spend a 15 day fur-
lough. He is presently stationed at
Shaw Air Force Base, South Ca-
rolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hannah are
the parents of a new born baby
boy named Richard Curtis and
born at the St. Francis hospital.
Marjorie and Laura Jean Brooks
are spending the week at girl scout
camp which is located at Spring
Lake Park.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Thierry recently.
Mrs. Grace Huston and grand
children Johnny and Elaine spent
the week visiting relatives and fri-
ends in Louisiana, Mo,
Mother J. S. Derrick and grand-
son are visiting relatives of fri-
ends in the Michigan State,
Mr. Leo Williams of Galesburg
visited in Macomb over the week-
end.
Mr. Joe Daniels, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Daniels and family visited
in Springfield.




By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, JR.
Mrs. Mark Jones is vacationing
in Texas and Louisiana.
The Second Baptist church is
making a start on the new build-
ing located at the corner of North
Wilbur and E. Crocker.
Mr. James Hill of Detroit, Mich,
is visiting his son-in-law a n d
laughter, Mr. and Mrs. John
Brumfield in Madison.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace McGee
are spending their vacation with
his brother, Rev. Rose McGee of
Gary, Ind.
Mr. Ivery Hunter accompanied
his cousin Mrs. Troy Bland and
her daughter, Jonie, home to Rock
Island.
Miss Carol Johnson is home for
a few (lays before leaving for
Cleveland where she will take a
job in a hospital.
' Orzie Abernathy, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Hillard, Mr. and
Mrs. Monroe Ford, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gamble, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Dorn, Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Collins, Robert
L. Jackson. Mrs, Beatrice
Mr. and Mrs. Erving Kennedy
has returned to Rock Island, Ill.
after visiting Mr. Kennedy's moth-
er, Mrs. Zella Smith.
Mr. Frank Nicholson of Racine,
Wis. was a recent guest of rela-
tives here
Mrs. Arzillian Warlick is visiting
in Detroit.
UNITY
By MONETTE E. VAUGHN
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Lathan
and family of Gary, Ind., are
turned home after spending a
spending their vacation with rela-
tives and friends here.
Little Misses Charlene Vaughn
and Norma Jean Allen have re-
month in Oakton, Ky., with their
aunt who is now spending her va-
cation with them while their moth-
er, Mrs. Lavern Vaughn, is visit-
ing her husband, Milton Vaughn,
in *Gary, Ind. Milton Vaughn jr..
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Nelson and daughter, Beverly Ann,
In Sterling Ill. Charles Vaughn is
spending his vacation with rela-
tives in Tcledo, Ohio,
Carletos Hardamon, Lloyd A
Moore, and Cecil J. Smith left for
Chicago, ILL, seeking employment
in a hospital.
Mrs. Luannia Hayes and daugh-
ter, Mrs. .krdella Moore, accom-
panied Mr. and Mrs. Ethelbert
Wallace here from Chicago, 111.,
for an indefinite visit with rela-
tives.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace of Chi-
cago, Ill., and Miss Samella Scott
of St. Louis, Mo., are here be-
cause of the illness of Miss Ar-
start St. Roma who is yet a pa-
tient in St. Mary's hospital in
Cairo, Ill.
James McGinnis, sr., is a patient
In a hospital in Cape Girardeau,
Mo., where he has had a major
operation. Reports are to the et.
fect that he is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. James McGinnis
jr., and children of South Bend,
Ind., spent Independence Day with
Mrs. Pearl Fulce and grandsons,
Floyd and George James. They
Gray, widow of Ambassador
William Gray, Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Peoples. Not shown is
Mrs. Jackson, who is vaca-
tioning In the East, and Mr.




Russell Stevenson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Stevenson, 938 Car-
roll ave. and Harvey C. Jones,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones,
1022 Ronda ave., are spending
their vacation at the Lutheran
Wood Lake Bible camp near
Grantsburg, Wis.
Mr. Ernest C. Cooper, 938 Igle-
hart ave. has been appointed exec-
utive secretary of the St. Paul
Urban League. He succeeds Thom-
as A. Talley, who was severely in-
jured in a car mishap a year ago
and Is recuperating at veterans
hospital and the home of his par-
ents in Buffalo. N. Y.
The second annual Cameo So-
cial club Cotillion Ball was held
In the grand ballroom of the Hotel
Lowry, June 28. Eight young la-
dies in white formal gowns were
presented. The debutants were:
Misses Marva Ann Boyd (Dim-
ples) daughter of Mrs. Beatrice
Boyd, 837 Iglehart and Mr. Rufus
Boyd; Merna Kathleen D a y,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Greg-
ory Day; Joyce Ann Hughes,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Solomon
Hughes of Minneapolis; Lorraine
Dorothy Johnson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Johnson; Gayle
Yvonne Payne, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. Payne; Carolyn
Rawlings, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Godfrey Rawlings; Elsie M.
Stone, niece of Mr. and Mrs.
James T. Murray and Janet Onet-
ta Walton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Walton of Minneapo-
lis. Champagne punch was served
during the evening. Mrs. Harold
Richardson was chairman, assist-
ed by Mr. John Whitaker who
played the organ during the pre-
sentation ceremonies; also Mes-
dames Harry Massengill, Anthony
Maxingo, James Rideaux. Russell
llalenger and Harold Richardson,
speaker.
Miss Mattie Williams and moth-
er Mrs. Irene Williams were din-
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Wallace have also visited Mr. McGinnis' father. ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
returned from a trip to Mitsis- James McGinnis, Sr., in the hos-
sippi and Louisiana. pital in Cape Girardeau, Mo. 
Vaughn and mother, Mrs. Eliza-
• • 
beth Fisher, Sunday afternoon.
• Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Kyle of Little Miss Velma Jean Thomp.
Grand Rapids, Mich., spent the
holiday weekend with relatives,
Mr. and Mrs. DeRoy Kyle and
mOther, Mrs. Mollie Kyle.
The Women's Day -Program at
Mt Zion Baptist church was a fi-
nancial success. Miss Mattie Wil-
liams of Cairo, Ill., was guest
METHODIST WOMEN AT stens and Christian Servile the North Csrollna Methodist
BENNETT — Students and conducted by the Women's es. conference at Bennett college.
faculty of the School of Mis- riety of Christian Service of In center of front row is Miss
son and brother. James Simmons,
have returned home after visiting
relatives in Caruthersville, Mo.
Mrs Ethel Woodson of Gales-
burg, Ill., her children, Rev. E.
K. Swanson and family. R e v.
Swanson is pastor of St. James
and St. Paul AME churches of
Fannie McCallum, dean. of
Greensboro. Sixth from left
(front row) Is Miss Isabel R.
SNEADS
By J. D. DEMPSEY
The Rev. N. D. Bowers of Mari-
arms was a recent visitor in the
city and community last week.
Mrs. Ella Anderson is still a
patient in the Jackson hospital of
Mariarma but is reported doing
fine.
Mrs. Louis Shingle, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Donald was
a brief visitor here last week. Mrs.
Shingle is from St. Petersburg,
Fla.
Miss Carrie Mae Raines' little
son, Nathaniel drowned Thursday
in Blue Spring.
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Anderson
of Pensacola, Fla., visited Mr. An-
derson's mother, who is a patient
in Jackson hospital and her sis-
ters and other relatives.
Rev. R. T. Whitaker has closed
a series of meetings in Alabama.
Mrs. Bessie Kennedy attended
the union at Popular Springs,
Mr. Clarence Dempsey, son of
yours truly, is in Fruitland, M. D.
and is reported as doing fine.
Mr. Robert P. Bee is ill at his
home. This column wishes him a
speedy recovery.
Mrs. Emma J. Simmons, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Annie Dempsey arrived
in the city last weekend from Ni-
agara Falls, N. Y. and will spend
several weeks before returning.




The revivala meeting began at
the New Shiloh AB church on
Monday night July 1. The guest
speaker of the week was Rev. C.
W. White of Dawson, Ga, Rev.
White preached five nights.
Sunday, July 7 was home-coming
day at the New Shiloh AB church.
Rev. S. T. Fullwood preached a
wonderful sermon at noon. Rev.
W. W. Walker and France Chapel
were in charge at the 4 p.m., serv-
ice.
A very nice Sunday school was
held at the New Shilon Sunday
June 30. Deacon R. L. Ivory is
vice superintendent.
The Third District Union m e t
with the New Hope AB church
Juoe 30. Rev. J. P. Porter, dis-
trict president was called out of
town on very important business.
The vice president. Rev. Deans of
Eastman, Ga., held the union. Ser-
mon was preached by the Rev. I,.
Clements of McRae. Everyone en-
joyed the message. Next union will
meet with the New Shiloh AB




By MRS. RENA LOCKETT
Earl Smith is in Brooklyn, N.
Y., visiting his mother, Mrs. Mary
Calloway.
Mrs. Annie Edwards has return-
ed home from Nashville, Tenn.,
where she visited her daughter,
Mrs. Francis Carries.
Funeral service for Mrs. Vir-
ginia Hamilton was held at the
Shady Grove Baptist church last
week.
Mrs. Fare Trip is visiting fri-
ends in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Rena Lockett attended
service at Oak Grove B a pt st
church Sunday.
Rev. H. C. Chamblis filled the
pulpit at Mt. Olive Baptist church
at Warwick Sunday.
Julius Blackburn was accident-
ally kited last Saturday Night.
See Dan H. Howard for your
Chicago Defender.
Hodges Park and Sandusky, Ill.,
respectively.
Those on the sick list are: Mrs.
Carrie Winston, Mrs. Hattie Win-
slow, Mrs. Mary Crossland, Mrs.
Mollie Kyle; Messrs. Joe McCar-
ty, and Robert Dickey.
Jones, of ‘sheville, who last
year completed a long tenure
as dean of the school.
BRIPIVTON
By ALEX AUTREY
Mr Kahle Riley and wife of
N. J are guests of his sister of
Weetend.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Weline re-
turned home from Detroit after
spending two weeks visiting his
cousin.
Mrs. Maggie Andres has Mr.
and Mrs. Bert of Pensacola as
guest.
Mrs. Malay Murphy has her sow
of Detroit visiting with her.
Mrs. Missine Hawkin and chil-
dren left for California where she
Will join her husband and make it
her home.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hunter of
Mobile were guest of his mother,
Mrs. Huntec.
Mr. Walter Marshall motored
to Pensacola to the beach for the
fourth of July holiday.
Rev. William of Evergreen„
whose son was buried Friday at
Nichburgh was drowned in Cirtin.l
and shipped home for burial I
Mrs. Robert Johnson has her
brother, Rev. William, visiting her.
Mr. Robert Howard and wife are
home visiting his brother, Mr. Wilj
lie C. Howard.
Robert Mines and son from De- •
troit are home visiting.
Mrs. Clause Hardy and children
have returned home after spend-
ing two weeks in Chicago.
Mr. Jim Presley and wife are
home visiting friends. They are
from Detroit.
Walter Stallworth and Jr. Dun-
kin left Saturday for Chicago.
Roslyn Hayes brother of Mrs.
Lucile Harvey is floss' home after
leaving a couple of years ago for
Cleveland.
Mrs. Pearl Jackson Is on the
sick list.
The Town-View Drive-In Is now
run by Mrs. Gladys Harvey and
Mrs. Simpson. It is being enjoyed
by the teenagers.
Charlene Caraner of Sylacauga'
is visiting Susan Culliver on St.
Joseph at.
Jessie Redmond, jr. gave a
birthday party Sunday at his
home. It Was enjoyed by many
of his friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Wright •
have their grandson from St. Pe-
tersburg, Fla. visiting them.
Mrs. Ruth Bonnie of Westend
has her brother, Mr. Scott Bonnie
of Detroit as guest.
Gussie Bonnie is still on the sick
list.
Mr. Leslie Phillip is home after
motoring to Detroit to attend his
sister's funeral,
Mr. DeWitt Ilampster of Indiana
is home visiting his mother and
sister.
Rev. Charles William of East
has his nephew, Charles William
of Detroit visiting him.
Mr. Jim Bridge has returned
home after being in the hospital
in Pensacola.
Mrs. Sarah Gaston has her cous-
in of Detroit stopping over with
her.
Mr, Cecil Harris is on the sick
list.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Lucas and
children have returned home after
spending a few weeks in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Cesar Melton vis-
ited in Pensacola Sunday.
Mr. Robert Davis attended the
funeral of his 92-year-old grand-
father in Florida.
Mrs. Jewel Longmire and son
Thomas E. have returned home af-
ter spending two weeks with her
mother, Mrs. Ida Smith and
friends in Maysville, Ky.
Mrs. Elmira Hardy and children
have returned home after spend-
ing two weeks with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Kaisier Johnson and
her brother, Mr. Hillery Johnson
in Chicago, Ill.
Mary Ann and Geraldine Maldon
spent a week at Camp Fletcher
Baptist camp for girls at Bessem-
er, Ala.
Mr. Reese McCants is leaving
some time this week for North
Carolina for the season.
Mrs. Rosa Jones of Beloxis,‘
Miss., who died at the home of
Mr. and Mrs, Cleo Patrick, June
2, was buried in Spring Hill Fri-
day, June 5. Rev. Rollaway of
Beloxia officiated. Cheatham
Bros. were in charge of funeral
arrangements.
Mrs. Mettle Hawkin died Sunday
evening, July 7 at 5 o'clock. Fu-
neral will be announced later.





Sunday school convention closed
at the Liberty Baptist church with
great success, Rev, N. Studymire,
pastor.
Anniversary of the Harmony
Four Gospel Singers of Woodstock.
Ala., was in session, July 7 at
Banks Chapel AME Zion church.
Bessemer. Tuscaloosa and Bir-C
mingham, Ala., took an active part e!
in this great anniversary Mr. Wil-
bert Banks, jr., manager.
Mrs. Hattie Maynor end chil-
dren of Florida, are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Maynor.
Mrs. Angey Lee Caffee, Mrs.
Cester Caffee, Mr. C. McFarland,
of Little Washington, Pa., nem
-guests of relatives and friends
here.
West Blocton baseball team play-
ed Mt. Olive team July 4, scores
5-12 in favor Mt. Olive.
Mrs. Mossella Maynor and chil-
dren, Mr. E. L. Johnson of Cleve-
land. Ohio, were guests of rela-
tives and friends here.
Cora Mason, was dinner guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Waller.
July 4.
Funerel of Little Anniston Wil-
liams, was held at the Mt. Grove
Baptist church: Rev. G. W. Craig,
W. Craig, officiated.
Mr. L. C. Goodwin of Louisana. is







































































































































































tist leaders representing the South
end the North sought to ease a
rumor of possible disunity in the
ranks of the National Baptist Con-
vention, USA, Inc.
' Three prominent ministers were
interviewed by an Associated Ne-
gro Press correspondent following
the "Honor Day" event recently
at Abyssinia Baptist church.
The writer button-holed t w o
state convention leaders and a
regional vice president, the for-
mer, Dr. Sandy F. Ray of Cor-
nerstone church, Brooklyn, and
Dr. William Holmes Borders of
IN'heat Street church, Atlanta,
and, the latter, Dr. Gardner C.
• Taylor of Concord Church, Brook-
lyn.
Though each of the men has
been prominently mentioned as
presidential timber for the Nation-
al Baptist Convention, they refus-
ed to discuss this issue other than
TIPTON
By mita. CURTIS HILL
Mrs. Willie Moye had visitors
from Wisconsin to drop in on her.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed L. Jones of
New Brunswich, N. J., are visit-
ing his and her folks in Atoka,
Tenn.
eve a Mr. and Mrs. Miller Calhoun are
St his proud parents of baby girl, Maimany Francis Calhoun, mother and
daughter are fine.
Willie James Robinson of the
U. S. Navy is stationed in Mill-
ington. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jab Robinson.
Mrs. Maggie Buford is some-
what better at this writing. Also
Mary Ann Buford.
Mrs. Georgie Calhoun had a big
surprise when her oldest brother
Irvin Phillips of Elkhart, Ind.,
walked in on her. He found her
In bed ill, but is better at this
writing.,
Mr. and Mrs. Cisro Cullin's
children from Milwaukee. Wis.,
were home for the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Ealy are
expecting their second child this
summer.
The Webb brothers' drive-In is
open Friday through Sunday. It is I
located half mile from Crosstown
Good rd.
We are glad to know that Toni
Kit is able to walk around again.












































By EUNICE CAL DWELL
Mrs. Willie Mae Phillips a n ti
children left for Detroit to visit
her brother and friends.
Mrs. Emma Newson left Thurs-
day to visit her son and grand-
children.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Jile spent
the weekend in Grenada with her
mother.
Mrs. Eunice Caldwell attended
the missionary zone meeting at
Abes Chapel CME church.
Richard Washington left for *
two week vacation in Chicago with
Isis sister
A singing union was held at
Bates Chapel CME church Sunday
evening. Rev. C. Jones, pastor.
• • •
"PICAYUNE
By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
C. R. Brown spent three days
last week la Opefouses, La., where
S-2 R. B. Jones who is in the
U. S. Navy spent two weeks here
with his wife, Grace and h
mother, Mrs. Jones of Goodyear.
Mrs. Agnes Porter recently re-
turned from Gulfport where she
spent a week visiting her brother,
Ben Collins.
Funeral service was held Sun-
day June 30 for Joe Glapion of
Goodyear.. Joe had been confin-
ed for several months and passed
away at the home of his son, Wil-
lie Janet. Funeral service was
conducted in the St. Charles Cath-
Antic church. Cooks funeral home
gip as in charge.
Johnnie Welch underwent an op-
eration in the local hospital last
week
Mrs Sarah Eaten of St. Louis
spent two days last week with
her father. Joule Battiest who is I
confined to his bed.
t Mrs. Laura Spencer of New Or-
leans, La., announces the marriage
of her daughter, Miss Jeanette
Grimes to Sgt. Johnie Will Jones,1
jr., son of Hr. and Mrs. Johnie
Will Jones, at.. of this city. The
couple will make their home in
Oakland, Calif.
Mrs. Minnie Lee Bender, wife
of Dave Bender who underwent an
operation in a New Orleans hospit-
al is at her home and doing fine.
Mrs. Delia Williams spent last
week in New Orleans visiting her
ion, William Milli Hawkins and
her niece, Mrs. Stphie Jackson.
Dan Isadore of N e w Orleans
spent last week here with his sis-
ter and brother, Mrs. Prudence
ilroWn and Ogest.
Mrs Wessie Bell Edwards, her
two daughters, Carolyn and Fran-
ces and son, Franklin Lee spent
last weekend in Mobile, Ala.
Mrs. Mary F. Page was guest
In the home of Mrs. Edwardi
cousin, Mrs. Collins.
Mrs Nancy Fowler visited her
cousin, Rebekah Berryman who la
In Lumberton Citisen's hospital.
She is from Calexico, California.
Mrs Berryman and grandmon,
Charles L. Pape oere visiting in
the home of her mother, Mrs. Hat-
tie Watts when she became very
ill and had to be taken to the hot.
pital.
Mrs. finale L. Holden is also a
patient at Citizens Hospital.
Mr. Leslie Martin was discharg-




Mrs. Fannie Miller died In Be-
loit, Wis., last week and w a
brought to Algoma for burial.
• • •
ACKERMAN
By MINNIE MAE EDWARDS
Miss Evelyn Stackens and
daughter visited Dorothy Lockett
in East St. Louis on July 4.
Mrs. Alberta Brown was home
from college for the weekend.
Mr. Roosevelt Kofton and Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Shumaker were
home from Chicago.
Miss Oklean Shumaker w a a
also home from Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Triplett
from Youngstown, Ohio are home
visiting with relatives.
Miss Beth Lane Dubose is home
visiting from Chicago.






Mr and Mrs. Arthur Hurd and
son, James E. Ellis, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. James J. Ellis, Sr. visited
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
James Lomax in Ridgley, Tenn.,
Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hurd and
son. Michael and Mr. and Mrs.
James Edward Ellis, Jr. of South
Bend, Ind, are visiting their grand-
parents, Mr, and Mrs, Jessie
Ellis.
Miss Charlene Hamilton Is visit-
ing her aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Mrs, Willie Hurd in Toledo, Ohio.
Mrs, Willie Douglas and Mrs.




Mg. L. V. Carr and little daugh-
ter, Mabel and his brother, Rob.
ert Carr motored here from Be.
bit, Wis., and spent the week.
end with their brother and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Cur.
Miss Rosie Lee Wallace of thlil
City visited her uncle, Mr. Shelley
Beard, in Oakland, Calif., recent-
ly•
Willie Griffin and children of
Erie, Ps., were in this city lad
Cwoerreky.to attend the funeral of their
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Savage.
aunt, Mrs. Martha Shepherd. While
here they visited in the home
Mrs. Alline Hill of Gary, Ind.
was • weekend guest in the home
of her sister, Mrs. Mabel Me-
'
Mrs. Lillie B. Jones of Hum-
boldt, Tenn., was the early Tues.
day morning guest at the Chi-
cago Defender office at about 1:311.
She was on her way to the Jack—
son-General hospital to see heg
dear sister, Mrs. O'Vallie Tay-
lor, who has been ill for quite a
while. Let us pray for Mrs. Tay-
lor that she will soon be wen
again.
Mrs. Lillie Jones is a waitress
at a cafeteria at Humboldt, but
does not fail to come here and
see and do all she can for her
sister D'Vallie. Also Mrs. Maggio
Glenn of Detroit, Mich., another
faithful sister, who will quite her
job there it the hospital, and
crime here and do what she can
for her sister. She and Mrs. Jones
are great church and commuel-
YIll., was 
Yarbrough 
rk the weekend guest In the
workers,
of Chicago,E
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Ag-
new.
Mr. Willie Val, Jr.. mother and
brothers motored here from parte
of Michigan to see their parent%
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rogers. Mrs.
Rogers i. ill.
Sunday night wail the Fellowship
night with the pastor in charge.
The Rev. J. D. Atwater was won-
derful. The different clubs made
their reports which were good.
The amount reported was $178.90.
Mrs. Leole Willis, president, Mrs.
Lurticia Willis, and Miss Elizabeth
A. Beard were delegates from Ber-
ry Zion CME church. Rev. J. D.
Atwater, pastor. The S. C. Con-
vention convened July 3 through
the 5th, at Rev. Joe S. Williams'
church in Selmer, Tenn. Devotion,
Rev. N. F. Michum, pastor of Sal-
em and Old Comon church. The
amount reported was $1,000. •
At 2 pm., Rev. William John.
son was the principal speaker be
"Fellowship" which was quite to-
epiring to all who heard the talk.
Mr. Javan Willis and sister-in-lad
motored from Chicago to visit their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luda Wil,
for any man to be chosen to lead
the oldest and largest Baptist or-
ganization.
Questioned concerning the com-
ing national convention in Louis-
ville Sept. 3-8, they concurred that
'the Convention Us in a state
of uneasiness due to the tenure
rule in the Constitution, w h 1 c h
would restrict Dr. J. H. Jackson
of Chicago from running for a fifth
term.
The prominent Baptist ministers
agreed that the uppermost matter
facing the session will be the re-
affirming of unity among the lead-
ership of the organization and
the determination of the strength
and integrity of the constitution.
"With such leaders as Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King within our ranks
and the tremendous growth of our
denomination, we have no trepi•
dations for the future," said one
of the churchmen.
Wilbert Mack of Milwaukee,
Wisc., spent last week here with
his parents and relatives, Mrs.
Maggie Mack and Willie Mack.
L. T. Myles and Arthur Lee of
Chicago spent last week here visit-
ing relatives and friends. They
were accompanied back by Mrs.
Nola Varnado and grand-daughter,
Miss Nola Everlin McGowan.
Miss McGowan, a graduate of Car-
ver high school this year, will live
in Chicago with her mother, Mrs.
Marge!: Wicks while Mrs. Varna-
do will spend about two months
with Mrs. Wicks who is h a r
I daughter.
Miss Mollie Bell Gates who has
been attending school in Nashville,
Tenn., is at home for the summer
months.
J. L. Hayes, Morris Husband,
Worda lisrt, Mrs Sebell McGee
and Mrs. A. G. Randoff attended
the grand session of the Hiram
Lodge recently held at Greenwood,
Miss.
Rev. and Mrs.. Tommie White
who is now living in Mobile, Ala.,
spent last week end here.
A surprise birthday party for
Mrs. Ella Mae Smith was given
by her Mother Mrs. Sarah White-
head Sunday June 30. Her special
guest were Mrs. Mary Flowers,
Joseph Williams of New Orleans
and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Patrick
of Columbia.
Funeral service was held Sun-
day at Carriere for Mrs. Mammie
Keller, 65. She it survived by two
daughters, Mary and Gladys. Rev.
Hart was i he officiating minister
with Bsylous funeral home ir
charge.
Mrs Charlotte (Sugar) Branch
of Washincton, D. C., who visited
her mother, Mrs. Carrie Branch
and daughter Dianne, left last
week to return to her hcme. She
was accompanied by her mothcr




- Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Carmichael
were dinner guests of Dean and
Mrs. A. A. Branch of Tougaloo
TWO WEEK COURSE In gen-
eral police education Is utilized
by these police officers. Course
was conducted by Florida A
and M university, Tallithim's,.
From left to right are Henry
Crletwell, visiting instructor
from Pompano Beach; Nathan.
Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Mr. Ira C. Jones. employe at
Memorial hospital died July 3rd
after being in declining health for
some time. The final rites were
held from Mount Olive Baptist
church, of which he was a mem-
ber, on the afternoon of July 7
with Rev. S. N. Rogers officiating
assisted by other individuals. The
deceased was a graduate from the
public schools of Rome, Ga., and
a graduate of Morris Brown col-
lege, Atlanta, Ga. lie also at-
tended Northwestern university,
of Evanston, Ill. lie is survived
by a wife Mrs. Leona Jones, one
foster daughter, Elizabeth; a mo-
ther, Mrs. Fannie J. Taylor, of
Rome, Ga., one brother, Era Jones
of Rome Ga., and one sister,
Mrs. Octsvia Monroe, of Rome,
Ga. Interment occurred in West
Lawn cemetery with Mr. J. D.
Ledford, funeral director in
charge.
Master Donald Vaught, 18, died
in Memorial hospital July 2 after
being in declining health for some
time. The final rites were held
from Thankful Baptist church, of
Which he was a member, on the
afternoon of July 5 with Rev. J.
F. Birchette officiating, assisted by
other individuals. The deceased
was an employe of McHampton
Grocery store on Elm St. T h
same store was closed during the
day of the funeral. He is sur-
vived by a mother, Mrs. Helen
Vaught, one brother, Billie G.
Vaueht, U. S. Army, Merced, Calif.
and other relatives. Interment oc-
curred in West Lawn Cemetery,
with Dockery Funeral Home in
charge.
Mrs. Ruby Crenshaw, Mrs. Lula
Smith, end Mrs. Fannie B. Jolue
Jamaica, N. Y., visited relatives
here recently. They were accom.
panted here by Mr. William Good-
win, and Mrs. Minnie Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Greenlee.
from Appalachia, Va., visited Dr.
and Mio. Edward McNeil here re-
cently,
Miss Ann Bugg, from Jackson.
villa. Fla., is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Beatrice Barkley and tam•
• • •
CLARKSVILLE
By EDWARD H. BROWN
Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Hicks and
son of Columbus, Ohio, are visit-
ing Mrs. Hicks' sister, Mrs. James
Smith on King st.
Mrs. George Ella Bell and grand-
children have returned home from
Terre Haute, Ind., where they vis-
ited Howard Bell, Mrs, Bell's hos-
band.
Rey. Lee Gregg, pastor of the
Mt. Olive Baptist church observ-
ed his fifth Anniversary as pas-
tor of Mt. Olive July 10-15. A ban-
quet was held Monday night July
15.
Mrs Sarah Stoner Killingsworth
and family of Los Angeles, Calif.,
were the recent guests of M r s.
Killingsworth's father and mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stoner.
Shut-Ins: Mrs Stella Haynes and
Mrs. Cosy Blakey who are con-
fined to their bed with illness.
Rey. A. J. Norris. CME presid-
ing elder of the Clarksville Dis-
trict recently held the third quart-
erly conference at Wesley Chapel
CME church of which Rev. I. B.
McCuthcheon is pastor.
Recent deaths: Horace D x,
Anderson Warfield, sr., (Bud);
Mrs. Georgia Ann Thomas, Mrs.
Charity Pearson, Paul Kendrick.
college on Monday evening. and Walter Roach.son have returned from Penola,Mrs. Celia Miller, wife of Rev. Prof. G. W. Brooks, principal ofAla., where they  railer; OnL. L. Miller, was recently enter- account of the death of Willie
were ------ -- Burt High school was elected one
of 11 national vice presidents oftamed with a surprise birthday D. Crenshaw. W. D. Crenshaw the National Education Associa-party given by her children. Those was a husband of Mrs. R. Cren- lion in Philadelphia which was luwho came home for the occasion I shaw, and a son of Mrs. Lulawere Mrs. Sara B. Gage, Mil- Smith. 
session from June 30 to July S.
he attended the Embalmers and waukee; Ulna .1. Miller and wile Prof. Brooks has been executiveProf. Andrew J. Letture, andFuneral Directors convention. Pattie of Reading, Pa., William V. secretary of the TEA since 1950.daughter, Miss Helen Letture, fromMrs. Georgia Johnson of Nat: He has been at Burt since 1944.Miller and wife, Anna J. of Read -
spent last week here with her ing, pa., and Rev. James G. Mil- He received his B. S. and A. M.
daughter, Mrs. Frank Woods. ler and his three lovely children degree; from A&I State university,
of Lebanon, Ohio. There were ten Nashville, and has done advance
work at Atlanta university a n d
Peabody college.
grandchildren present.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Cooper have
as house guests their two little
nephews, Roderick and Ronald Bol-
den of East St. Louis, 111.
Visiting Mrs. Arista Baker are
her three nieces, Misses Gloria,
Lois and Shirai Ann Beaman of
New Orleans, La.
Last rites were said for John
Tillie Sunday, July 7 at Sharon,
Miss. Rev. C. S. Anthony officiat-
ed. Peoples Funeral home in
charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Simmons and
daughter, Julia, were guests of
Mrs. Axista Baker last Sunday.
The Simmons reside at Vicksburg,
Miss,
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Carmichael
had as house guests recently, Mr.
and Mrs. s. L. Griffin. Samuel
Griffin of Holly Springs and Nurse
Pattie D. Evans of Tacoma.
Washington. '
Walter Collins and little daugh-
ter of Davenport, Iowa are wel-
come visitors in Canton.
Mrs. Johnnie Stevens of Wash-
ington, 1). C., is visiting in the
city.
Mrs. Vera Dotson and three love-
ly kids of St. Louis, Mo., are vis-
iting Mrs. Dotson'a parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sallie Gray on Waldut
at.
Mrs. Anna Thompson of W. Ful-
ton at.. has just returned home
after an extended visit with rela-
tives and friends in Chicago, ill .
and Milwaukee. Wis.
The funeral of the late Willie
T. (Bill) Barnes was held fcc in
Asbury M. E. church Sunday, June
30. Rev. Young officiated. Peoples
Funeral Home in charge.
Mrs. Artie C. Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Varnado were in Gulf
port last Wednesday attending the
first district OES session which
was largely attended.
LEADERS OF THE Parent-
Teacher toistriation Institute
at Texas Southern university,
Houston, meet following gen-
Brokers, clerks and other work-
ers at the New Witt Stock Ex-
change on Wall Street use i mil-
eral assembly in the univer-
sity auditorium. From left are
Mrs. James S. Crate, presi-
dent, State Council es Human
let Premore, Willie Randolph,
Samuel Barnes, Eddie Willem
Raymond Aletender, and F.
A. M. U, Chief Samuel Gillian.
Rear row: J. W. Anderson,
Freddie Las, Warren Pittman
and Tom R. Triplett. N 01
shown is Freddie Golden,
 By MRS. K. N. RINGGOLD 
Miss Ethel H. Griggs Nutrition-
ist for the state of Louisiana, stir-
prised us with a short visit Tues-
day morning. Mis Griggs Is doing
an all-round helpful job of helping
women and girls make for helpful
homemakers. She not only teach-
es health and homemaking in our
state, hut a visit in her well.
arranged well kept home shows
that she practices what she teach-
es.
We made a short call in the Lady
of Lake hospital where Mr. Willie
LeBlanc is a patient. His nurse
and his nieces are doing every-
thing possible to add to his com-
fort and speed his recovery.
Our house guest this week is
little Miss Valencia Gentry who
returned with us from New Or-
leans. She and the many, many
young friends are enjoying the
park, the swimming pool and oth-
er amusements during her visit
in our city.
The Housing Committee of Up-
silon Sigma Chapter of Delta Sig-
Ma Theta sorority held a most en-
couraging meeting this week. Aside
from planning for our n e w
building etc. We enjoyed the ap-
petizing luncheon served by Mrs.
Ora Evans.
Mrs. Alma S. Brown of Chicago
is the guest of the Shelvin family
this week. She was called here
because of the accident and ill-
ness of her brother, who was
seriously injured, but is doing very
well now.
The death of Mrs. Ida Moore-
Herbert was a surprise to many
of her friends here and elsewhere,
and it brought sorrow to her sis-
ters and her brother, but her many
friends are saddened because of it.
Just last week we were in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph (Joel
Morgan, and chatted very pleas-
antly with him. A surprise call
came today telling that he was
dead. Our sympathy, with that of
his many, many friends, goes to
his dear wife, and to his daugh-
ter, Mrs. I. Morgan-lierson, who
have been so close and devoted
to each other.
Letters from Oakland and Berk-
eley, Calif., tell of the very pleas-
ant time being had by Mrs. M.
L. Walker and the Misses Irma
and Olga Curry. They are by no
means strangers there. Having at-
tended the University of Califor-
Relation: Mrs. W. F Jones,
Institute director and member
of Texas southern faculty. Br.
Evan Kleppe, director, Stale
nia, and also visited Oakland, Be
keley and other cities in Californi
so often.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Boutee an
their young 00111 paid us a ver
pleasant visit this week. W
them was Miss Rita McClung
formerly in the U. S. Army, uo
stationed in New Orleans.
Mrs. Eddie Jones of Shreveport
and president of the Louisian
Parent-Teacher Association is urg
ing for a large representation dur
ing the PTA work shop to be hel
in Grambling college, August 1-13
The Pelican State Vocational As
sociation behind held to Souther
university, July 12 will have, i
addition to instructors etc., to
Consultants; Dr. H, H. London
University of Missouri; Dr. Ann
Carroll Fulls, Illinois university
and Dr. E. N. Norris, resident
teacher trainer, Prairie View col-
lege. Prairie View, Texas.
On Friday, July 12, Mrs. Eva
Scully, president of the Ameri-
can Vocational Association, Phoe-
nix, Ariz,, will be the speaker.
Ladies taking the courses in art
in the CYO Art Center, include
Mesdames Clark, Frazier, P o e,
Ringgold and others. All are ex
pressing pleasure over the beauti-
ful work they are doing.
His many, many friends are hap-
py over news that Mr. Sitman
Shelvin is doing so well after the
serious accident that caused him
to be hospitalized. This young
business man is known and re-
spected by so many. But his relit-
lives and friends have learned that
he can get well quicker than one
could possibly think after such a
Serious fall.
A very helpful, instructive meet-
ing of the Womens Christian Tem-
perance Union was held in the
hot, e of Mrs. Bettie K. Johnson
Friday evening. Reports showed
that members are not slacking in
their efforts to prevent evils of
strong drink.
Letters from Miss M. E Wisham
writes that she is enjoying much
helpful instruction and many help-
ful contest while In Lake Erie
college, Paitiesville, Ohio. We do
hope that she will bring many
helpful ideas back with her to
help us in our work with Y and Y-
teeners this year.
council on Human Relations,




By MRS. GRACE BYRD STIGI.ER
Mrs. Birdilla Fulton and (laugh.
ter, Mrs. Geneva Clerk and grand-
children of Detroit are In the city
visiting their sister and aunt, Mrs.
Ethel Simpson.
Theon Phillips of East St. Louis,
Ill. is visiting his mother and fa-
ther. Mr. and Mrs. Phillips.
Mrs, VIM. Roggen. of Buffa-
lo, N. Y. is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Maggie Smith of Pickens and
Lexington.




By CLEY W. JOINER
Mrs. Chafer Fondren is yet on
the sick list.
Rev. J. M Rudd became very
ill last week and was rushed to
the clinic at Batesville for treat-
ment. He now at home and
doing fine.
Mrs. Molisia Daniel from Mem-
phis was here Sunday visiting her
brother, Rev. J. W. Rudd who is
Mr. John Mchlghee and wife
visited Rev. J. M. Rubb Sunday,
Who is ill, but is now doing fine
at this writing.
Quite a number of friends and
relatives visited at Mr. Jessie
Eondreres Sunday. His wife, Clis-
ter is ill. Daughter Joana gave
birth to a baby boy on July 4.
Mrs. Gussie Fonclren is expect-
ing to leave for Chicago soon to
visit her daughter and family.
Mr. Willie Wessly Henderson
who was shocked by electricity a
few weeks ago is yet in E. H.
Crumpa hospital in Memphis. From
all reports, he is doing fine.
• • .
WATER VALLEY
By - C, A, HAWKINS, JR.
The Oakgrove CME church will
have its annual Children's Day
the 4th Sunday in July. Members
of all churches are invited to come
and bring the children. A dinner
will be served and Miss Mavdeon
B. will be mistress of ceremonies
Rev. W. H. Foster Is pastor.
Rev. J. B. Jones held his reg-
ular service at the Chapel Hill
MB church Sunday. He preached
at the Goshen CME church Sun-
day evening. Revival will begin
at the Chapel Hill MB church the
fourth Sunday in July.
Rev, C. H. Lay attended the New
Albany district zone meeting at
the Mt. Vernon CM IS church near
Waterford, fifth Sunday in June.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hawkins
of Mamphis visited his parents
also the Freeman family at Tay-
or.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Hawkins
of Memphis visited Mr. and Mrs.




Mr. Lawrence White's funeral
was held at St. Paul CME church
Sunday with Rev. W. H. Thomas
giving the eulogy. Mr. White
leaves a wife, five sons and five
daughters to mourn his passing.
J. F. Brittenum and son had
charge of funeral arrangements.
The joint vacation bible school
held at Anderson Chapel last week
under the leadrship ef Rev, I, L.
Rucker and Rev. W. C. Armstrong
was a great success.
Elder E. H. Carmen held his
third quarter conference at An-
derson Chapel Sunday. Rev. Abra-
ham, pastor of Hudsonville Circuit
delivered a powerful sermon at
Anderson Chapel Sunday evening.
Hudsonville choir furnished the
music.
The 4th of July picnic sponsored
by Anderson chapel was a great
success. It was held on Mr. and
Mrs. L.andon's place. The ball
game between Union Valley and
Holly Springs was very enjoyable.
The final Score Union Valley 5,
Holly Springs 0.
The Rev. and Mrs. I. L. Rucker
are the proud parents of a fine
baby girl born Sunday, July 7, in
North Mississippi hospital.
The new president of Rust Is Dr.
Smith,
OXFORD
By MRS. MABEL CRAWFORD
The MYF of the Holly Springs
District convened at Burns church
in Oxford with Rev. W. M. Red-
mond, jr., as host pastor. The
meeting was vary inspirational.
The youths seemed to have enjoy-
ed the meeting and everyone left
with that feeling of oneness that
inspires one when they attend these
meetings. 'ruesday night was col-
lege night. Students from various
colleges took part in the program
which was enjoyed by all. Thurs-
day afternoon the youths motored
to famous Sardis Dam for an out-
ing. Thursday night was talent
night—another event enjoyed by
all. The meeting closed l''riday
night with a campfire ceremony
which was very impressive.
Rev. and Mrs. R. B. Crawford
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Talbert
visited Mrs. Crawford's brother
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Johnson on W. Oak at, in
Louisville, Ky., over the weekend.
The W S.0 S. of Beverly Chapel
will meet at the home- of Mrs.
Lillian Goode! Monday night.
• • •
LUMBERTON
Mrs. Lovenia White of this city
is visiting in Brooklyn, N. Y. in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Brown, Jr.
Sy JOYCE \E. ELAMMON
DIXIE HOMES
TO bathing revue will be next
Tuesday at 5:30 p.m., at Dixie.
Girls and boys from two to ten
years old may participate.
FOOTE HOMES
Osir intermediate boys softball
team and intermediate and jun-
ior horseshoe teams won at Beale
Park to remain undefeated. Win-
ners in the Doll and Dress up
show were Leonard Tate, female
impersonation: Bobbie Jean Flet-
cher, old woman: Shelean Gra-
ham, flapper, and Charlie M a e
Kelliford, evening attire,
Ann Kirk had the best doll, fol-
leaved by Sherlean Graham and
Otto Sanders was best western.
BEALE PARK
, Winners in our Doll and Toy
Dressup show were Annette Jot,
clan, doll division; Earl James. toy
division, and Thomas Wiseman,
dressup division.
LINCOLN
Our Doll winners. In the order
they placed. were: Joanne Foster,




Sat., July 20, 1957
Playground Winners
Of Dog Toy Shows
Some of the winners in our suc-
cessful Doll and Toy party were
Aisna Binnion, Linda Lewis, The-
resa Reed, Jacqueline Israel and
others.
The five stars of the week in
athletics were Linda Lewis, Glo-
ria Duncan, Loretta Lewis, Mary
Alice Gibson and Helen Stokes.
NEW CHICAGO
Among those participating in the
special day activities were Patri-
cia Johnson, Frankie Matthews,
Larry Johnson, Robert Matthews,
Melvin Brooks, James Moss and
others.
HYDE PARK
The happiest day of the week
for us came Friday when we mov-
ed to our new Gooch playgroend,
located at University and Hunter.
MANASSAS
The boys and girls of Manassas
playground are happy over the
fact that they have lost but two
games thus far and they're warn-
ing their remaidUag opponents,
Hyde Park and Douglass, to watch
out.




Winners in our Doll, Toy and
Dressup show were Loretta Rich-
mond, Joyce Glover, Carrie Peo-
ple, George Lowe, Robert Green,
Beverly Talley and John Wilson.
ROBERT HOWZE
We have a big game this Thurs-
day at I p.m., and Friday at
5:30 p.m. we have our annual bath-
ing beauty contest.
DOUGLASS
Winner of our Doll Show was Di-
ana Davis. Earnestine Holland was
the most tacky. Top spots in the
Dressup Contest went to Vician
James, first: Grace Wilson, sec-
ond, and Yvonne Robinson, third.
GRANT
Winners of our excellent Doll,
Toy and Dressup party were Wil-
ma J. Carson, Gail Townsel, Vir-
ginia White, Dorothy Russell,
Clyde, Jeanette Parrish and Lor-
etta Neal.
Patterson enjoyed entertaining
Castalia on Tuesday with Arthur
Jones, Andrew Jones and Rich-
ardson Jareerson starring for the
-senior boys. Our junior cricket
team defeated Magnolia's team on
Thursday. Players were James
Cooper, Lanelle Garrett, Tommy
Harris, James Macklin, Robert
Walls and Tommy Mitchell.
James Cooper and John Westley
teamed up to win the junior boys
horseshoes.
Arthur Jones is doing a splen-
did job of handling the senior
teams, just needs a little more
cooperation from the boys.
Four Fined For Brawl At Ebbers
Field After Dusting By Sanchez
• NEW YORK — National league
president Warren Giles fined two
Cincinnati and two Brooklyn play-
ers $109 each Friday for their part
in a fight during Thursday night's
game and warned agarnst any con-
tinuation cf the feud.
Giles notified the players—Raid
Sanchez and Don Hoak of the Red.
leis and Jim Gilliam and Charley
Neal — of the fines by wire and
told them:
."Such actions are not a part
of the game, are not helpful to
what the game stands for and
are not to be engaged in. Revival
of the affair or repitition will be
dealt with more severely."
BARNS ABOUT THREAT
Earlier in the day, the league
president wired an even stronger
warning to Hoak, who had threat-
ened Thursday night to "g e t"
Neal for hitting him with what he
elaimed was a sneak punch. Giles,
basing the action on newspaper
accounts before receiving the um-
pires' report, told Hoak:
". . .1 feel impelled to advise when he tried to go into the Brook.
you that any revival of the inci- 
tsta dugout to resume the battle
dent, whether it he off the field
or on the field, will be considered
a serious offense and dealt with
accordingly. You owe it to your-
self and your club not to revive
the incident."
The trouble began when relief
pitcher Sanchez brushed back Gil-
liam with a close throw. Gilliam
bunted the next pitch foul along
first and he and Sanchez collided
and began throwing punches as
Sanchez Came Over to field the
ball.
Other players rushed to join the
fracas, including Roy Campanella
and Carl Furdlo of the Dodgers
and George Crowe of Cincinnati.
As Hoak rushed across the dia-
mond, Neal met him with a round-
house punch that rocked him back
ou his heels.
RETRAINED ET HODGES
Later, Hoak had to be restrain-
ed by the Dodgers' Gil Hodges
ARTHRITIS'
U you suffer from heartburn', indigestion, gas er sour
stomach, arthritis, rheumatism, KING SOLOMON will
prove to you why it is so for superior to any other prod-
uct on the market today for these ailments.
TRY KING SOLOMON
BONTANICAL MEDICINE!
Guerantte.1 Relief in 7 Drrys
or Your Money Roluni1.4
POST OFFICE BOX 2313 - DeSOTO STATION
MEMPHIS, TENN., OR CALL WM 6-4416
OR CALL - SUBURBAN DRUG WM 1-4376
with Neal.
Sanchez, Gilliam, Hoak and Neal
all were ordered out of the game
by the umpires.
Hoak, claiming the Dodger in-
fielder threw a sneak punch at
him, raged in the dressing room:
"I am going to get him either
on the bill field or off. No one
is going to hit me like that and
get away with it.''
But Tebbetts said he talked with
Hoak and "there'll be no trouble."
He added:
"Don felt a little angry, like
anyone would after they were hit,




Hello, you sport fans. Back again
to give you the highlights of she
Semipro Baseball League. T h e
fifth annual all-star game w a s
played at Martin Stadium as the
niacin All-Stars out scored the
Western All-Stars, 5-1.
Up until the top of the third
ionise it was a pitcher duel he.
tween,Harvery Branch of the Eaf.t
and Melvin Mathews of the West.
Somebody had to break the ice
and Branch of the Eastern team
did jest that. With one out he
singled to right field, went to sec-
ond. When third baseman, Jerome
Moore fielded the ball into right
field in an attempt to get Branch
at second, he gave the Eastern
"one" unearned run. Mathews,
westein team, worked On t h e
mound just beautiful for the first
three innings, giving- up just one
hit and struce out eight batters.
William Thomas worked the nee-
ond three innings for the Eastern,
giving up one walk and striking
out six. Torn Dailey retired the
first batter in the seventh, hit the
next one and gave up two walks.
The Eastern scored two more rens
in the top of the sixth as pitcher
0. .1. Bolden gave up four hits
and on catcher Henry Jones' wild
throw to the second baseman.
Frank Thompson relieved Dailey
in the seventh and fanned the eight
batters he faced. A total of 36 bat•
ters struck out during the game,
21 for the western and 15 for the
Eastern team. Both teams left five
men on the bases.
Another big game was played
last Sunday at Lincoln Park as
the Hardwood Stars behind it'4
shortstop L. B. Stroggin's three
home runs to defeat the Klondyke
Athletics, 11-3, to take over first
place in Division II. Fans, the
most exciting thing was to watch
this kid Stroggin of Hardwood hit
three home runs in left field. Even
in the top of the fourth with two
out, this kid came through with
his third home run. Five times at
bat Stroggin struck out only once. I
True enough shortstop Stroggin isi
the Rookie of the Week. The Ath-I
Ic
VICTORY SIIAKE — Harvey
Branch, Magnolia Eagles
pitcher and winning hurler in
the Semi-Pro League All-Star
game Friday night is congratu-
lated by Buck O'Neil (left),
scout for the major league
Chicago Cubs. Looking on are
Casey Jones, manager of the
Hunter Fan team and the vic-
torious East and Verdell Math-
is (seated), former outstanding
Memphis Red Sox pitc he r.
East defeated the West, 3.1.
(Withers Photo)
•
letics' lone scores emote in the
sixth and the seventh.
In another game at the same
park the West End Stars crushed
the Cordovas, Shortstopper
Floyd Taylor of the Stars was
one of the big gin-in in the game
as he hit three singles and two
doubles.
Charlie Sifford Wins Lone Star
Tournament; Rhodes Ties For 2fid
HOUSTON, Texas — (Special)-1
Charlie Sifford, Philadelphia, fired
a 287 to win the 10th annual $2,000
Lone Star tournament here last
Friday. The victory won $700 tor
Sifford.
I Teddy Rhodes, a former cham-
pion from Nashville, tied with Lee
Elder, Los Angeles for second
place, each finishing with 296 for
$350 apiece. Fred Miles, Baton
Rouge, La.. was fourth with 297
, to win $200, while Willie Brown,
Houstm, was fifth with ::02 to
win $100. J. D. Sanderson. G a I-
veston, Texas, Floyd Cruis e.
, Houston, Hose Brooks, Dallas, and
Peter Brown, Jackson, Miss., 1955
winner tied for sixth place to
win 362.50 each. Tenth place
went to Ed Murray, Houston, with






Close of business June 30, 1967
ASSETS
First Mortgage Loans  $437,182.71
Loans on Savings Accounts  8,843.39
Investments and Securities  20,120.31
Cash on Hand and in Banks  :12,099.92
Office Equipment, Less Depreciation 5,156.41
Total Assets $50,402.74
LIABILITIES
Savings Accounts  $442,832.18
Advances from Federal Home Loan Bank 50,000.00
Other Liabilities  3,927.30
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3-4 to win $50.
Henry Barbarin, Los Angeles,
won the amateur title will 308.
In the runnerup spot was Eural
Clark, Los Angeles, with 310.
J. D. Johnson, Houston, won the
first flight with Charles Washing-
ton. Houston, is the runnerup spot.
Willie Jefferson. Los Angeles, won
the second flight. Nathaniel Wynn,
Houston, Was second.
Charles Whitley, Houston, won
the third flight, with Pete Ellis,
Houston, second.
The fourth flight was won by
Dr. Louis Robey, Houston, with
Carl Robinson, Houston, second.
Jackson State Gridster I season when Coach John A. Mee._ ritt's squad was rankad seventh ak
'Tries Canadian League 
among the Negro college elevens 11,7
Robert "Chick" Thornton, for- ger Cats "fledgings" in an effort
mer star tackle with the Jackson to win a position with the Cana-
State College Tigers, left Jackson dian League leans.
via plane Wednesday for Harrill- Thornton, on aggressive 215-
ton, Ontario. Canada where he will pounder, was one of the mainstays
work out with the Hamilton Ti- in the Tigers' forward wall last
Monarchs Win Three
In Row From Barons
NEWPORT NEWS, Va. — The
Kansas City Monarchs out-lasted
and outfielded the Birmingham
Black Barons in a free scoring
marathon here Tuesday night to
win their third straight game in
the current five-game series. The
final score was 13 to 11.
The Monarchs ran up a 10-7 lead
Lewis Named Acting Director And
Walker Acting Head Football Coach
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Cen-
tral State college president Charles
H. Wesley announced the appoint-
ments of Gaston "Country- Lewis
as acting director of athletics; di-
vision of health, physical educa-
tion and recreation, and James
Walker as acting head football
coach during the 1957-1958 aca-
demic year.
"Country" Lewis served for 29
consecutive years as a head foot-
ball coach. During his leadership
as head mentor at Central State-
194749.;6, his teams played a to-
tal of 88 games. winning 54, losing
32 and tieing 2.
Lewis produced many outstand-
ing learns, and a number of his
boys were named to All-Ainerivan.
A, P. Little All-American, All•Ohio
and all Mid Western teams.
"Country.'l Lewis replaces Mack
M. Greene. who received the Fill-
bright Award to participate in the
International Educational Ex•
change Program at Madras, India.
Walker. a former All-American
from the Univereity of Iowa, has
served as line coach at Central
State since 1947, and during this
period, he has molded a number
of outstanding forward walls.
He was named to the All-Ameri-
can football team in 1941, was se-
"How To Make Out With The Girls"
A NEW SENSATIONAL BOOK JUST OFF THE
PRESS! KNOWS ALL! TELLS ALL! Tells when
and Why! Will help any man. Make a woman worship
YOU . Written in a layman's term so that you will
understand. Eve had many to say: Hs helped my
marriage tremendously. This book entitled
"How To Make Out With The Girls"
has had an unhelieveable reception. ORDER YOURS
TODAY! MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
THE BOOK AGENT
625 East 2nd Street,
Little Rock, Arkansas,
IT WILL If RUSHED
To You In A Confidential Cover. Only *3.95
lected as a member of the college I Nov. 16, Waynesburg, at Wilber- ,
All-Star squad in 1942, and played I force. Homecoming Oct. 12 \V. Va.
one year of professional football State at Wilberforce.
in 1945 with the Oakland Giants. 
Walker received the master of ed-
ucation degree from Miami urn- Trotting Returns
versity. To St. Louis Track
Coach Walker will be assisted
by Albert Baker. Mickey Carter
and William Lucas.
The Central State Marauders
Will play an eight game schedule.
1957 FOOTBALL SCHEMA E
Sept. 21, Findlay, at Wilberforce:
St-pt. 28, Morgan State at Balti-
more; Oct. 5. Lincoln, at Wilber-
force: Oct. 19, Taylor at Upland.
Ind.: Oct. 26, Tennessee State at.
Nashville: Nov. 2, Kentucky State
at Frankfort. Ky.; Nov. 9 Open;
EAST ST. LOUIS, 111.—(LNS)—
Harness racing returns to the St
Louis area this fall for the first
time in many years.
A 30-night racing program is
scheduled at Cahokia Downs,
starting Oct. 14 and running
through Nov. 16.
The track has been leased for
five years by a Southern Illinois
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in the first six innings, added three
in the eighth. The Barons blasted
out six runs in the sixth and four
in the ninth. The first run was
scored in the first.
Jones, Elliott and Bailey were
the battery for the Barons, while
Cardenas, Winston and Pierce
worked for the Monarchs,
in the nation. He was selected to
the All-Mid-Western Athletic Asso-
ciation squad.
Coach J. W. Trimble's hopefuls
began practice July 15. Candidates
were free to report prior to toot
date. During his high school days
Thornton played end and quarter-
back under E. T. Hawkins at tho
old Scott County Training school.
He will be the second Jackson
State footballer to play north of
the Border. Robert "Big Bob" Hill
from Charleston played with the
Rochester Rockets. Hill has an of-
fer from the Los Angeles Rams
for this season, but he has decid-




5 BIG DAYS 5!
MGM NAS FILMED ROBERT RuARKS SHOCKING






COMING FRIDAY and SATURDAY







Cornea that wonderful moment of
the day when you ... relax. You're
at easel That's the time for Bourbon
de Luxe. Yes, relax de luxe .. ;
enjoy Bourbon de Luxe.






BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KY.,
1.44r-i DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.;












































































































































The Fourth of July was describ-
ed as "glorious" by Mrs. Terrell.
Among informal fourth of July cel-
ebrations were table tennis, hoc-
• key, box game a picnic and a
ball game.
The 1st olace for table tennis
went to Willie Weary, son of Mrs.
Jessie Lee Poston 310 N. 8th at.
and 2nd place Leroy Jackson, son
of principal and Mrs, L. R. Jack-
son, 632 S. 17th at. The winners
for the hockey box game were
Ernest Gates, who held first Place,
son of Mrs. Bertha Gates, 613 S.
16th st., 2nd place, Georgia B.
Haymon daughter of Mrs. Magno-
ha Ilaymon, US S. 18th st., and
3rd place went to Hubert L e e
Brigham, son of Mrs. Ruby Mae
Brigham, 714 S. kith st.
Free picnic was given by the
•
Boy Scouts and their sponsor, D.
0. Whittaker.
The baseball game was sponsor-
ed by Floyd Boyce. Mrs. Terrell
Is very anxious to organize a soft
ball game among the girls, and
those who would like to partici-
pate should please attend the play
ground.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernic Gamble, of
700 S 18th si., and sons returned
to their home Friday, July 5, alt-
er spending a week with Mr. Gam-
ble's mother. Mrs. Eva Gamble
in Ozan, Ark.
Miss Mary Porter, of 501 S. 25th
et., has returned home, after spend
ing, two weeks in St. Louis, Mo.,
and Detroit, Mich. Miss Porter
was the gueest of her grandmoth-
er, in St. Louis, Mo., and in De.
troit was the guest of her boy
fiend and farnly.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lee Brink-
ley, of 709 S. •18th st., are the
parents of a baby girl born June
Art 27 at their home. She has been
1 j named Mary Linda Brinkley. She
weighed 81/2 pounds.
Miss Lena Bel/ Shelton, of 218
S. 12th st. was Friday guest of
Miss Mattie Jean Parker, of 208
N. 14th 1t. both are wonder
High students and Miss Georgia
Shelton, sister of Miss Lena Bell
Shelton.
Mrs. Thelma Brown, of Muske-
gon, Mich., is the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Brown, of Forrest City, Ark., And
her sister, Mrs. Delors Wall, of
Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Clcora Sanders, of 325 S.
8th at., instructor at McNeil High
school, Crawfordsville, Ark., h a a
returned home from St. Louis,
1 Mo., where she was a guest of
; her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
1Harris, 2121 Division at., St. Louts,
Mo. Mrs. Sanders says she hae
a wonderful time in St. Louis,
Charters Gammon, of 1.580 So.
Bellevue Blvd., Memphis, 1opho-
more at HarriIton High school,
was an over night guest of his
pal Tommy Parker 208 No. 14th
at.. last week.
Seaman Gabriel Gillum former
student of Wonder high school, who
is serving in the Navy, is the
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Gillum of 108 S. 15th at. Mr. Gil-
lum will be here for 20 days.
Mrs. Fannie Williains, of Mem.
phis, Tenn., was the fourth of July
guest of her son and daughter-
in-law. Mr. and Mrs. James Wil-
Hams of 310 N. 13 st. Mrs. Lizzie
Johnson of 400 S. 12th it.. has as
her guests, her aunts, Mrs. Agnes
Griffin, Mrs. Sarah Comack
Blytheville, Ark. Mrs. Johnson was
very happy to see her aunts. Mrs.
Johnson ha; been on the sick
list, but is up now and doing fine.
Mrs. Eloisia Rodgers, of 429 S.
11th st., had as her guests. her
two brothers and their wives, Mr.
and Mrs. C. F. Franklin and their
two sons, of Benton Harbor, Mich,
Mr. end Mrs. Scott Franklin of
Cairo, Ill.
The J. S. Phelix High school
was open Monday July 15, for I
their 10 weeks summer session.
The fiat grades will be housed
in the new building which Wi'S
completed this spring. The 12-room
brick office, sic:: room, teachers
lounge, and book room will ac-
commodate 12 teachers. The High
school will be housed in the old
main school building.
W. C. Potts principal.
Sunday. July 14th, was apprecia-
tion day, for Mrs. Elosia Rodger
of 4211 S. 11th st., at the Church
of God in Christ, South 15th at,
Elder F. Smith, pastor, 51 r s.
Rodgers is the wife of the late
Elder W. L. Rodgers.
Mr. and Mrs. Bey Gammon.'
of 1580 S. Belie.we blvd., Memphis
Tenn., had as their fourth of July
dinner guests. Mr. and Mrs. D. S.
Fields, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Lewis,
Redfora Taylor and Mrs. G a m-
nton's sister Mrs. Willie D.
Steinback, all of Memphis. Out-
of-tosen guests were Mrs. Edna
Jones, Mrs. Mary Parker, and
daughter, Mattie Jean, from West
Memphis, Ark,
Games were played. Barbecue,
Last week we talked about
whether financial security is the I
answer to complete happiness in
old age. We ended up by saying
perhaps you were so busy keep-
ing house now, it did not mike
much difference what the rest of
the world was doing. But after
the children are grown, can't you I
see yourself leaning on your chil-
dren for companionship and rec-
reation and interests.
So begin now: Rebudget your
time. It will take some careful,
mianning but I know it will be
fiRvorth it. This idea should be of
value to all who have limited cir-
cles of interests to family and
work. More about this next week.
Dear Carlotta:
' I am in a rut. My husband and
I are both 22. We have been mar-
ried a little over a year, end have
baby. .I have lost all the sparkle
I once had and I am no longer
the interesting person I once was.
I have no outside interests, and
right now I don't have time for
one. Thus, when my husband'
tomes home from work I have
(nothing to say except I am tired.
Since the baby came, we do not
go out together. I feel guilty leav-
ing the baby crying with a baby
sitter or relative. How can I get
out of this rut. Young mother.
• • •
Dear Young Mother:
Not only young girls but older
mothers, too, experience post-nat-
al blues. Some mothers feel fit
as a fiddle while in the hospital
where everything is planned and
done for them from morning till
night. When they go home, to
their surprise, they tire easily
and cannot keep up the night and
day pace without becoming fatigu-
ed and irritable. Others feel they
will never again be attractive, and
their husbands will never be able
to adjust to their changed life. I
suggest you go to your doctor and
discuss your feelings. I am sure
he can help you through this diffi-
cult period. Incidentally, sitting
with a crying baby for three hours
won't kill a competent baby sit.
ter or a relative. And an evening
out could do you a world of good.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new .me... the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after •
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
yea lost faith In your husband. wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are yoe discouraged? If any of these are year
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at saes. She
will read life to yen just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business Is not • success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at mire.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Mississippi State
Line, as the way to Hernando. Her home is S blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
It all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Wlsitehaven State Line and get
oft at State Line and walk 2 blocks and um MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY SE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTRID OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calla or answer any letters. 11. our.
to look for the right sign and the right RAM&
"TO RAISE THE NEGRO
LIFE INSURANCE OWNER-
SHIP LEVEL" is the fib/er-
ns, of the third National In.
seireitee Association institute in
sessioe for the second week at
Tennessee State university at
Nashville. The chart It e r e
shows that with an minuet in•
come of $18 billion, Causdi•
arts have $26.5 billion iv life
insurance In force; while the
American Negro market with
the same annual Income has
only $1.6 billion in life insur-
ance in force. Studs ing this
comparison are (I. to r I \a.
tional Insurance Association
President Joseph A. Faison of
Philadelphia, Pa.; William F.
Savoy, educational dire, tor.
Supreme Liberty. life Insur-
ance Co.; L. J. Gunn, CL(I,
NIA institute dean and district
manager of Atlanta Life, Nash.
ville, Tenn.; C. 0. Hollis, ('LU,
assistant agency director, Pil-
grim Health and Life, Augus.
tn. Ga. Tennessee Stat. uni-
tersity's president, Dr. W. S.
Davis; H. A. Caldwell, educe-
Donal director, Universal Life,
Memphis, Tenn, and Lonzie L.
Jones. assistant agency direc-
tor. Golden State Mutual, Los
Angeles, Calif. With the exep-
tion of Dr. Davis, these are





Dr. Hato W. Carter, Tennessee
State university's horticulture de-
partment head, is receiving wide-
spread recognition for his expert-
mental study which he reported
in the Agronomy Journal of May,
1957.
Dr. Carter, who recently return•
ed from the University of Illinois
where he participated in the in
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15




I By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
stitution's first Agronomy Day, is The Hub City Sportsman Club were served the 57 guests whoexperimenting with wheat. His sr- of Jackson, Tenn., on the 4th of had the pleasure of meeting Mrs.tick, "Wheat an%Cheat," in the July entertained on their 4,000 acrp Hill.Agonomy Journal, is a report on
his scientific study of the affects
of cheat (a weed) on wheat when
grown in competition. Assisting
with the experiment have been Dr.
H. W. Norton and Dr. G. H. Dun-
gan, both of the University of Il-
linois.
A graduate of Tennessee State,
Dr. Carter earned his doctorate
in agronomy, minoring in horti-
culture, at Illinois in 1952 whererr
he was elected to Sigma Xi Na-
tional Scientific Society. He spends
some time each year in research
at his alma nutter. His wheat
report has been approved by the
Illinois State Extension Service.
The Venus Pen and Pencil Cor-
poration makes pencils in many
different colors and styles ranging
from office to eyebrow pencils
cole slaw, wonder bread, spagh-
etti, stuffed eggs and drinks,. and
home made ice cream, werelerv-
ed• Evgtwone seemed to have en-
joyed their dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Brown, of
135 S. 8th at., had as their fourth
of July guests them daughter,
Mrs. Elms Jones and children, of
St. Louis, Mo.. and Mrs. Gertrurde
Collin. and children of Earle, Ark.
Elder Lazall Rodgers. son of
Mrs. Flosia Rodgers of 429 S.
11th at., and the late Elder W. L.
Rodgers, held a week revival meet•
ing at the Church of God in
Christ, on S. 15th at. The Junior
W. W. club of New Mt, Zion spon.
sored a program Sunday July 14.
The Bell Mount special furnish-
eel the music.
Amos French sr., of Memphis.
Tenn., has as his guest, his lit-
tle son, Amos French, jr.. of Chi
cago, Ill. Mr. French, and son
spent the fourth ot July in Pine
Bluff visiting relatives. Mr. French
is a me:nber of the New Mt.
Zion MB church and the Supt.,
of New Mt. Zion Sunday school.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Greene
and children, of Chicago, Ill., were
fourth of July dinner guests of
206 N. 13th st. Mrs. Will Govain
and daughters Earline Dianne, and
Doris Kaye were visiting Mrs. Go.
vain's daughterin-law, Mrs. Bo-
rean Greene in Oxford Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Obediah Rodgers,
of 431 S. 11th st., had as their
guests their son and his wife. Mr
and Mrs. Sam Rivers Rodgers and
their sons for their holiday guests.
They are from Benton Harbor.
Mich.
Miss Fannie Johnson, of 307 N.
9th st., was all thrills to have as
her guests on the fourth of July,
her little daughter Linda L. Fed-
rick, her mother, Mrs. Hattie
Johnson, sister Mrs. Hattie Wash.
inngton and her children, and her
brother and his wife. Mr. and ItIrs.
Alfred Johnson. All of Tyronza,
Ark. A cooling summer merit was
served which was very appropri-
ate. Everyone had an enieyable
time. Miss Johnson is a member
of the New Mt. Zion MB church.
and a Sunday school teacher of
class No. 2.
The SPM Social club will have
a dance Saturday, July 20, 1957
at 218 S. 12th at, Time 7:30 p.m.
the public invited.
Miss Leda Bell Shelton, presi-
dent, Miss Mattie Jean Parker,
secretary.
DYER, TENNESSEE
Today has been a most pleas-
ing sunshiny day. That is wonder-
ful for us. Even though the wea-
ther is very hot it is welcome
because it brings sunshine.
We are happy to report that our
sick list has improved and the
ones on it are, Mrs. Alberta Nolan,
who wishes to thank everyone for
the visits, flowers, and cars dur-
ing her stay at St. Mary's hospit-
al. Walter Pfiffer, who is back
from. Jackson General hospital,
also wishes to thank everyone, and
also Lynn McGee.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert MeClerkln,
of Cleveland, Ohio, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Harris, of Dyer, on
last Sunday. Mr. Albert Exum is
now visiting his mother, Mrs. Ad.
line Exum, who has been very ill,
but is now progressing very well.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ellington
are now visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Felix Wilkin, of St. Louis. They
are to return this weekend, and
we hope they found everyone do-
ing fine.
L. C. Atkins, of Chicago, is now
visiting his aunt and uncle, Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Buchanan.
Miss Martha Lue Williams and
her brother, Herman Williams, are
home visiting their father, Chester
Williams.
Mrs. Verne!! Hardin and chil-
dren, of Cleveland, are home visit-
ing her mother, Mrs. Lydia Ewell.
She is to remain with her mother
for a period of four weeks. We
hope she will enjoy her stay. Mrs.
Shirley Ray is also visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. Lydia Ewell.
The missionary society of Fair-
view Baptist church met in the
home of Mrs. Clara West, of 120
Washington st., Monday night July
8
On last weekend Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Nolan and son, of Fort
Wayne, Ind.,- visited their sick
mother, Mrs. Alberta Nolan. Mr.
and Mrs, Clifton Ellington, also of
Fort Wayne visited his sisters, Mrs.
Alberta Nolan and Mrs., Beatrice
lyre, his daughter, Mrs. Virgrinia
O'Daniel, and his son Jerome El-
lington.
We wish to thank all of you for
your patronage. We try to bring
you what you would enjoy reading.
We welcome and appreciate any
news items and anything else to
Improve your column.
Until next week, same place—
ADIOS AMIGO.
Words of the Wise
We affords no higher pleas-ure than that of surmounting
difficulties, passing from one
step of success to another;
forming new wishes and see-
ing them gratitied. He that
labors in any great or laudable
undertaking has his fatigues
first supported by hope and
afterwards rewarded by joy.
—(Bamuel Johnson)
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR 011
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
Came Management area, in the
Blairs Chapel Community ot Mad-
ison County, members of the Hines
Sportsman club from East St. Lou-
is, III.
A skeet shooting Contest w a s
held, and the first place winner
was Jessie Harris, front Jackson,
shooting 100 percent. Second place
winner WIIS A. B. Greer, the Hub
City Club President, shooting 90
percent, and third place went to
John Theus, club member from
Jackson, shooting 75 percent of his
clay pigeons.
An old fashion Barbecue Dinner
with cold drinks was served by
the Hub City Sportsman club, and
a good time was had by all.
The Hines Sportsman Club has
challenged the Hub City to a re-
match on their home ground ta-
bor Day, which will be cheerfully
accepted.Dealers Back BBB Code Members of the Hub City
Sportsman club are A. B. Greer,
On ir Conditioners president; John Theus, vice presi•A 
Eighty - four Memphis dealers
and authorized wholesale ells.
tributors have signified their ac-
eeptance of the Better Business
Bureau's voluntary code for ad-
vertising and selling room air con-
ditioners, and pledged their coop.
eration to conform to the 17 stand-
ards covered in the code, it was
announced by the Bureau.
First adopted in 1954. the newly-
revised standards issued by the
Bureau are designed. to eliminate
consumer deception, Ind clarify
advertised cooling capacity claims.
'After several years of market
confusion, during which the pub-
lic was fed considerable rnis-in.
formation about 'tonnage,' horse
power,' and BTU cooling capaci-
ty, responsible manufacturers got
together, through the Air Condi-
tioning and Refrigeration Institute
(A. R. I.), and adopted an indus-
try standard, known as A. R. I.
110-'* as the mea surement yard-
stick of cooling claims," George
V. Morse, jr.. BBB Manager, point-
ed out. "They further agreed to
use only this standard, in rating
their 1957 models. Now seine 24
major manufacturers, who be-
tween them account for over 90
percent of all room units made,
have furnished A. R. I. and the
National Better Business Bureau
their own certified unit ratings.
We, in turn. have received these
certified ratings, and have asked
all distributors and dealers to ad-
vertise the certified BTU cooling
capacity on any size current mod•
el room unit on which a price is
quoted in the ad."
Commercial graphite is mined
only 50 percent pure. After sift-
ing out the impurities, it is com-
bined with purified, wet clay,
mixed for weeks in revolving
drums.
dent; James F. Hughes, sect, and
bus. mgr.: A. D. Williams, asst,
sect, and but, mgr.; C. A. Davis,
treasurer; Leroy Clark, R. D.
Springfield, M. C. Hunt, J. A.
Cooke, Aussie Brooks, Sam Bro.
naugh, Nelson Lyons, Richard
Booth, Ross Grandberry, Frank
Sharp, Lymon Henning and Wil-
liam Wade,
GUESTS HONORED
Mrs. Etta Timlic Hill, of Win-
ston-Salem, N. C., who is the
house guest of Mr. and Mrs. S.
M. Bond, of 230 Middleton st.,
was honored by them Sunday July
7, 1957 with a reception.
The deu, living and dining rooms
used for the occasion were made
very beautiful with many arrange-
ments of gift flowers sent to the
popular hostess.
The receiving line was compos-
ed of Mesdames S. Si. Bond, Mrs.
Etta Hill (the guest of honor),
Mrs. Alline Maney, Mrs. Lucille
Saupter and Mrs. Dewey Tuggle.
Mint frappe, cookies and mints
SPORTSMAN'S CLUB AFFAIR
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Curry, of
Cumberland st., entertained guests
on their beautiful back lawn on
the evening of July 4. Japanese
lanterns made a very beautiful set-
ting. There was a choice of danc-
ing on the patio and a variety of
games. The many persona pees-
est also enjoyed delicious barbe-
cue, slaw, potato salad, slice to-
matoes, assorted drinks a n d
cake.
HERE AND THERE
William Holder received front
Portia Law school at Boston.
Mass., the Bachelor of Law De-
gree. Holder is formerly from
Jackson.
Mrs. V. T. Walker is out of the
city on vacation. She left by train
to Chicago, Ill., from Chicago to
Seattle, Wash., and went by boat
to Los Angeles. In T cos Angeles
she is guest of Mrs. Pearl Grand-
berry,
Little William White, son of Mrs.
Barbara White, is visiting grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W 1111 a m
Dugg, on Stonewall at.
S. Africa Church
Defies Race Law
JOHANNESBURG — (INS) —
South Africa's Anglican bishops
have urged their clergy and church
members to ignore a new law
which would bar Negroes a n d
whites from using the same church
premises.
Pastoral letters were read at all
services in all Anglican churches
throushout South Africa Sunday
calling on communicants to disobey
the ' church clause" of the native
laws amendment act which was
promulgated last week. The clause
allows the minister of native af-
fairs to forbid Negroes and white,
to attend services together.
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VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL at
St. Paul Baptist church, July
1-12, was termed the most suc-
cessful session ever held. Tlfere
was an enrollment of 172 and
25 staff workers. Rev. S. H.
Herring is church minister.
Workers for the school were
Miss Grelia Reeves, principal;
Miss Alma Rose Clark, Mes•
dames SamElla Bowden, as-
sistant principal; Nancy D.




McKinney, Mable Harris, sup-
erintendent, primary Depart-
ment; Sadie Toney, Mary Car-
roll, Varine Dickens, ..lessie
Lee Bryant, Alice Gray, Clara
P. Tate, music; Victoria Pur-
nell, Minnie McClain. art; Lil-
lian Shores, refreshments; Res-
ale M. Wright, Odessa Brooks,
Annie M. Campbell, st a r y
Cross, Annie Lee Ricks and
Misses Georgianne Givands






A 1952 Hudson carrying eight
passengers turned completely over
in Curve. Term, but none of the
four adults or four youngsters were
burt.
In the automobile were Mr. and
Mrs. Randell, Marjorie Currie,
Mrs. Mattie Currie, Luther Ran-
dell, Alias Randell, Alice Marirerrr
Randell and Barbara Randell.
They returned to Ripley where
they roomed with Mr. and Mrs.
George Coe at 45i, Church at.
Tucker and Henderson took
charge of the wreck.
Sunday. July 7 was a high day
at the Henning Grove Baptist
church. They had their annual Lay-
men and Men's Day. The house
was called to order by the presi-
dent, the devotion was led by Hen-
ning Grove, 311. Zion, Hells and
tit. Mark. Gates.
Topic was "Can the Local
Church Survive Without Manpow-I
er?" Another topic was 'Man's 1
Influence in the Local Church."
, Dinner was served.
The afternoon session began at
230 p.m. with the Laymen of
Hennings conducting the devotion.
Henry Johnson brought the wel-
come and the response was by
Morning Star of Ripley.
The topic was "Insensitiveness
of the Layman to the Needs of the
Local Church." Prof. James T.
Halliburton of Ripley discussed it.
Rev. L:' D. Kennedy, pastor of
Edith. Tenn., delivered the ser-
mon, using the subject, "It is more
blessed to give than to receive."
Stork Stop
At..
Born at John Gaston Hospital
July 1, 1,57
A son, Adrienne Michelle King,
to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew King, 1245
PCapitol.
A daughter, Adrienne Nadine
Parson, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee S.
Parson, 1603 Florida.
A son, Lofton Darnell Ware, to
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Ware, 936
Cohoma.
A daughter, Norrie Stein, to Mr.
and Mrs. Elrich Johnson, 1623 Go
boy.
A daughter. Deborah Reaita Dou-
glas, to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Douglas, 1014 Richert.
A son, Patrick Lewis Banks,
to Mr. and Mrs. William Banks,
1218 Florida.
A son, Daniel Thuat, to Mr. andl
Mrs. Robert L. Thuat, 30.10 Shan-
non.
A son, Ira Lynn Peters, to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Peters, 3286 Nor-
ton.
A son, Ernest Keith Hampton..
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles IL liamp-'
ton, 2238 Eldridge.
A son, William Alexander, to
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Alexander, 779
Each layman was asked to do-
nate $2. Visitors as they desired.
Joe T. Parker was master of
ceremonies; H. Foster, chairman
of finances, Henry Johnson lay-
men secretary and Mr. Rucker,
jr., president of the Layman move.
ment.
Rev. J, R. Halliburton is church
pastor.
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A son, Robert Earl Farmer, jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Farm-
er, 1592 Minnie.
A son, Elijah Baker, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Elijah Baker.
A daughter, Jacquelyn Louise
Beaton, to Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Beaton.' 350 Avery.
A son, Allen Burton Bradford,
to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Brard-
ford, 1313 Hemlock.
na, to Sir. and Mrs. Joseph Bo-
hanna, 43,3 Simpson.
Twin son and daughter, Calvin
and Carolyn Lee Lewis, to Mr:
and Mrs. Elmo Lewis, 1645 Michi-
gan.
A son, Alocius Alexander. to Mr.
and Mrs. George Alexander, 1043
Levon.
A son, Terry Leon Brozell. to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Brozell, 1675
Warford.
JULY 2, 1957 — A son, Kicky Edward Thornton,
A daughter, Hattie Mae Bond, r to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Thorn.
to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Bond, 251 ' ton, 304 N. Claybrook.
Vallentine. A daughter, Sharon Denise
A son, Kyle Anthony Hurt, to Payne, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hurt, 395 La- Payne, 3290 Alta Road.
A son, Donald Tate, to Mr and
Mrs. Melvin Tate, 696 E. Polk.
A daughter, Darlene Antionette
Davis, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie
Davis, 90 Lucy.
A daughter, Polly Gain Humph-
rey, to Mr. and Mrs, 0. C. Humph-
rey, 885 Griffith. -
JULY 5, 1957
A daughter, L3jUalli Jay Robin-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. James Rob.
mson, 643 Stephens.
A daughter, Carolyn Annette
Brown, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Brown, 1C21 Pillow.
A daughter, Barbara Dale Jef-
fries, to Sir. and Mrs. George
Jeffries 1250 Raymond.
A son, Cecil Remerius Friday,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Friday.
2356 Eldridge.
A daughter, Lydia Diane Butler.
to Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Butler, stead, to Mr. and Mrs, John Arm-
972 "G" LeMoyne. stead, 742 Gillis.
A son, Rickie Lynn Flynn, to A daughter, Venessa Ann Sut-
Mr. and Mrs. James Flynn. ties, to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Sut.
A daughter, Fannie Mae Mar- , tiers, 415 Wellington.
low, to Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick JULY 8. 1957
Marlow, 519 Hampton Pl. A son. Leroy Gore, to Mr. and
A son, Quintin White, to Mr. Mrs. Leroy Gory, e05 Polk.
and Mrs. Odell White, 976 Saxon. A M. Alfred Bernard 1Vhite.
A son, Stan Trent Lester, to Mr. and Mrs. George White, 703
Mr. and Mrs. James Lester, 150 Pclk,
So. Fourth. A son, Gene Autry Pendleton, to
A daughter, Sharon Denise Wit- Mr. and Mrs. Grady Pendleton,'
Liam, 1799 Nedra. A daughter. Phyllis Deni
Hams, to Mr. and Mrs. James 166.1 Fields.
A daughter, Shirley Ann D e I. Rhodes, to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
bridge, to Mr. and Mrs. S a III Rhodes, 2430 Zanone.
Delbridgc, 223 W. California. A daughter, Sherill Burnett Por-
clede.
A son, Frand Vernard Brantly,
to 51r. and Mrs. Autry Brantly,
2958 Shannon.
A daughter, Carolyn Denise'
Thompson, to Mr. and Mrs. Mackl
W. Thompson, 1506 Castalia.
A son. Percy Marshall Phillips,
jr., to Mr. and Mrs, Percy Phil-
lips, 2905 Airways.
A son, Basic Penae Clay, to Mr.
and Sirs. Fred Clay, 1670 Hayes.
A daughter, Phyllis Kay Ander-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur An-
derson, 277 Tillman.
A daughter, Jo Ann Brown, Pi
Mr. and Mrs. Don Lee Brown, 944
Mississippi.
A son Alonzo Dasis, to Mr ard
Mrs. Willie H. Davis, 1461 Mene-
gar.
JULY 3, 1957
A son, Michael Anthony Allred,:
to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Allred,
755 Pendleton. 1
A daughter, Beverly Ann Wit- ,
barns, to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Williams, 1313 Washington.
A son, Curtis Cole, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Cole, 466 Walker.
A daughter, Vanessa Lynn Smith,'
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L.
Smith, 518 Avery.
A daughter, Yvonne Haywood, tol
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Haywood,,
7G3 Tanglewood.
A son. Jchnny Earl Williams, to'
Sir, and Mrs. Johnnie Williams,
1079 Bammel.
Twin son and daughter. R 0 9
Carl and Rolanda Gatbright, ti
Mr. and Mrs. James Gathright.
669 Ayers.
A son, Andrew Martrindale But-
ler, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew But-
ler. 1663 McMillan.
A son, Kenneth Ray Rodgers,
to Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Rodg-
ers, 2263 Hunter.
A daughter, Barbara June Alex-
ander, to Sir, and Mrs. Willie
Alexander, 108 McKellar.
July 4, 1957
A son, Carl Dew ayne White. to
Mr. and Mrs. Glemmie Vi bite, 1315
Hyde Park.
A son, Melvin Owens, jr., ts,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Owens, I?:
E Trigg.
A son, Forrest McAndory. to Mr.
and Mrs. H. C. SIcAdory, 599 Ex-
change.
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CLEANERS   up
APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - A. 7-2631
2268 Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Noeht. 114.441..•
A son, Franke Paige, to
and Mrs. Charles Paige, 1411 M
icgan.
A son, Andrea Mass, to Mr.
Mrs. James Mass, 2723 Selec
JULY 6, 1957
A son, Calvin Jerome Stallion,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Stallion,
611 S. Fourth.
A daughter, Brenda Gail Burn-
side, to Mr. and Mrs. David Burn-
side, 1261 Capital.
A son, Leland Randolph Bell, to
Mr. 'and Mrs. Homer Genn Bell,
1450 Slinegar.
A son, Samuel Lee Norphlet, to
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Norphlet, 3903
Barton.
A daughter. Sandra Kay Brown,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Brown,
1884 J.walonma.
A sore' Amos Tanskley, to Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Tanksley, 6G6 Con-
cord.
JULY 7, 1957
A daughter, Laura Jean Tabors,
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lee Ta-
hors, 880 Mosby.
A son, Jeffery Calvin Piggie, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Piggie,
247 N. Main.
A daughter, Linda Sue Spears,
to Mr. and Mrs. Chariie C. Spears, I
2502 Winnona,
A daughter, Pride Fredricia
Thompson, to Mr, and Mrs. Wil-
liam Thompson, 892 Griffith.
A son, 0. B. Elliott, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. 0. B. Elliott. 493 Leath
A daughter. Elaine Allen, to Mr.
and Mrs. Murphy Allen, 932 H.1
McDowell.sA n
Michael Wayne Lester
to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Henry Les
ter, 1674 Clancy.
A son, Juenile Nathan Erwin,
to Sir. and Mrs. J. C. Ervin, 352
Hernando.
A daughter, Marilyn Denise
Ratliff, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rat,
tiff, 2045 Benford.
A son, Harvis Eugene Hordwich,
to 51r. and Mrs. Ashley Hordwich,
1330 Tanglewood.














( awing out in the cat
is no way to start a
s Its smart to
phone ahead for resersa•
tions. And while you're
away, plan to keep close
touch with home by
telephone. Adds peace of






Ws Twice As Foal
to e":4/
ter, to Mr. and Sirs. Percy Poe-
ter, 1080 Cella.
A daughter, Deborah Harris, to
Mr. and Mrs. Van Harris, 2187
Princeton.
A daughter, Donna Lynn Fort,
to Mr. and Mrs. William Fort,
37s, Butler.
A son, Otis Lee Alston, to Mr
and Mrs. Osby Alston, 968 Belt
Lige.
• A son, Lewis Lee Gibson, jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lee Gib-
son 502 Peyton.
A daughter, Georgia Mae Fen-
trus, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Fen-
trus, 585 S. Lauderdale.
A son, Steve Wright, to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Wright, 257 W.
Peebles,
JULY 9, 1957
A son, Alfred Bernard Post, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Post, 1660
Pecan.
A son, Derald Keith Johnican,
to Sir. and Mrs. Paul Johnican,
1265 Dunnivant.
A daughter, Jannette Hall, to




CHARLESTON, Miss, — (ANP)
A white couple, Mr. and Mrs. J.
E. Johnson are alive today after
barely escaping death last week.
thanks to the efforts of two Negro
brothers here who pulled them
from their wrecked automobile.
Knocked unconscious when their
car punctured a tire and careened
over abridge falling into five feet
of water, little type of their sur-
vival seemed likely as Johnson re-
gained consciousness and began
blowing the car horn for help.
Their heads were just barely
above water when Mose Rober-
son and his brother, driving by,
spotted the troubled couple trap-
lied in the wrecked car.
The two men immediately went
to the rescue, freeing the pair
from the wreckage without re-
gard to their own health a n d
safety,
AIRMAN RICHARD MINER of
4758 Michigan ave., has completed
his basic military training at Lack-
land Air Force Base, San Antonia.
Texas.
A daughter, Kim Marie Green.
to Mr. and Mrs. Judge Green, 587
Walnut.
A son, James Henry Lockett, jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Lock-
ett, 834 Walker.
A son, Milton Luckett jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Luckett, 272
E. Virginia.
A son, Sherod Brown, to Mr
end Mrs. Calvin Brown, 719 Al.
eton.
A son, Laurence David Quarles,
to Mr. and Mrs. James A. Quarles,
672 Alston,
July 10, 1957
A son, Joseph Marcell Peters,
to Mr. and Mrs. James Peters,
14;8 S. Orleans
A daughter, Arnita Johnson, .to
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Johnson, 155?
W. Gage,
A daughter, Patricia Ruth Lig-
gans, to Mr. and Mrs. Artis Lig-
gans, 847 Polk.
A daughter, Florence Evelyn
Washington, to Mr. and Mrs. Tho
mas Washington, 986 Greenlaw.
A daughter, Flora Ann Washing-
1271 ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Washington, 986 Greenlaw,
A son, Charles Anthony Jackson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jackson,
627 Beale.
A son. Jamie Lee Hollowell, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hollowell, 64
Monroe.
A son, Lewis Anderson, to 51r.
and Mrs. L. 0. Anderson, 315 Red
Oak.
A son, Donnie Ray 111eFeven, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis MeFeven, 471
Wicks.
A daughter, Bessie Pearl Ayers,
to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Ayers,
3797 Weaver.
A daughter, Barbara Ann Wade.
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wade, 709
S. Orleans.
A son, Arlee Barnes jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Arlee Barnes. s:62 N.
Fifth st.
A daughter, Debbie Ann Smith.
to Mr. and Mrs. Dernetchen
Smith, 1412 Kentucky. •
The rubber does not do the eras-
ing. The rubber is only the se-
hide for hydrogenated rape seed
oil (factice) that is ground and
mixed with rubber as a binder.
North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co.
is pleased to announce its












Hospitalization PolkySurgkal and 
Miscellaneous


















North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company
P. 0. Box 201
Durham, North Carolina
Send me without ohbvitien FREE information shout the
Hospitalization Polley.
My Name  
Address
City
CALL YOUR LOCAL DISTRICT OFFICE: 511 Vance Aienue
Of 
AGENT TODAY PHONE: JA. 6-3663
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